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Supply of tggs

a

in

Winter.

ami rescued the passengers. Mark Twain,
the well known humorist, was a passc-n.
gcr on the steamer, and writes the follow
:ng account of the rescue?—
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a.,,?
*;I;ly
slack tl;
but will tumble the fruit about needlessly,
lime, and make a thin paste
K
•••tand
lot
(\ V'.m
and
mLv.ur
; and injure its appearance and keeping qualSy.
I i.• i: take :: cake of : ity.
throe or four daw-.
it in warm water
,:
•«\‘
an
-i h.m »!'.«• son
Fruit will keep better, however, if proand with the soap-suds thh d »wn tiic lime ti tt-d from the air. and from the constant
ream.
rash tint
changes of temperature which currents of
Now
..
M
"ut it.'** !ien-hoii>" thnroiifih’.y.
air impart. Wrapping the apples separately
removing ev«e vthii g that can he removed,
in paper, aud simply placing them on the
uni with a go >d -titV brush applv t!m- wash shell, we have found to protect them from
•>
inside and out- d'.-tay, a much larger number
every «. rank and craimx
by actual
the "tii oiiiL*. i’miO:. **st>. «seivtiiing count, remaining sound than if
subjected to
am
ills' ha’.'
t t he lloor is ol wood
ordinary exposure1. Apples will keep longer
o i! off ami Mir w what settle^ in tin*
:i
barrels than in bins for this reason, and
s.o
u\
a
a. giving it
,«n .d
tin* only objection to barreling is that they
a
1 it
soil. e'-. all grass Ol*
are excluded from sight and examination,
b -a uadi
:n the ni'*.
tin t.. \f thing and sometimes heroine badly rotted before
-<•
In t
:ola\ till* «'Sri'S. their condition is discovered.
gM tie 1:< 11 s 1 !::«t a
Drawers
i'»:
an
must b.* o!>v would be better if not so expensive.
T! -a ai
d:d -;•
w
!'!•*■<• or other, or what
-iin
aim
We keep winter pears in shallow boxes,
•:
v<
mumon.
every imaginable breed which may be shut closely with well-fitting
*•
;
if
w
we
111.
our
Would
lloUv
Hid
!•
lids.
They are thus excluded from air and
w la'<
i
foil■' or live
ah *rn pullel
li lit. and are easily accessible* for examinaSane prefer the P» rati mas,
i.
mm! im
tion. A better wav, probably, would be to
ur
irk. at d fhey are v< ry g*»od, an I
iv'1
close lids to the shallow bins or
ne has tiiein we would not advise
an
shelves, so that they might be easily < x un1
it
tn to chauiie !■
others.
Hut every ined at
any time with the same fac ilit \ as
:d
lie eamio* g*d in'.
ids <«i''any luv.-d, and ''.inter apples.
Large and fine specimens
w.
must tlu-i; put upw.iii v. nat we rui ge*
ot
Olairgeau, Duehesse d'Angouleme, or
>P«»mug wait w.-are provided with the Anjou, may be wrapped in soft panel', in
a is it e muuiier of hen-, tin next Ilium is ! addition to the
covering. They ma d ocmit
A
pru\ hie 1 w tin '.r food and rare.
i bona! examination as ripening approaches.
•dniiid.uH'i
ui
broken h.mes and oyster ! Widi some varieties, much of their excel
,i
I
mu>l In pro\ided in a eonvrniemlv
h nee depends on careful ripening; witii
1
A plenty of clean ! res'll
'.'dole [b !,-«
(•fliers, less care is necessary.
should be
v:ifi'
nifii.iiig water is host.,
If is important for the good keeping of
s ane si, -If< red spot m ar
haw; and
r
both apple- and pears, that they be kept till
wdtrv house nut !n the ::r *und two or marly winter in a cool outbuilding, and
forks four -a live
high, across placed in the cellar only when it may l»•
ilie top of flies* lav a pole, upon width ; ki'pt coed hv ventilation,
fCountry (lenthplace tin ends ot some rough boards or man
slabs, bringing them down to t he ground on
•d, north side, rider lids shelter put some
How to Pickle Pork
i;
sand, ashes and lime, for a dusi '-at!'.
\\
w ill llave a nice place III! l.'ile low is
I he lirst essential is a good sweet barrel
bask in Um eoM days of mid w’inler.
not a molasses barrel but a new 1 am-!,
math from Well-seasoned white oak stuv. s
w.n), *•• ''.!• ;> ourstandard: oats, buokve ry
r a,
i\silhour any sap ill them. If there is any
a- variations.
Wheat bran scalded sap in the staves the hrine will leak through
w d
end the pork will be spotted with rust.
tie! .-d w inn in the morning, is «*x vlh nr,
i boiled pofa-n’r a
(1 >od salt is another requisite for piekhng
ai
go.- h particularly
r fwished up and ndvd while hot. with
pork. Salt known in the West as “grouud
!. ! 'dm have tin ir
meal and milk.
alum." or the salt made at Syracuse, New
>o.( at regular intervals and no! be d’sYork, is good.
i'r-When ’he hogs are killed and Cm flesh
■■■■A m> in.'ia ''cm :•> ::b>«>lu! ely
Kverv- | perfectly cold
i.
for tin* i-ar.-od siipm vision.
not frozen), lay the hog on
to
h, ina now in order you may begin
nis .-nle and cut straight down the centre .1
•i tin- eggs.
thw bark until the knife strikes the bone.
They will cone one
I
o
first, like tin advance guard oi an
Then turn him on his back and cut. through
o
rath.
lik
tin* first drop- ol a
the lid- close to the back-hone so us to
h
.u s .T b ar. tin
rain is c
ning.ar.d
meet tin* cut made from the other side. Cut
a'•>».■■ <
istmas it will In* on you widi fury, otV the head and your pig will be in halve-:
-'ll! ii
■ l
a pouring
forth < < nice white rut the leaf lard from the ribs; «*nt ntf the
lakes ..i snowy eggs viny word lor it you shoulder and ham; cutout all the lean meat
The front the side; then cut the sides in strips
never seen- -try it won’t you?
uthern Tlanter and Farmer.
about three inches wide, cutting across
from buck to belly.
When you have your
>i les all cut in this way. take your barrel
And Now the Hens.
am: cover the bottom three-fourths of an
inch deep with salt: then take votir pieces
The W uld
Oritair.* the following ucof pork and se* them on edge, the skin next
iii' ol the disea-" among the fowls wliich
to the barrel, and bind them around in the
i. t- been briefly referred to
by telegraph :
for the last few days .a ver\ noticalde barrel, making the circle smaller and smaller until von have a perfect layer, and as
d*
ease in the supply of f-wls has been ob•*
ed in the markets of this ity. and es- close together as you can well press each
i piece with the hand ; then till all open spaces
fillv at tin: poultry s‘s Is in Washington
l
with salt. Then, with a square ended stick
VI .t is«
the ehickIn very many instai;;
or maul pound the pork down until it
is
•..
a r, *
ei,
sent, to the
which are i rt
smooth on the top. Then cover with salt
m i;'sets have dark streaks in the neck, and
of
an
inch
about
Then
deep.
to an unusual size.
live-eighths
i
A I
e*a<i 'WiiI’k
ii*:■ a>* has bn»k*. u out in the pout- * prove 1 with another layer as before, and,
t.iie
barrel
is
tilled
to
>o
in
till
within
thru
iM ils in several plae- > throughout the
or four inches of the top.
Then make a
'»t.it e,ami has caused a considerable amount
■*
uimotion among tile poultry and game ; brine as strong us can be made with salt
an : :»ailing soft, water; skim the brine and
aler.v in this city. Notwithstanding that
let it. cool. When cold, pour it on the meat,
'•on
of the dealers in fowls in Washington
Market yesterday denied all knowledge of until t.lm barrel is tilled to within two inches
•f the top. Put a board, cut to lit the inie
li-easr. they were a* the -ante time
-ide of the barrel, on top of the pork, and
•! i-p'
mg of hen- and chickens h-a ring evi! lay upon it, a “nigger head” rock weighing
•ne. s of having died oft hi' disease.
about fort}' pounds. Keep the barrel in a
HH'I. 1*1.A ^
cool place if you have one; if not, keep it
in some instances 'Ur in-ads weiv chop- ; almost
anywhere out of the sun, and you
<’ii' so us to a)!:iv
that
suspicion
will have good pickled pork as long as you
might arise in the mind- o tinpuichaser. !-:«-ep it e-unpletoly covered with the brine.
•
:
m<
dealer >ia*ed He
knew nothing I I have n«-v.er lost, any pork put up in this
of tin fatal malady; that lie was supplied
way. »m.i i have kept it in cellars, on the
by the poultry g’ w<t< of Dutches* and lirst door and in garrets. [Cor. Kuril New
o
r counties,
in !
mi
them In: depended Yorker.
> wing” !n* re
wholes »m
e
Vi
j
m irked,
‘-to the tsHitn s* in sending sup.A Virginia Mother.
I
rni-'
from
have
sixteen
ami
pile- prices
to twenty-rigid cents a pound."
il.t.-.
nv l)lINN 1*1 ATT.
is the average price for \v ish-fed
.'hi'
f eus, killed oi l well dressed. Turkeys
A11 or areomplishing live miles ol' 11 n■
uni ducks, as well a* game, show evidences
gorge through which the road made its
■’iftii' disease. but they a
ur.notiee.able by
winding way. th<• ilrivtT stopped near a
the purchaser, whose aidentiori
altogeth- in; cabin In
give hi-* slow steeds some
er «lir* cted t■
the other portions of the
l >1' course vve
water
got out. When a
: owl than that id t-ht in a I and ne< k.
The
stage-coach comes in a stand, all the pastml! througii the numerous
writer ! »ok
sengers get out and wander about. Win: is>:igi• s in Washington Market last evendier should put themselves in this extra
and mi the outside slawls. running
ing.
exertion no one, could answer, lint they
along W-sev street, out of sixty brace of
The mother ol tin (1 ranchi made
owl exposed on on 'Main' nearl\ forty ex- do.
hibited along the surface, of the neck and her way to the cabin, ami having nothing
better to do 1 followed. Il was a forlorn
hrea.-t. a dark e dor, showing congestion
almost to 1 lie point of mortification. The interior.swarming with white-headed chilKin was dry and like pa-te-board. and the
dren, and all the furniture could have
:
In althy fov !. The been covered with a sheet.
id twice the si/.e of
A thin, angman at. the stall appeared to think nothing
ular female sat nursing a babe, known to
ot the disease, and s.-.o! that it was a cathe vale ol tears tor the space of four
nard throughout, and that the enlargement months,
probably. She begged pardon
«•' tin* heads of the poultry and the black
for not nifermg u- seats.
The apology
> ivitig
vet
was
guile uncalled for, as she bad none to
t died
A* the iiev stand, visited very little
«t the disease was -cm- among the oivls
) Urn
imU'Ct ot tIk- i ntomno she told
Mr. Bloomberg, a
ir-ssed and exposed.
us her slorv oi how thoy wore emigrating
very extensive dealer in live and dead poulwi-st to “lliuoy,” wl#n 0110 night upon
try. s ud he heard of the disease, but had
There tiu‘ roadside, there was ,-ui addition to the
not noticed it ;n any of the per.-.
v
none but. ln-althy poultry exhibited on
population of Virginia. a. i! tin* mother
nmi child *ji.I ns well as ecu! d In* expeetlie had n-• doubt it, would soon
Ids stand,
<•*1. hut this expectation did not extend to a
reach New York, and would have as disasHe
trous results as given by tin epi/ooty.
continuation ol tin- journey, and tin- hubad no 'oubt tin1 disease would sweep liatul, finding tliis (Inserted
log oaliin,
tin- interior of tin
State, and the table loot: po-so-sinn. ft seems that the owner
vould be div '-P-d <<; one of its most doli- of the land lived
North, somewhere, and
i*■
dishe*. cud tha! Jowls would not be no one
interfering, the husband fixed up
had at ally price after a mouth or SO.
the teiiees and put in a field ot corn.
HAP n.MK koi: PI CKS.
One day agetitle.nian drove up in a carM:. W 11 horn he manager, ^ f.:i f«•<
in
riage I rout the springs and halloed lliem
:.plv T'* ’iujnirics, that. the disease among out. The hnshand was away.and when she
»ii!lrv h:ul as yc
nly made :i siiirlit- ap- came out the gentleman began swearing
,n a ranee on some of i.lu- st.alU, but undoubtnt Ik i, hut he soon ceased this ami fell to
ed y tin1 disease would «oun turnup..
A
laughing, lie was the owner of the land,
In*
was
in
v
Pennsylvania, and and ended by giving her live dollars,
days ago
of
tinthe
hanks
tin*
111 hong
Susquehanna
with permission to remain until next,
mill rv won- dving in thousands from the
"We’re doing purty well conspring.
ms
ln-cn
found
to
arand
no?hinu
ii-we-w,
siderin', but my man wants to get out to
1 In* disease runs its course very
rest it..
Hinny, mighty bad. We ain’t limned our
w
and tho fowls aiv taken with stag;!i\
Would you, mum, jes’ give
.erlng tits, a running ‘it. t he beak, and in baby yet.
He’s our eighth, audit
him a name?
Me t In-arini» ad tin* symptoms of the cpiseems as if names had run out.”
/. >oty
These tits recur with decreasing
The number mentioned struck the heart
intervals and increasing violationnnt il death,
which ni imralh ensues in a low hours after ol the kind mother ot that ipiantiiy of
th* attac k.
As soon as the chickens arc* at- boys, and pulling out her handsome
tacked they hide* in holes or crawl oil to porlinonnaie, she handed over a pictorial
sonu* corner and (lie.
promi-e to pay issued by the government,
the sum ol five dollars.
I 111. OJSKASK \ Mwri'KV.
Hut she left the mother to find a name.
Wit h regard to tnatm-nf none has Ween
| siiggested Horace (Ireeley. the kindcause assigned
adopted, uOi is 'in-re
hearted man who went on the bond of
\s -o.m ns tin* disens.* is
the malady.
The suggestion brought out
ieeahle flu* fnwW .arc killed, hilt it, is jn- d ll Davis.
reaving so fast in tie* poultry yards in no enthusiasm, and I discovered after a
Dntehvss <' »unly that, t his cannot he resort- lew searching questions that this mother
ed t.o.
el Virginia, who had dune so 111111 h for
Mi
that the malady will it
Kerry belie.'
population, did not know ot Horace
sweep tie country, and in that ease the
(Ireeley had nevet heard of this countrade will be ruined. as i; will take years to
try's hone.
replace those carried off Washinujton MarkWe hurried to our stage in disgu.-t
t iv supplied principally hv the growers in
We were talking the matter over altei
so far hu iness has
I» ,j• d*.es- ;,ountv.
.-’i
starting again, when the driver gave his
miii ii
iut.eij• re I will'.
n
(>ut ot
tin* enormous ouatt'itv supplied to the everlasting quid of tobacco an extra roll,
and looking quizzically troin the corners
bet-we sailing yesterday
an
steamers
there was not a single diseased fowl.
He of his pig eyes, said :
"Men Irvin that little dodge on p1,
believe*, that the dh'-ased fowl will not be
ll? Does it with’em all
That vallihle
tiered in the markets, but will be disposed
11. is, however, easy
of in sinifller towns.
liaby has been named (Irant. dell'. Davis,
finding out a disease^ ehickeu by examin- -tonkins, lbown, an’ all ov’em gits a
flood investment,
ng tlie le ad, unless it. is taken oil in the
present every time,
dressing, and that will in all probability that child.”
tm- resorted to to deeievc the public.
The mother of the eight noble
~

1

Up

!

i -‘atoll the murmur of its undertone,
That sigheth ceaselessly. Alone! alone!
And hear afar the Rivei s gloriously
*hout mi their paths toward tiie shining sea!

The voiceless Rivers chanting to the sun.
\nd wearing names of honor every one;
Out reaching w idc and joining hand with hand
To pour great gifts along the asking land.
Ah. loneiy brook! Creep

brink tir
ain the gentle heaven sendeth ;
Hold ihiiieown path, howcvervvard it temleth ;
Km -on \v!<
underneath the etenvd sky.
Thou. too, -halt lind the Rivers by and by
1

Schoolmaster

I

1

!

he was very

^

you?”

young.”

t*

And small ?”
“Yes.”
“Guess he won’t stay long in town,
Ike.”
•■I guess not, Sam.
School ain’t good
for us. such line weather as this.”
The worthies sat and fished in silence
for smile time, and then Ike produced a
hunch of cigarettes, and passes them to
his Inend. At last they shouldered their
poles ami straggled up toward the village.
Tin:

I

|

..

|

!

•.

-i

tioor.MASTEi:.

! hi'ip iloiitrhton was a schoolmaster
from necessity, and not taste.
Like many
who have l>e » educated as a gentleman
itl ill"*
t)f (Ilf word, that is, wilhouL
Ihr anpiaintanee with any special pursuit
Hint might he turned to wood account in
the -a niggle for liread, he lound himself
adril! in California, with nothing to fall
hark on.
Seeing an advertisement in a
city paper for a competent teacher to take
charge of the school at Russian Bar, he
answered i! am! was accepted at a venture.
Cutting his few movables together—a pair
of old. foils and a set of well-worn boxinggloves, lor Houghton was an accomplished
boxer and fencer—lie bought his ticket
for Russian liar.
lb' found the stage-driver a communicative, pleasant lellow, who, at his request, described the characteristics of his
future home.
Indeed, his descriptions of
the class of hoys whom Houghton was to
take charge of was not very
encouraging.
“You’ll find them a hard lot,” said he,
“and they’re all on the muscle, too.”
•'What is about the weight of my old-

asked Houghton, good humoredly.
! have got to exercise something iimre tlial moral suasion, I want to
get posted on the physique of my men.”
"Well, Sam Seymour is about the
e

1

freezing by

have

“Father told .lake, the barkeeper, that

|

to

to-night’s

••lie taught in Frisco, didn’t he ?’’
I guess he was in the depart•Yi
ment.”
The doctor’s wife was an authority on
ali matters ill Russian liar, and on this
la-i sensation -the coming of a sclioolmaster—she freely enlightened her neighImr. Mrs. l’.lunt, a plump widow, whose
miner husband had died a few months
There was not much to gossip
helore.
The arrival
about in that quiet village.
and departure of the stage brought the
people to (heir doors three times a week,
and it a stranger was noticed, envoys
were immediately despatched to the hotel
to learn hi- name and business and the
probable length of his stay. Hut now
Russian liar was to have a new schoolmaster, and the folks wondered much it
he would have any trouble with Sam Seymour. the butcher’s hoy, or Ike Walker,
ail unruly spirit, who had knocked down
and pummelled the last preceptor, who
undertook to teach him school discipline.
The trustees were powerless in these
matters,and declared that il a schoolmaster
was not. able to
'get away” with the hoys
in a square, stand-up tight, he might as
well pick up Ids traps and leave Russian
Bar.
Oil Hie very evening of the expected arrival. Seymour and Walker, the leading
spirits of the mutinous school hoys, met
a nool.lrom which both were endeavoring
to i- ax a few speckled trout for .supper.
Have you heard a hat the new chap is
like. Sam?” said Ike. as ho impaled a
wriggling worm on his hook.

“No;

■

of thermometers.
This is the most
convenient mode for ordinary use, when
are
wanted
for daily supply.
About
apples
unce a month, or oftener if necessary, they
are picked over and the
or
de“specked”
cayed ones removed, taking care to disturb
them as little as possible. It. js better if
the owner can do this work himself, as hut
few hired men will lie -.11llieient.lv careful.

Bar.

stage.”

■

perature regulated nearly

Russian

“When i- he expected ?”
They said he svas coming in

■

means

of

From tin* (’alitornm Cull.

>

tin- best way
In keep winter apples and pears iv>r ordimore
ir\
lanagemriit,
particularly with
reference to leaving them in open bins or
m boxes, r isks or drawthem
light
using
In answer we t ail state that we have
ers."
generally kept winter apples in open bins
>r
shelves, made in the centre of the fruit
that the attendant may pass around
mm. s
The fruit
a every side to pick them over.
room is separated from the rest of the cellar hy a brick partition, is furnished with
ventilating windows, which may be turned
up or shutdown at pleasure, and the tem-

I through the

wet !

v

correspondent inquires f.n

on wan

pines;

Press through tie gloom to where the daylight
shines!
! Sim*. ni» among the stones, ami secretly
I Keel how the floods are all akin to thee!

...

A

drinks the soul her

\nd down dim hollows where :t winds along.
Pours its life-burden of unlistened song.

—

Fruit.

as

thought;

1

Keeping Winter

Wild.

Pure iron; their heaven, in mountain chalice

caught,

«»

.■

the

It drinks the rains,

••

<

in

j lTp in a wild, where few men come to look.
| Their lives :ir.d sings a little lonely brook;
Livetli :md siu&eth in the dreary pines,
Yet ereepeth on to where the daylight shines.

•-

>

NUMBER 22.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

To tin Itu'/al Humane Sor-iclu

see, il

on

strongest.”

Vmi what is about the size of tin) re
doubtable Ike ?”
“Well, I guess he tops you by half a

head.”
“<>, i expect we’ll get. along well
enough together,” said Houghton; “and
I -oppose this is the first glimpse of Russian Bar,” li" added, as a turn in the road
brought them in view of that picturesque

village.

The stage bowled along the smooth
road past the great white oak under whose
fri' inilx branches the teamsters were accustomed to make their noontime halt.
“I’ll set. van down at the hotel,” said
the driver
‘■There’s Verkins, the proprietor; that

m til smoking on the
stoop.”
Houghton confessed to himself that the
before
him
was
prospect
anything but

t it

a prosperous one.
He was not of a very
combative nature, though he liked a little
danger for the excitement ; lint a game of
listieutl with a dirty, mutinous boy had
neither glory nor honor tor a man that
had been one ot the hardest hitters in his

college.

|

The (oiks were all at their doors when
the stage clattered up the single street,
and the slender, good-looking youngman
by the driver was measured and canvassed
before that worthy had passed the mail to
the doctor, who with his medical avoealinns, also found time to “run” the postoffice.

itoetor s wile was at her window,
after a long survey ot the schoolmaster, hastened to eomiuiinieate her
opinioiistoMrs. lilunt. Meanwhile Houghton washed oil the red dust ot the road,
and took his seat at the supper table. The
drivei had introduced him to about a
dozen of the leading citizens during the
lew minutes that intervened between their
arrival and the evening meal.
How do you like our town, Mr.
Houghton ?" asked the landlord, graciously, as
in* helped his new guest to a out of steak.
"Well, it seems a pretty place.”
“When you get acquainted you’ll tind
yourself pleasantly situated; but you’ll
have a hard time with the boys.”
boys
“So they all tell.
Anyhow, I am not
laughed till the tears came. Il struck her unprepared.
as such a ludicrous idea.
There was a
Alter supper the landlord remarked
knowledge of human nature there worth
to the Doctor “that the

knowing.
There are some disadvantages in living
\ Danbury houseon
the seeoml lloor.
wife thus situated left a, har ol soap on
the stairs while she exchanged a few
words with flic first lloor tenant, and a
]duniher who was up stairs mending the
down a moment later with
several tongs and wrenches in one hand,
and a sheet iron furnace in the other,
and when lie reached the immediate
locality of the soap Ids legs suddenly
spread apart, a look of astonishment stole
into his lace, and in an instant his head

pipes

eame

was half way through the front door,
and his coat tail on lire, and those tongs
and wrenches were up in the air struggling for dear life with that sheet iron lurnaee.
lie says now that his father forced
him to learn tin; trade of plumbing, and
that it was not. his own choice.
[News.

lie

mil

confidentially

man had grit in him, and he thought
lie able to ‘make the ritlle’ with the

young
he’d

hoys.”
THE

FIRST DAY.

\\ lien Houghton arose next
morning,
and opened his window to the fresh breeze,

odorous with the perfume of the climhinc'
honey-suekles, he felt that, after all, a
residence in a remote village, even with a
parcel of rough boys to take care of, was
preferable to the dusty unfamiliar streets
of San Francisco, lie smiled as he unpacked his foils and boxing-gloves, a little sadly, too, for they linked with many
pleasing association of his undergraduate

days.
“Well,” he soliloquized,as he straighten-

and looked at the finely developed muscles. “I ought to he aide to
hold my own in a stand up fight with
| these troublesome pupils of mine. This
ed his

arm
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(bntlenien.—The Batavia sailed from

uae

u
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Crew.

Shipwrecked

The funard steamer Batavia, which il'ivcil at Boston from Liverpool la-t week,
had a very rough and boisterous nassag",
i11 course of which she feli in with a wn |;

r-

To

Rescue of a

THE: SLAVF I'RADF.
is my day of trial, however, ami before ! vain, tho stage passed by the large white
< ak and
noon we shall probably have had our batsplashed with mud halted before How
in Human Flesh is Conduct
Dealing
Perkins’ Hotel. Il had been all night on
tle out.”
ed on the Nile.
The school house, a taw. untinished j the way. for the roads were very heavy.
The worthy proprietor of that excellent
looking frame building, stood hard by the
river at about half a mile from the town. house was in the act of tossing his first
General Kivkhani, tin* Knglish director
When Houghton opened the rickety cocktail, when a heavy hand was laid on of llm army of tiro King
Abyssinia. lux
Ids
school
and
the
lot.
shoutled
into
shoulder,
wooden gate that
Philip Houghton
supplied lo the Loudon Daily Telegraph
:
ed
assembled.
he found a group already
some valuable information respecting the
Perkins, old hoy. how are you?”
trallie in slaves still carried on between
Among them were Sam Seymour and Ike
'I'll'1
laud lord returned the hand shake the interior of Africa and the Turkish emWalker. The latter’s sister, a pretty girl
of sixteen, was leaning against the fence dived behind the bar and had a second pire. He says:
with half a dozen of her friends, for the ; cocktail mixed in a moment. “And now,”
The Abyssinian envoy estimates the
Russian Bar school house was arranged j said lie. as ho pledged the ex-schoolmas- number of slaves annually carried oil
ter. "when will the wedding take place?” from Africa to the Arab and Turkish marfor the accommodation of both sexes.
Houghton handed the key to the nearest j Six weeks al’ti rwards the old mill was kets at 80,0(10 to 90,000. Those unhappy
boy, and asked him to open the door. hung with evergreen wreaths, and a grand beings are taken away at- ages ranging
With a look at the others, and a hall grin lestival was held at Russian Bar. Gypsy from seven or eight to sixteen years, older
l.ane made a lovely bride, and when men and women
on his face, lie obeyed.
being found more trouble“Now, bovs, muster in,” said Hough- Houghton took charge ot the mill, and in- some than valuable to the dealer. Tlo-v
ed
all
Ids
in
tin-'
New
fork
money
the
to
are brought down from the centre n| the
ton, cheerfully,
hoys.
j
They all passed in Ser mon and Walk- village, and was admitted to praetice in I continent and tin- region ol the White1
the
conns
look
at
the
seemed
to
take
a
a
er last.
'l’he hitter took good
everything
Nile to Kassala, and are hurried on to the
schoolmaster as he went by. When they fresh hart.
Through all, his warmest slave market at Metemnn-h, to be resold
and
most devoted triend was Sam Ser- for
were seated, Houghton stood at his desk
-hipmcnt to dedda. Foreign Consuls
once the terror of Russian Bar
and laid a heavy ruler on the books be- in in
it Khartoum cheek, so far as they possibly
ehoolinasters, and now the ladder id that can, the passage o. slaves do a n the Nile ;
fore him.
1 hope we shall important p isitioii
“Now. boys,” he said.
while Sir Samuel Laker's expedition Inis
1 on treat
done much also to increase th dillieulties
get along pleasantly together.
Tin Busts.
me fairly and you shall have no reason
which beset the transit of slaves along
Silence
to complain, 1 promise yon
that route. The Shankelto country and
1’roin tilt* Sun Krnnciseu 'hronicie,
hat
and obedience is
I'-tpiii'-, .Old a
that ot \\ oniah G illasan lavoritc grounds
!u this modern and artificial age, when I
strict attention to the matter of our intin the nel'aiiou- and inlamous praetiia- of
so
ladies
love to stuff pad, lace ami twist
struction.”
I the tralliekers
n
human beings
tin
the human form divine as to make
it I
the
n
ol
them
grammar
Living
portion
j provir -t-s being close to Logos, through
:u prepare 1'or recital ion,lie walked quietly graceful. despite any little short-comings j
district, .since the annexation by
ol nature in the
way of an imperfect lie- [which
up and down the room,occasionally standtac Khedive, slaves can safely lie passed
we
are
not
astonished
to
hear
are,
to
daily to Massowah,
keep
ing at the windows, luit appearing
(J^ncc t.i lie shipped f
no surveillance on tlie boys.
Suddenly of new patents and ill' entions for aiding the Araliiau coast. Shankelto is a district
the
dress-maker
in
liei
to
efforts
laudable
the crack of a match was heard, followed
bordering on Abyssinia proper, and is nimprove nature's handiwork.
by a general titter.
habhed by a wandering ti-ilie resembling
that
new
was
Relieving
somethin'.;
Houghton turned quietly from the wingypsies, wbo are regarded as th-- Ib-douindow. and saw the blue smoke from a needed t< give addit ottal prominence— [ iit Abyssinia. Shankelto, according in
contour,
divelopmert, nnlmnpotnf, or* General Kirkham, belongs of right to
cigarette arising from where Seymour sal.
lie asked what yon will—to the female form, a j
“What is your name, boy
and aliottf eighteen months
modiste in this city has late|\ invented | Vi-vssinia;
in a stern tone.
ago Frinee Ivassal iiad occasion to s, ud
and pate tiled a tin bust.
reA
Chronicle
the
is
name
Seymour.” replied
“My
down thitlier one of his Generals with a !
^
porter yesterday anight the inventress at
mutineer, insolently.
large force, completely to devastate the
Iter
a
rooms.
manufacturing
Climbing
“And are you smoking':’"
country for the murders that were li-eol
he
at
her
stairs,
tlight
rajped timidly
“1 guess so.”
«
done there on liis merchants an l
door, tor what man does not feet shaky ijuently
“Leave the room.”
priests—there being elmrehes there t u the
when
about,
to
the
of
a
explore
mysteries
“I guess not."
baptism of the people.
There was a dead silence in the school- feminine toilet? A oh; nip, IirigltHooking
The following is the fashion in which
little
with
a
and
woman,
rosy cheeks,
room now, and Houghton fell that tlm
the slave-dealers capture their victimsmile that bespoke good-humored elitehour of trial was at hand.
They go into a village, taking with them
“Sevnioiir." lie said amiin very quietly. ness. opened the door and said, "Well, silks, or beads, or lilt-; of tin and ornasir?”
“What ?’’
ments.
'They exchange these tilings lor
Reporter—Madam, 1 am, a—1 heard— slaves or whatever
“Come here.”
they can get. The
excuse me— f understand that yon are the
in
his
lii>
hands
Seymour, putting
merchants send the slaves ijiiietlv awav
a tin—a tin—b-b-b
inventress
of
is
-that
stood
his
desk,
without much trouble, and eventually
pockets, sauntered Irom
within a yard of the -ehoolniaster and a tin model for ladies, madam.
they are trained as Mussulmans. They
sir
tin
Do
busts.
Modiste—Yes,
;
patent
looked sneeringiy in lib lace.
are
taken through Logos to Massowah,
“Leave tlm room." said I i ought on again, von wish to pnrrhase one ?
and they are sent thence to dedda. whence
Tim
his
reporter explained
occupation, they are sent to Turkey
in a lower voice.
by land. A- for
and informed the lady th it he had merely
“No.”
it a female i e ot’ copper color -ml
price,
that
some
intormatiun
1’iie lithe arm straightened like a flash railed, thinking
good features, she will bring as much as
of lightning, and the rebel measured his concerning the great invention would 81 lo, or about L’ds —that is. at the mark, i
length on the lloor. whilst the lilood prove of interest to the lady readers of in Meli-mmeh, which is a wholesale mar! ket.
gushed from his nostrils. In a moment the ('liremiele.
The retail price is according to the
"Oh, dear! so yon are a reporter? Well, state ol the market
he sprang to his feet an I rushed furiously
in the place to which
I declare I don’t know whether I ought to
at tlm schoolmaster, but went down again
they are first taken. When sold in tin*
show
or
not.
You
bust
you
my
like a reed before that well aimed blow.
patent
second market, they vary in price.
If a
The second time he fell, i longhton stooped news]is per men—ami especially the Chron- man look a
fancy to a female slave, he
icle
so
men—are
and
then
are,
down and lifted him up as if lie had been
saucy;
you
would perhaps give a hundred dollars
so
a child, fairly dung him outside the door.
cruelly sarcastic sometimes that really j more than another man. 'The Shankeltos
i
am
afraid
of
the
I
Chronicle, though
and Gallas are much sought alt- r for tIn-it
Seymour, contused and amazed, slaggered down to the brook In wash ids face would not do without it tot the world. beauty and for their superiority to the
and reflect on the wonderful force ol that, Now. I know you eante up here to make other tribes. A strong
boy will sell IV mi
you?”
slight arm. And Houghton, turning to fun ot this bust ol mine, didn’t
890 to 8100. The girls letch more, oetin: school, without a word of comment
Reporter—No, madam 1 assure you I eause they are wanted for the harem.
ine tii write something in the cause of
on the scene, commenced the recitations
Traders will take away girls when 'hey
Walker was mum. Seymour’s fate had science and improvement.
can get them.
When a chief makes wai
I
1
must
Modiste—Well,
then,
the
entire
muand
in
fact
suppose
on another he makes it
appalled him,
an object to earn
show
it
to
you.
So
walk
in.
Russian
scholars
o!
the
tinous spirit of the
rigid
otl'as many girls as lie can
11 plunders
v turned as red as a licet as
Tic
Bar was in a fair way of lining totally
repom
the villages and kidnaps the younger nahe
entered
a room where several
subdued.
comely tives and sells them, retaining the oldei
When the trustees heard of tin■ all iir, girls ivi re busy cutting and sewing some- ones to work as his own slaves. These
I!"
took
a
thing.
seat, nearly missing the
they unanimously e nntnended (lie eliooiare subject to the Alivssmian King
chair, and remained very ill at ease while people
masler’s pluck.
when he finds it necessary to chasti s- hem
the
inventress
retired into another room
“I tell you what, boys,” said Perkins to
tor misdeeds; but of course, win u his
to get the wonderful bust. The girls east
a crowd who were earnestly engaged in
leave they are their own masters
that
made troop*
his bar-room. mischievous glances at him
a game of old sledge in
These things occur in a pail o'
again.
; imi
loci
like
a
eat
ill
a
strange garret.
“Houghton knows a thing or two about I'i
which the King claims, bn not
Abyssinia
the
inventress
returned bearing
esenlly
managing boys. He’ll fix ’em otf. or me
among his Ghristian subjects.
in
Ivt
hands
name’s not Perkins.”
something that resembled
When asked whether he believed that
John McCullough's breast-plate when lie
all tile HO,OfMI or 110,00,1 animal *-:ijo i \ ,-s
A x'i'.w niitsriT.
does "Riehard III.”
She plaeed it in the
were taken in the war and sold i 1 v the
which started the
to
ehiets who captured them to the trader
Houghton was hospitably treated by reporter's lap, and made him girls
feel
like
again,
giggling
l«‘ll
of
Russian
IJar.
him
the folks
General Kirkiiam in substanei anavi ..d
Tlmy
two strange eats in a garret**
In bo a man ol refinement, brought down
"No. You mud understand that after
see this is just like the
Modiste
You
in tlio world. Imt showing no offensive
AI '. Stanley returned from ihe di-1 nverv
of
a
It
is
made
of
tin
we
and
body
lady.
of Livingstone he brought much to light
superiority in liis intercourse wiili them. make them n> any size.
The Doctor’s wile pronounced him to lie
concerning the slave trade of Hast Airies.
-llmv
in
thesworld
can
a
Reporter
lady Dr. Livingstone had also informed the
the best New Yorker she had ever met,
ore
wear
of
I
huso
imeomlortalile
stiff,
and the gossips insinuated that Mrs. HI nut,
Foreign Otliee as to the lave trade going
tilings?
the widow, was settle it her cap for him.
oil in the interior.
Her Majesty's gunModiste—Why.
they do not boats
so close 0 watch that ii w is
Gypsy Dane, the daughter ol a leading wear them at all. diirrjync,
kept
I'hev are dummies—
man in Russian Bar, and made wealthy
impossible to get slat e.s down to thceo.ist
bv a saw-mill, which all day long groaned models on which to lit dresses.
direet ; so they take them through li e
-.
At this point the girls sereeelied, and the
and screamed some distance down the
At the interview between the Sul! m old
to guii-t them hy a repriinvenlress
had
her
as
to
not
did
river,
Ismail I’aslia, when the latter was made
express
opinion
mand.
Houghton's merits, but in the summer
Khedive, an understanding wa-, I believe,
I
von
the
see,
adjust
Reporter—Oh!
only
the
rod
in
schoolmaster,
come, to
evenings, when
respecting the slave trade.
on this—t,lus bust.
hand, wandered across the stream, and patterns
The Mussulmans of Turkey and Fgvpt
it’s
Modiste—Yes
like
a
just
lilting
threw his line, across the mill dam. Gypsy
must have a supply of slaves to do tied;dress on u live woman, you see, only it
was seldom far away.
work—lor the real Turks will not do :n\
like
doesn’t
them.
It’s
fidget
Mrs. Dane, when Gypsy was but a baby,
somt^if
menial service. These so.nun or pn.noo
1
convenient.
mi eantilm it in your
lap slaves are imported and
was laid to rest in Done Mountain, long
brought up to tlm
before Lane ever thought ol settling at when you are lining on the dress, and Mohammedan faith, and are
employed in
can’t
do
with
a
that
woman, you
Russian Bar.
Seymour and Walker were you
the
dirty work. The slaves that
doing
the best and most industrious pupils the k now.
are not taken in war arc bartered for with
The r porier blushed and sail 1 lie rather
the peasants, who will s'eal and sell them.
young master had. and were happy when
mil.
thought
him
on
his
In
excursions.
accompanying
are a slave merchant, and I
Modiste -Of course not and it’s not a Suppose you
fact, all agreed in declaring that the
know whore, there are three or lour g. .<ieducational department in the village was hi! inconvenient to carry it around, though looking girls t steal them tnd sell them
See here, I put my hat in
it is so large.
a thriving success.
to you. (>ne ill an, who may have children
It makes a splendid liat-box t.u put in
One pleasant evening in dime, Gypsy ii.
of his own, will go and steal the children
a trunk while you are
can’t
traveling—lint
Dane, twirling her straw hat, thoughtot another person, as many as he may
smashed in it. We make them of all
fully picked her way across the broad get
get. The trader has attendants with him.
and
furnish
wire
sizes,
stand
and
patterns,
fields that lay between her house and the
and mules and camels, and he knows how
lady can to
mill. The. stream was a winding one, everything coni) iete, so that
get slaves and carry them oil'. The law
her
bust
the
to
of
her
liiglitli
figure, is'sn siriol that
and as she placed her tiny loot on the first, adjust
any man, whether a Chris
ami
make
a
dress
|j|
exactly. Oh, it's ex- tian or Mohammedan, found in
stepping stone, she saw a straw hat on the
Aliys,mia
eonvenVnt I assure you
If you
tremely
well
she
knew
which
grass,
selling a slave is hanged on ihe iirsi iree,
“How is Miss Dane, this evening '”’ are rich, and don’t, want to bother with without
judge or jury. Whoever catches
said Houghton, lazily, from beneath a running to your dress-maker so often to him
hangs him up, and there i, no more
manzanita bush, where lie had been en- get \ eiir new dress tried on to see bow about it; and there he
stays until lie falls
it’s being made, why, all you need is to
joying a pipe and book.
away piece by piece. So long as Bogus
a bust and cave it at the dress-maker’s
get
How
is
thank
Mr.
you.
“Well,
Houghwas in the power of the
King of Ainwith your order.
ton ?” replied Gypsy,.shyly.
sinia they could not go that way.
Il they
I
sec ma'am.
nice
arReporterVery
“Warm, but not uneonilorlable. Are
were stopped there they would hale to
ran
gemenl.
you going to the mill I”'
take another and a dangerous road across
Modiste Yes, and if you are only re“Yes, I have a letter that, has just come
the wilderness.
are cheeked on the
and
like
to
wear
spectable,
for father.”
neat-lilting one hand by theThey
British gunboats oli
but
dresses,
can’’
afford
to
a
dresspay
“May 1 accompany you ?”
Zanzibar, and would be cheeked on the
for making one, why can’t
maker
you other in
“Certainly, if you choose.”
Bogus.”
one
of
and out and lit
tin-lmsts,
get
my
on
liis
hat,
and
helped
Houghton put
II :i slave-dealer takes slaves from one
own dressesr
too, if you are
Then,
your
the
brook.
across
Gypsy
village and carries them through another,
“1 had a letter from New York a tew a professional dress-maker, and wish to the inhabitants of iho
second village* have
make a favorable display of yon goods,
after
said
had
left
the
he,
they
days ago,”
generally no chance to rescue them, be1 iiese are the best
tirst bend of the river behind.
thing.- you call get. See cause Ihe leader's attendants are tinnier
there! (laying her hands on two very visi“A pleasant one?”
mis and well anneil.
A single leader will
“Well, although in one sense it brought ble protuberances on the model), that just
buy, according to his means, from tilt v lo
seis id)' a bodice or sack
I
still
can
charmingly.
good news,
hardly call it a
sixty slaves, and tiring them through the
Importer—Suppose 1 h:tt those whoorder country
pleasant letter.
in that
way. They do not bring
these—nr-ah—these
inventions—are
notThey walked on, and Gypsy swung her nr .ill
down many at once, lor tear a while man
well
tall
and
lint pensively, longing, with her woman’s
developed,
straight.
see
them and give information
Modiste —Oil, that’s the beauty of these should
curiosity, to hear more about the New
against them, and tlien they would lie
busts.
It
the
is
not.
well
purchaser
limned,
York letter.
stopped because Ismail Pasha has order“I am going to leave Russian Bar,” we make the busts so anyhow; and when
ed. that the slave-trade shall he put down.
the
dress
is
fitted
to
and
it,
said Houghton abruptlv.
padded, it is
General Kirkham Is unreservedly of
real graceful, I assure you.
We never
“Indeed; how soon?”
opinion that the Khedive secretly favors
have
any (rouble about that.
“I don’t know, yet,; possibly within a
the slave-trade, while outwardly disavowReporter -II a young lady should purweek.”
chase one oi these, would she not out- ing it. The slaves are brought down to
I he hat was swayed from side to side
the coast from the Woolali G.alias country
grow it and the dresses fitted to it become
with increased energy.
and the White Nile—about lortv-eight or
too small?
“I'o yon earn mueii.
Miss Lane!1”
from the coast.
The
Modiste—All that they have to do is to lil'ty days’ journey
This with an earnest look into the hazel
belter portion are treated ve:y well on'.lie
send it back and get it
If
it’s
a
that
were
enlarged.
eyes
kept steadily bent on the
way l>y the slave dealers, because tiiev
very fat woman and sin1 grows lean, we
brown parodied grass beneath their feet,
will fetch a better price,
ll the slave is
eat) make her tin linst smaller.
“Yes. of course we shall all be sorry to
of the Nubian race he has to do all the
Here
the
rose
to
lose you,” returned Gypsy, evasively.
reporter
go, expressing
dirty work for the others : lie is considered
“It 1 come back in a few months with the belief that madam’s great invention of an interior
class, and does not fetch so
would
a
.success.
He
was
prove
politely much as 1 he copper-colored. The Nusomething for mv future wife, shall I see
bowed
and
down
the stairs. bians
out,
this ring on her linger ?” whispered
passed
are a Hat-nosed,
thiek-iipped and
When he reached the bottom he stood lor
Houghton, capturing the little hand that a
curly-haired
people. Strong Nubian girls,
moment pondering on the deceits of the
held the hat. and slipping a pearl ring on
for servants, bring more than the
boys.
world, and nt the tickle fair in particular, I lie Gal las are ol a reddish
the di licate linger.
copper-color,
•lust as he stepped into the street he felt
said
but
her
Gypsy
some of them remarkable for
nothing;
eyes
beauty ol
turned for a moment on the school- something strike him on the head, and form, and
they fetch a very high price
master’s earnest lace, and in the next her heard a peal of silvery laughter from the when
they are taken to Turkey tor the
window above
lie picked up the soft
soft cheek was resting on his shoulder.
harem. These girls are taken so
young
Russian Bar, to a man, turned out to missile with which he had been struck. that
hardly know their original country,
wish Philip Houghton god-speed on the Il was a lot of cotton rolled in paper. and
the
Mussulman’s
faith.
As to
adopt
And this was the parting salute that the
morning he took his place by the driver tin bust
the language ,Jsays General Kirkham, “the
the
bashful
Chronicle
who one year before had set him down at
girls gave
trader speaks a kind ol gibberish which
Perkins’ Hotel. They knew he was on man.
the people understand.
Of course he
his way to New York, and that he had
knows tlie country well. No trader from
A blessed old
been left some money, and the
lady being asked if she England could go through there. There
gossips
ever had her ears pierced by the wail of
more than suspected that there was someare, I suppose, about ten languages in
thing between Gypsy Lane and their distress, said she couldn’t very well re- those countries, ail mixed up together.
favorite. At all events, her eyes were red member, Ini! she believed it was done The
King of Abyssinia speaks five." Girls
with a fork.
for a week after his departure.
and hoys, when they are taken
away, do
Winter had eome and the river was
not offer to make any resistance; they do
swollen and rapid, and many a lofty tree
Why are young ladies at the breaking not know anything about it. There are
from the pine forest had found its way to up fit a party like arrows? Because
they no traditions in their villages as loehildren
the hearths at Russian Bar. One delicious can’t go oil' without a beau, and are all in
being taken off by slave-dealers, or as In
morning, crisp and cold, after a night’s a quiver till they get one.
the inducements held out to them that
they
■
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Liverpool
will be taken to a tine country where they
Sunday night a strong west wind began
I
am
one
of
can live at ease.
Suppose
to hlow, and not long after midnight i*
their own'countrymen ; probably I have increased t'» a
gait*. By tour oVlock tinan enemy who has two or three children
sea was running very high: at halt-past
1 go quietly and take these children, and seven our
starboard bulwarks were stove
sell them to the slave-dealer, and he sends in and the water entered the main saloon
the
children
are
and
them away:
lost,
at a later hour the gangway on the ]* *»’
there is no more about it.
There is side came in with a crash an 1 the sea t"’
great jealousy and suspicion between lowed
Hooding many of the staterooms
household and household, and it is thu : on that
side. At tin* same time a sea
Uenthat these lends and thefts arise."
crossed the roof of the vessel and carried
oral Kirkhum expressed a hope that the
away one of our boats, splintering it to
publication of these tacts eonfnu:ng those pieces and taking one of the davits with
made by Livingstone, Baker and Sian ley. it.
At half-past nine the glass was down
may more urgently than ever direct pub- to !?£.and the gale wa~ blowing with
lic attention to the iniquitous Nile slave- a
severity which tin* otlicers sav is not e\
rude
poriejv*ed oftener than mice in live or ten
The storm continued during tie*
years.
HIGH IINKS IN SKOWHLGAN.
day and all night, and also all d i\ ye>tn
A Greeley Man Peddling Lobsters.
day. but with modelated violence.
At I !*. M. a dismasted vessel was sight
Corn spoTnlftif of the Maine Stmii-irv
\ furious squall had just broken up
ed.
was
Ameriivi
enthusiastic
Satin
Voung
on us and the sea was running moun'aii
lav afternoon, on the appear men ol s. I'.
to use the popular expulsion*
Oonanl on the streets as a lobster peddler, high,
Motiland immed
lie havin'! bet on the eleelion, with two Neyertheles- (\aptain
f• »r lie* wreck (which wa
of onr (Irani men. that Horaia> would ho ately bore up
<»f distress), ordered on
elected—the stipulation being lital le .’as making -bgnals
'I
a lit.-boat and e 1 led f«»r volunteerto buy each a barrel of lobsters, and ncda
I indsman i’ seemed like deliln r ite -u
dl" !hem out for them fr.>m a wheelbarrow,
ride t<* go out in such a storm
But «"
giving them the receipts in ease Greeley third and fourth ollie** s mid ebjlit m« a
was defeated.
answered to the call with a ptotuptru-s-*
At a little tins! one p. in., he appeared,
that compelled a cheer.
Two of the me
dressed in Dolly \ arden eostnnie, and
lost heart at the las' moment, but th
was received
by a 'tree crowd, which
others stood fa>t and were «!
led on the
had fathered a' the dooi of his gallery,
generous cnterprUt with another
wldeh had been deeoiated with Greeley
\ e
( nrried a long line with them
and lirown lla■!>. union down.
On the They
a! life buoys, andaligh
1 1 *lti I * *.
wheelbarrow ml barrel \’o
(In openthe *t' mosphere was murky with the sheai
in:' it he found
and sunset was not tar otV.
THK
liisl i. IUSTK1.
I in* wri'c
-i
hanjue, was in pit»
was liadlv jammed and stated tied, lie was
• *c»ndifion.
11.a- mainmast was nake
the only one caught in this town, and the net* mr/'/.M'-ma-* and
bowsprit wen- :
eh ep tea! caught him thought l e must and her I < .renin-t was In it a
stump, "’••■*
kill him hy pounding ui
a cadge] ; and
ed and iMiinl'i'ml with a vuin of -aiv an
showed that his shell was badly bruised, cordage from lie* (alien lore*t‘u.
d t
and asked it any one e mid tell why he
mb
top-gallant mists and yard-. \\
was like Grant's family, and answered,
-ee nine men r'ingb-.L to the main
‘•P.eeatise there were so many Di nts in
! lie stern of the vessel was gom and H
on

•*

■

..

>

■

it,"

(Cheers.)

sea

oisKKr.KY t.onsTi its

t'on fivi-:

lie then tried the market, bv savin;!
that lie had received the rest in the haird
from Grant, who had caught them on the
Heaeh a! Long Hraneh as they wen home
ashore upon tiie tidal wave, and tlmr dine
they could have G ant lobsters lor do
cents or (ironicv lobsters lor
lie
ee|nt~
was not long in discovering that!he (; ei
ley lobsters were in great demand, then di
ii iiad been frequently stated In G ant
men that such could not be sold acre.
UUl.r.I.KX

\

VI»|{1 M

«'( »\l

KAT Nt.

lidding lip a lobster, lie asked il any
•'lie (••mill tell him why tin* lobster win
he was taken from the hot wavr was like
Giant when he ami Casey went toc-iueulbcause i! was smoking atnl
Answ-,

In't

as

blazes.1’
S

( Cheers.)

r \UTUNi;

KI

V I;

1. ATt(>X -.

(hi finding his stock mating low. amt
the other barrel beinir located .low,a
Water street, he mi sail and steep'd his
craft in that direction. At his next stand
he came in contact, (near the mttoni .>t'
the barrel,) with :t pint ihi.sk, with “C.
S. (..” in bronze letters upon its side
which appeared t<> puzzle hi n yerv mm h,
but at that moment the telegraph bov
hatuled him a despatch, which he opened,
and found to he from Grant, stating th: I,
while packing the loh-ters, In- had lost
Ins pocket-pistol in the barrel, a he had
missi'd it direetiv alter the\ were '•hipped- also a locket. which we of -till
more value, as it contained the
picture <.»
a
dear friend, and that if thc\ could be
found and restored to him he would 1
ward the tinder i»y Granting a -eat in hiue\t 'Cabinet.
Sam at once sat about
nunti’- r, and -oon lound the loeke- whieh
contained the picture -» highly val e d,
which j ioyed to be that of II ,raee (dele1.
The sensation rani!"! w dl be decribe-b imt there seeme I to in- two el
men!
visible, one of whieh lidn’t feel
di-p -.-cl to stitle their mirth, i- was c\
a
de
by the outburst of upplaust at that
<

nu meiit
I
uM

sin '1
ip

KICKS l !•<

N

<

-nil m-nliomau

(iraiit

r,

Ol’N

rt:VM i:\.

I
appro.ael I
1 mt nr, learning tint
e

lil’tv (Tills, will I- (iivelev lol.'S
1 mt ftvt*. il took the (iraiit ill out n|
hin, a> lai as lobsters wo.
oneen’ni.
and ho appi an ! perfectly .satisfied at the
t i*:m!i•.
\Vidle utaking
11:i 11ll«* tor l wo
(In'eievs. S un told him how to plav a
liiok on his matin l»y ixetlimj: his fisiiim
polo am! lino, ami takiiiL. thorn into ; no
iion-" with him, and t«*i 1 in:r Ira- t},: t ho
oauohi tin m at tin hi:: odd., and that ho
mi :lit have caught lots o| tliom if In* had
hat! more worms, stating that his mother
would lot him
a lisliin^
just whou iio
wanted ,a il' ho coiihi make hor believe
t ho -ifory.
((’hen's.)
Wore

W'.-vi*

\

i»i

iNortoN

flosing

w

mi

\

made

ing in

knis.

i>im:ui;\rt:.

tho first ham l, ho mailo
short work of t iio second,and j; >\ lhr.mil;h
as tho train arrived with S un
Sharplev's
out

mi | n* on
hoar-hand as h<-\ descended
Irom tho o irs ho a-kod tin dilVerenbetween s:l)n Sharp1 --yS and Sam < 'omul's
>
and answered i,saviao1 il was
in- tills roii!-, as Sh:irp|e\V- r.'-n-t \n I
soars wore
lilty oon's ami (’onant’s wnoo
five.
Tims was this obligation soitlod to the
entire sal i s fa a ion of tin* crowd, il nol <»!
the winners.

tn

An “dilorial dispute :tt Le\ington, Miuirian, has resulted fatally. In < ><*tob. r

1 <1 win 1 urn. i, publisher of tin- llegisi.r
if that place, wI'.>.• *, as he afterward eoni'*- «l, a mo.l bitter article relict tinlC up.'ii Mi
Graves, senior editor ot tin* hileihThe two nut soon after, ami
geue.r.
< i«i. inamh-.l tin*
authorship ot tin*
statements.
Tumor rcluscd to say who
was tin*
parent o| thorn, hut wlirii pres-cl
with tin* .{uostiou whothor ho wroto thorn,
replied that. In- did. Mr. Graves thou
called him a dirty, oovvardly dog, t*» publish any suoh tiling about a gentleman
without, cause. 'rurnor sail 11 hat ho mustn’t
threaten him, hut no weapons was drawn
or attempt at assault made, and tin*
partus separated Da\ hy day tlioi■ itt.fr lin y
each
in
other
tin*,
iii
streets
and
passed
places of business without hostih* lonimistration or rrlomier to the mutually unpleasant allair, and friends hoj»ed and
thought. that tin whole matter, whieii at
one
timo throatonod danger, iiad boon
dropped. K lection passed hy and the returns earn.* in without excitement or had
blood, and Mr. ({raves was getting readv
one evening to
pay his tatlier a visit,when
going down the street with his hands in
his pockets, he. was met by Turner with a
drawn pistol in hand. The hitter recounted
the epithets Mr. Graves had applied to liim
weeks before and immediately tired, the
hall going through the sleeve ot his victim’s coat without wounding him.
He
tired again and Mr. Graves fell dead without taking his hands from his
pockets or
uttering a word. Turner is awaiting trial
for his crime.

!

a

a

clean breach

cataract

over her. pmi
out of tin- broken -t.-'1

and -pouting through the parted pi hi
of her bows.
Our boa! pulled bbOyards and apm t !
I a- n
ed tin* wreck on tin1 lee -idr.
had a hard light, for the waves and P
1 don
wind beat it constantly back.
know when anv hing has alternately
stirred me through ami through an I th*
the
disheartened imp as i; did to
eVerv little while get almost el..-era a
ami then he hurled three lengths aw a
again by a prodigious wave. And
darkness settling down all the time. Hut
at hl<t tlmy got the line and buoy aboard,
and after that we could make out nothin :
more
Hut presently we discovered th
boat approaching u- ami toum! dm !>a 1
Idiev
saved every soul, -nine men.
had to drag those men. one at a time,
through the sea to tie* life-boat with th
line and buoy—for of <• mrs. they did m
dare to touch the plunging vessel with
the boat.
The peril increased now. for
o
I.
every time tin* boat got close to
our ship rolled over on
her and hid her
from sight. Hut our people managed
haul the party on hoard one at a tine
without losing a man. though 1 -aid tin \
!
would lose every -ingle one of tin an
am tin rej'ore but a p ><>r -ueec-s :t
j
pilot. As the fury <1 tin- ■pi 'll had u
diminished, and as the --a wa -oh. iv\
it wa- feared we might lo-c
men
We tried
•: I e 1.
to lioi-t the lilt'-: •«>:»* a
she was turned adrift by lie* e iptain*order, poor thing, after lielping in <n
gallant deed. Hut we had plenty im*
boats, and verv I* \v passenger-.
To speak by the log. and be i.er at.
Captain Mold a ml ga ve t be ord'*r to eh
our ship's eonrs<•
and bear d ovn tow.: 1
the wreck a* ! 1 *> i\ \f ; at b. jb ;w i if
was under way again with tlm-e nine
•hi
poor de\ d- on ho a-M. Tliat i- 'o
admirable thing was dom* in a n m. n
oils
ami in ae taee of a hurrieia
sixty minutes by tin* watch.
tml if
Inmoralde S. .eiet V -liofrfd lie |||o\ !
Live to ('aptain M uland ami his boat*< revv
tha* re wa: d whieb a -aik r pri
and covets a be. v e aik other di-line* ion-,
the Koya, Humane Society's medil.tii.
are -igm-d to tin
par-ties whose mum
tinnti
pa pi r will bad a- grate fid as if tie
selves Were the reeipieiu- ot thi- gre i*
honor
'Idi >se who know him -av th e
C-iptam Moiihim! let-1 risked hi- lib mae
times to rescue shijawi eeke.l nu-n
n
P
da \ s wlicn he occupied a subordinate po-i
tion
and we hopefully tried that tin
seed
.\vn
tlien is about Jo ripen t.» j>
■

■

1

*'

harvest

now

The wrecked bangle was the then
Ward, (’apt iin Hell, houml from <vm
to Scotland with
ve--.
lumber
Ida
went oyer on her beam-* ml- a: go'
Monday morning, and cPwei. tin e
washed overboard and lost, ('apt tin !'•
and eight men remained, and tinboat saved. They had been in tie ma
rigging some thirty-one hour-. viPefood or wafer, and were -• fro a
o
exhausted tha! when we got them r
they could h ;rdlv speak, and P
n oi l
of several of them were u ndePif
1 hwreck was out of :1 e onlin ir
I'omii 1 im
vessels, and was | .on mi!*
t »i
She was in fie- eeiif «■ of the Allan'
lile-boal crew ot vobmie.-rs «-on-i o■
-a
'he following
i
IP' i i 1 i i es, tilled
il
I
Nielmla
Kyle, tour'h do
N
guartermash : Ib urv I -*1 • \. t
thaniel ('la1
do ; I aouia« I lenrv
man : John Hi rk. do : I! i chard I ran nan d
Idle Jlieers tell m t ha I t ln»-e ! >v o
termasters, the Foiebrothers, may
■

•-

regariled

as a
sop o| permanent
they --land a!wa\s ready
splendid Iced of daring.

leers

\

I

a

li
any

John Hark is a stilt dy young ailor l.u'
as he is 1 overheald him
\\b
i\
that’s tin* third time I've been out on tha
kind o| an expedition.’’
And then he
{
(led, with a kindly lailli if hi- peei. tiro
did him no discredit.
i»nl it's all right.
I'll be in a close [dace like that m\-eit.
some day, and then somebody will do a
mueli for me, 1 reckon."
When our hle-hoat 11r<l
started aw w
on lu*r mission it was such a gallant sigle
when she pinnacled Imrself on tin* tleeev
crest of titf* first giant wave tint our p.n
tv of passengers, grouped t»li»*r m.
deck, with om* impulse broke out into
cheer upon cheer.
M r (lillios said attm
wards that ahoiit that time Ihe thmigl
ot his wife and children had come upon
him and his hoar! was sinking a hit. hu;
tin* cheers won* strong hiandv and u.itn
to him and his hr art nrvrr “went hark
on
him’’ any more.
We wotil.l luivr
cheered thrir hrads oH'only it interrupted
tin* orders so innch.
Reallv and tilth,
those mon while on thrir enterprise wn
safe at no time except whon in Ihr opm
sea between tin* two vessel*; all tin* time
that they wore near either the wrerk «
our own ship their lives wore in groat prnl
II I liavo horn ot’ any srrvnr toward
rescuing those* nine. shipwrecked human
brings by standing around the dork in a
furious storm, without anv um madia,
keepin an oyo on things and soring lhat
voung*

.*

**

I A UII.I VII It (STATIONS.
1 lie
following
are from tlm llililo :
There is death in the pot ”—II Kings,
iv,, -h».
“A man after his o.\n heart.”—I Samuel. xiii., IP.
1 he apple of his eye.” —Deuteronomy,
xix., PI.
Kseaped with the skin ol my teeth.”
Job. xix., i’ll.
“Spreading himself like a green hay
tree.”—l’salm xxxvii., 35.
“Heap eoals o! lire upon his head,”
Proverbs, xxv dd.
“lliehes certainly inukr to themselves
wings,” not take, as often piloted.—Proverbs, xxiii., 5.

“No new thing under the sun.”—Keelesiastes, i., it.
“<)fmakingbooksthere is noend.” -Keelesiastes, xii., Pd.
“Peace, peace, when there is no peace.”
made lanious and popular by Patrick
Henry, is Irom dereiniah, viii., II.

done right, ami wiling when
cheer seemed to ho tin* important
thing. I am glad, and 1 am satisfied, i
ask no reward. 1 would do it again under the same circumstances. Hut what I
do plead for. and earnestly and sincerely,

they

wore

ever

a

is that tin* Royal Humane Sneicty will r<
member our captain and out life-boaf*
crew; and. in so remembering thorn, increase the high honor and esteem in \\ hi* h
the society is hold all over tin* civili/i d

world.
In this appeal our passengers all join
with hearty sincerity, and in testimony
thereof will sign their names.
Hogging
that you will pardon me. a stranger, lor
addressing your honorable society with
such confidence and such absence ot ceremony, and trusting’that my motive may
redeem my manner, I am, gentlemen.
Your olft servant,

[Signed]

Makk Twain

(Sam’l

L

Clemens),

Hartford, Conn.

Death

of

Mr.

NT" Yoiuv, X

Greeley.

v.

20.—Evening.

(ireelev died at 6.5U I’. M. conand peaceful.
!ii' lue was insured for §100,000 for
>f the Tribune Association.
N'vw V* IKK Nov. i’ll.
,i.

n>

i rnntne

i'.'

\i>

iini

following:—
Xf'VKMiiEii
1\ M.

issues

died very quietly and withten minutes before seven

(Ireeloy

*'

1

at

!' this evening.
Ilo was conscious
rational.
ie
lriliune tnrnishes tliu following
unit ot the illness anil death of Mr.
t live lev
t'" i u
as anv of his
associates knew.
M
line ev was in almost as good health
us usual when on the
day after the elec■■

sou
■

lie wrote the card

ui
n

option

.
ne

ol

annonneing his reeditorial charge ol the Tri-

His sleeplessness was known to
become greatly worse, but for years

PRESIDENT’S

MESSAGE.

Tnitht

Senate and House of Representatives:
In transmitting to you this mv fourth annual
message, it is with thankfulness to tlu; Giver of
all cooil. that as a nation we have been blessed
for the last year with peace at homo and abroad,
and a general prosperity vouchsafed to but few

people.

With the exception of the recent devastating
tire which swept front the earth, with a breath
as it
were, millions of accumulated wealth in
the city of Boston, there ha> been no overshadowing calamity within the year to record.
It i> gratifying to note how, like their fellow
citizens of the city of Chicago under similar
circumstances a year earlier, the citizens of
Boston are rallying under their misfortunes,
and the prospect that their energy and perseverance will overcome all obstacles, and show
the same prosperity soon that tW*y would had
no disaster befallen them.
Otherwise, we have
been free trom pestilence, war and calamities
which often overtake nations, and as far as
human judgment comprehends the future, no
cause seems to exist to threaten our
present
peace.
TUB GENEVA ARBITRATION.

Dad sutfered more or less from the
dillii nlty. and as is now clear, sufeenl allowance had not been made for
intense strain on him throughout the
.min i,
espet ially during the last month
In- wile's illness, hut it soon became
idem that his strength was unequal to
ui
hard task to which he set himself.
He wrote only three or four earetul arties. no one ot them
being halt a column
etigth. l'lie most notable, perhaps.
;1. it en itled. “Conclusions,” wherehe sumn ed up his views of the cans''
In all he wrote less than three and
hail cumins alter his return, contributa to only four issues of tlie
paper. Two
three times he handed his assistant
ut articles
saying. "There is an idea
th using, but 1 liav’nt fell able to work
pioperly. You had better put it in

mend that, a special appropriation he made at
the earliest day practicable to enable the Commissioners on the of part the United States to
return to their labors without delay.
THE CONDITION OF CUBA.

It is with regret that I have again to announce
a continuance of the disturbed condition of the
Island of Cuba. No advance toward the pacification of the discontented part of the population has been made; while the insurrection has
gained no advantages, and exhibits no more of
the elements of power or of the prospects of
ultimate success than were exhibited a year
ago. Spain, on the other hand, has not succeeded in its impression, and the parties stand
apparently in the same relative attitude which
they have occupied tor a long time past. This
contest has lasted now for more than four
years. Were it seen at a distance from our
neighborhood, we might be indifferent to its
result, although humanity could uot lie unmoved by many of its incidents wherever they
might occur. It is, however, at our door.
SPAIN AND CUBAN SLAVERY.

I cannot doubt that the continued maintenance of slavery in Cuba, is among the strongest
inducements to the continuance of the strife. A
terrible wrong is the natural cause ol a terrible
evil. The abolition of slavery and the introduction of other reforms, in the administration
of Government ip Cuba, could not fail to advance the restoration of peace and order.
It is
especially to be hoped, that the present liberal
Government of Spain will eventually adopt this
view. The law ot emancipation which passed
more than two years since, has remained unexecuted in the absence of some regulation foi
its enforcement. It was but a feeble step toward
emancipation, but it was the recognition of
right, and was hailed as such and exhibited
Spain in harmony with the sentiments of humanity and justice, and in sympathy with the
others of Christian and civilized world. Within
the past few weeks the regulations for carrying
out the law of emancipation have been announced, giving evidence of the sincerity of the
intention of the present Government to carry
into effect the law of 1870. I have not failed to
urge the consideration of the wisdom, the policy
ami the justice of a more effective system for
the abolition of the great evil which oppresses
a race and continues a bloody and destructive
contest close to our borders, as well as the expediency and the justice of conceding reforms
of which the propriety is not questioned.

When Congress adjourned in dune last, a
quest on hail been raised by Ureal Britain, and
was then pending, which for a time seriously
imperilled the settlement by friendly arbitration of the grave differences between this government and that of Her Britannu Majesty,
which, hv Treaty of Washington, had been referred to the Tribunal of Arbitration which had
met :it Geneva, in Switzerland.
The arbitrators. however, disposed of the question, which
had jeopardized the whole Treaty and threatened to involvt the two nations in most unhappy
relations toward each other, in a manner entirely satisfactory to this Government, anil in accordance with the views and the policy which
U had maintained. The Tribunal which had
convened at Geneva, in Dec. 1871, concluded
its laborious session on the 14-th day of Sept,
last, on which day, having availed itself of the
discretionary power given to it l>v the Treaty
to award a sum in gross, it made its first decision, whereby it awarded the sum of fifteen
millions of dollars in gold as the indemnity to
be paid by Great Britain to the United States,
for the liquidadon of all the claims referred to
s|iq.e."
its consideration. This decision happily disA last.on Tuesday, the 1-th instant, he
poses of a long-standing difference between the
AMERICANS HOLDING SLAVES.
item,toned the etfoit to visit the office two Governments; and in connection with
1
another
sent
Deeply impressed with the conviction that
for
the
award, made by the German Emperor,
in,
-aiarly
family phvsiunder a reference to him hv the same Treaty, the continuance of slavery is one of the most
t if Mi
A. ,1. .lohn.soii.tht friend with
leaves these two Governments without a shad- active causes of the continuance of the unhappy
ui hi
was a guest, and in whose house
condition in Cuba, I .egret to believe that citiow upon the friendly relations, which it is my
"in
had lied, llverv effort was made sincere
hope mav forever remain equally un- zens of the United States, or those claiming to
be such, are large holders in Cuba of what is
due
sleep, but lie grew steadily clouded.
there claimed as
lie report ot the Agent ot the United states
until it became evident that his
property^ut which is forbidden
and denounced by tliWhws of the United
to
attend
the
Geneva
acTribunal,
appointed
was
critical.
Dr. George C. S.
companied by the proetocols ot the proceedings States. They are thus in defiance of the spirit
.ml others were called in eonsul- of
flie arbitrators, the arguments of the counsel of our own laws, contributing to the continu.md it » is dually decided to take of both governments, the award of the Tribun- ance ot this distressing and sickening contest.
D
Choate's residence, two or al, and the opinions given by the several arbi- In my last annual message I referred to this
,es
distant trom Mr. Greeley’s trators, is transmitted herewith. I have caus- subject and I again recommend such legislation
as may be proper to denounce, and if not to
aonie at Chappaqua.
Here he ed to be communicated to the beads ot tb. three Drevent.
at least to discourage American cititriendlv powers who complied with the joint
the uaintermitting attention of
request made to them under the Treaty, the zens from holding or dealing in slaves.
1
ii-iutc
■ mi here l)r. Brown
[The armistice between Spain and the ReSequard thanks ofthis Government for the appointment
ol Arbitrators made by them respectively, and
publics of the Pacific, is alluded to, and attention
•■tilers were called in consultation.
called to the unpaid debt due this country from
ai>o my thanks to the eminent personages nam'iini
luiii developed into mThe relations with Japan and
ed by them, and my appreciation of the dignity, Venezuela.
:u:tti>.ii "i the brain, and imderthis the patience and
great anility with which they dis- China are in good condition.J
.-able patient sunk rapidly
At times charged their arduous and high functions. Her
AID FOR CITIZENS IN DISTRESS ABROAD.
a .I- delimits and other times as clear
Majesty's Government has communicated to
Congress from the beginning of the Governme the appreciation bv Her Majesty of the
i'-d as ever 11k lost flesh, and
strength ability and indefatigable industry displayed ny ment has wisely made provisions for the relief
distressed seamen in foreign countries. No
surprising rapidity and in a few Mr. Adam>. the Arbitrator named on the part of
s
the possibility ot his speedy death of this Government, during the protracted in- similar provision has, however, hitherto been
made for the relief of citizens in distress abroad
:
seit into unwilling recognition. quiries and discussions of the Tribunal. I cor- other than seamen.
It is understood to be
unite with Her Majesty in this appreciadially
";•> iini. however, until
last
with other governments to authorize
Thursday
tion.
It is due to the Agent of the United States customary
consuls to extend such relief to their citizens or
associates and family brought
before the Tribunal, to record my high apprein certain cases. A similar authority
to admit it. and even then
ciation of the marked ability, unwearied pa- subjects
and an appropriation are commended in the
uiig to their faith in the vigor of tience, and the prudence and discretion with
case of citizens of the United States destitute or
'••institution. On Wednesday night which he has conducted the very responsible sick. Under such circumstances it is well
and delicate duties committed to him, and it is
nled
it,
known that such citizens resort to foreign
rapidly. On Thursday also due to the learned
and eminent counsel countries in
great numbers and though most of
tiling and evening he seemed sonte- who attended the Tribunal on the
part of this them are able to bear the
expenses incident to
a i-a-ier.
1 tilling the niglit lie sle])t Government, to
express my sense of the talent I locomotion, there are some who through accinitea-ilv. muttering occasionally and and wisdom which they brought to bear in the dent or otherwise become
I
penniless and have
I no friends at home able to succor them.
(tteitlly raising his right hand. To-" attainment of the result so Happily reached.
Per■'
d morning lie was more quiet, and
UfSTUIIit’TINli THE AWARD.
I sons in this situation must either perish, cast
•■' a ••■ii
s and o fell into
It will be the province of Congress to provide themselves upon the charity of foreigners, or
nearly an unuis
unlit a in, which continued with for the distribution among those who in ay be be relieved at the private charge of our own
officers who usually, oven with the most beto it of the respective shares ol money
intervals through the day.
lie entitled
nevolent
to be paid.
Although tin sum awarded is not for such dispositions, have nothing to spare
iirasi-mal exclamations, but many
purposes, Should the authority and
payable until a year from the date ot award, it
•ii
in
were,
eonseijuenee of bis e\- is deemed advisable that no time be lost in [ appropriation asked for be granted care will be
taken
to
so carry the beneficence of Congress
ii'- weakness an !
a
proper examination «>| the several
apparent inability to making
is*" in which indemnification may he due.
1 j into effect that it shall not he unnecessarily or
i~h "dial lie began,
unintelligible.
I
consequently recommend the creation of a unworthily bestowed.
\ "HU ... however, he said quite dis- Board of Commissioners for the
riTTC NATIONAL FINANCES—RECEIPTS.
purpose.
md x\ i111 some force, “I know that
The moneys received and conveyed into the
THE SAN .DAN ROUNDARY.
a
Ib-deenier livetli.” i till ing the day lie
By the thirty-fourth article ,»f the Treaty of Treasury during the fiscal year ending June
ngni/ed various people. his daugliter, Washington the respective claims of the United 30, is72 were: From customs, $216,370.286.TT;
from sales of Public Lands, $2,575,714.19; from
r '1
many limes members of his liousc- stales and of Great Britain in their construc- Internal
Revenue, $130,642,177.71: from Tax
tion of the Treaty of the loth of June, lsld, det
i! 1 happaqiia. Mr. dolm 11. Stuart
on National Bank Circulation, &c., $6,523,396,fining the boundary line between their respecmd Mr. Keid.
from
Pacific
39;
Railway Companies, $749,861.tive territories were submitted to the arbitraIn tin- whole he sull'ered little, seemed
tion and award of His Majesty, the Emperor of s7: from Customs Fines, etc., $1,136,442.34;
from Fees—Consular Patent, Land, &c., $2.hat
ii
more than the
ordinary rest- i Germany, to decide which of those claims is 2s4.095.92;
from miscellaneous sources. $1,412,most in accordance with the true interpretation
xx bit'll
aeeompanied tile last Stage of
254.71
Total ordinary receipts, $464,694,229.91.
the Treaty ot lS-pj. His majesty, the Em:
•l tie
Ii-.-:i—
the
During
day his exof Germany, having been pleased to un- Prom Premiums on sales of Coin, $9,413,637.65.
xv. ie
«‘in tieii.! and (here was no peror
dertake tlit» arbitration, lias the earnest thanks Total net Receipts, $374,106,867.56. Balance in
at tin
wrist.
The action of the of the Government and of the people of the the Treasury, June 30th, 1871, $109,935,705.59—
including $13,228.35 received from ‘•unavailxx' a
very intermittent and was con- United States for the labor, care and pains able," Total
available cash, $484,042,573.15.
which lie lias devoted to the consideration of
:
: I v
diminishing in torce. He had not this
EXPENDITURES.
long-pending difference, and I have caused
'"
xv .-tier or been
drink
to
willing
an expression of my thanks to be communicatThe net expenditures by warrants during the
ee iii- -tax
at l>r. Choate's, but durto
ed
His Majesty.
sum.- period, were: For civil
expenses. $16,Frid.uv lie asked lor it
Mr. Bancroft the Representative of this Gov- I39,059.1o; for foreign intercourse, $1,839,369,frequently.
ernment at Berlin. conducted the case and pre!
14: Indians, $63X51.728.82: Pension**. $23,533,xx i hi ii halt an hour id the end he
|'Ti
pared the statement on the- part of the Unit**d 402.76; for military establishments, including
i -i'-d iii v arious ways Ids conseiousStates, with the ability that his past services fortifications, river, harbor improvements and
o! what was going on around him,
justified the public in expecting at bis hands. arsenals. $35,372,157.20; for naval establishaid
As a member of the Cabinet at the date of the ments, including vessels, machinery and imi-n answered in monosyllables and
which has given rise to the discussion provements at navy yards, $21,249,809.99; for
gently questions addressed to him. Beaty,
between tlu two Governments, as the Minister miscellaneous civil, including
public buildings,
Ai nit hall past three he said very dis- to Great Britain, when the construction now
lighthouses and collecting revenue, $42,958,329,’.
It is done," and beyond the pronounced unfounded was first advanced, and 0s; interest on the public debt, $117,357,839,72.
tlx.
the Agent and Representative of the Govern- Total, exclusive of principal and premium on
-t answer to
questions, this was his as
ment to present tlie case and receive the award,
public debt $270,559,695.91. For premium on
utterance.
Ilis youngest daughter.
he has been associated with the question in all
bonds purchased. $63158,266.76; for reduction
< ctbrielle, was with him
'1
throughout it- phases, and in every stage lias manifested a of public debt, $99,860,253.54. Total, $106,913,.
I
11 -dav
ami
The
elder
zeal
and
earnestness
in
flit*
maintenance
patient
evening
Friday.
6.20,30, Total net disbursements, $377,478,216,uiglilei. .Miss Ida. was in constant at- of the ehiim of the United States, and is entitled 21. Balance in the Treasury June 30th, 1372,
1
much
for
to
credit
tile
success which has attendas
$18,564,356.94. Total, $484,042,573.15.
she
had
iidaiiee.
been during Hie
ed the submission. After a patient investiga••!' Iii illness, and of Mrs. (ireeley’s
REDUCTION OF THE DEBT.
tion of the case and of statements of each party.
< )ther members of his
tore him.
Chap- His Majesty, the Emperor, on the 21st day of
From thr foregoing statement, it appears that
ia lioiisehuld
were present, with Mr.
October last, signed his award in writing, de- the net reduction of the principal of the debt
.Mrs. John It. Stuart, and a lexv other creeing that the claim of the Government (luring the fiscal year ending June 80th, 1*72,
of the United States, that the boundary line was $99,960,253.54. The source of the reduciniNothing lliat science or affection between the Territories
of Her Britannic Ma- tion is as follows: net ordinary receipts during
"■•id suggest was wanting to ease the
jesty and the United States should bo drawn t lie year, $364,094,229.91; net ordinary expena»t hours.
through tin* Haro channel as most in accord- ditures, including interest on the puldic debt,
Add
1 ia w airy right had fairly set iu xvhen ance with the true interpretation of the treaty $ 270,559,095,91; total, $94,134,334.00.
concluded oil the loth day of June. 1S40, be- amount received from premiums paid on bonds
iM-viiable hour eaine. Without sleighs
tween the Agents of Her Britannic Majoty and
add amount ol the repurchased,
$2,464,370.39;
•!.
ninniug to and Iro, bearing to Chap- of tin* United State*.
duction of cash balance at the close of the year
.qua. the nearest telegraph statitjn, the
Copies of the ease presented on behalf of as compared with the same at the commenceeach government ami of the statement in reply ment of the vear, $3,371,342.05; total, $99,900,-t
11!letins which thousands
of each, and a translation ol tin; award, are
252.54.
i- In'.arts in the
great city near by kept transmitted herewith. Tins award confirms the
1 ins statement treats solely of the principal
I. manding.
United States in their claim to the important of the public debt. Kv the monthly statement
Within the laughter and a few others archipelago of islands lying between the Conti- of the
public debt which adds together the
d near the dying man, who remained nent and Vancouver's island, which for more principal and interest due and unpaid and
than
ever
since
the
ratilicainterest
accrued to date due, and deducts the
ions and
years,
seemingly rational and free tion oftwenty-six
the treaty. Great.Britain has contested, cash in the Treasury as ascertained on the day
"'ii p.:"
though now too weak to speak. and leaves ns.
for the first time in the history
of publication, the reduction was $100,541,491!H
adjoining room sat one or txvo more of the United States as :i nation, without a 2*. The source of this reduction was as folends old the physician.
At ten niiu- question of disputed boundary between our lows: reduction in principal account, $99,960.■es
letoie 7 o’clock the watchers drew
territory and the possessions of Great Britain 003,54; reduction in unpaid interest account,
ii k in
$3,330,952.95; total, $103,290,950.50. Reduction
everent stillness from the bed- on this continent.
in cash on hand, $2,7*6.465.22; total, $400,544,EVACUATION Ol TIIK ISLAND.
!"
I'he great editor xvas gone in peace,
491.28.
: -o
It is my grateful duty to acknowledge the
many struggles, in honor after so
On the basis of the last table the statements
prompt, spontaneous action ot Her Majesty's show a reduction of the public debt from the
much obloquy.
in
effect
to the award.
In
government
giving
first of March 1869 to March 1st 1*70, $*7,134,l iif 1 liinine lor to-morrow says:
from this governanticipation of any
782.84; from March 1st 1870, to March 1st 1*71,
flic melancholy announcement of the ment. and before therequest
reception in the United $117,019,030.25! from March 1st 1871, to March
of ilie editor and founder of the States of the award signed by the Emperor, Her
1st 1872. $94,895,348.94; from March 1st 1*72,
I i. >ntn*, though lor a few days it lias Majesty had given instructions for t ic removal to November 1st 1.872.
(eight months) $04,047,of her troops which had been stationed there, 237.84,
on
x
Ills
and
intimate
Total, $303,696,099.87.
peeled by
family
and for the cessation of all exercise or claim of
.-iid'. lulls upon all with the shock of a
jurisdiction, so as to leave the United States in THE REDUCTION OF TAXES—NATIONAL CURMen calamity.
He had reached indeed exclusive possession of the lately disputed terRENCY.
a
old
age. but time had not laid its ritory. I am gratified to be able to announce
ipe
With the great reduction of taxation by the
that
the
orders
lor
the
removal
the.
of
troops acts of Congress at its last session, the expenw.tiiering touch upon him. His splendid
institution easily bore the strain of enor- have been executed and the military joint occu- ditures of the Government in collecting the
of San Juan has ceased. The Islands revenue will be much reduced
pation
by the next fisiiioii- labor.
His mind was as fresh and are now in the
exclusive possession of the cal
year. It is very doubtful, however, whe-l roug and suggestive as in the prime of States.
ther’ any further reduction of so vexatious a
I lie.
His generous impulses were un[Action for fixing the boundary lines, and burthen upon any people, will be practicable
chilled by the, disheartening experience carrying out the provisions of the* treaty with fot the present. At all events, as a measure of
to fisheries «fce., is recommended.]
justice to the holders of the Nation’s certificates
through the trying campaign which has respect
of indebtedness, I would recommend that no
RELATIONS WITH EUROPE.
His physical vigor, his tact,
Mist closed.
With France, our earliest ally, Prussia the more legislation be had on this subject, unless
ni- intellectual activity, surprised even
constant and steady friend of the United States, it be to correct errors of omission or commisthose who knew him host, and seemed to
sion in the present laws, until a sufficient time
Germany, with whose government and people has
elapsed to prove that it can be done, and
promise many years ol usefulness, it is we have so many causes of friendship, and the
rtain that no history of the most critical other powers of Europe, our relations are main- still leave sufficient revenue to meet the current expenses of the Government, pay interest
period in our own national life can ever tained on the most friendly terms. Since my on the
public debt and provide for the sinking
"
written in which Horace Greeley shall last annual message the exchange has been fund established
by law. The preservation of
made of the ratification of a treaty with the
not bear a conspicuous ligtiSs.
But the
our National credit is of the highest importance.
Austro-Hungarian Empire relating to naturalNext in importance to this comes a solemn duty
noblest career in bis eyes was that which ization; also of a
treaty with the German
is gi\eu up to others' wants. The success- Empire respecting consuls and trade marks; to provide a National currency of fixed, unalso of a treaty with Sweden and Norway relat- varying value as compared with gold, and so
mi life was that which is worn out in eonhaving due regard for the
ing to naturalization all of which treaties have soon as practicable,
tlict with wrong and woe.
The only am- been
interests of the debtor class and the vicissitudes
duly
proclaimed.
worth
Mtion
and commerce, convertible into gold at
following was the ambition
[The statistical Congress and Vienna exposi- of trade
to alleviate human misery, and leave the
tion are recommended to the attention of Con- par.
WAR DEPARTMENT.
world a little better than he found it. That gress.]
The report ot the Secretary ot w ar snows the
lie has done this was the consolation which
OUR RELATIONS WITH MEXICO.
expenditures of the War Department for the
Since your Inst session the President of the fiscal
lightened bis last days and assured him
year ending June 30, 1871 to be $35,799,that lie had not lived in vain.
It is not Mexican Republic, distinguished by his high 991.82! and for the fiscal year ending June 30,
character and by his services to his country .has 1S72, to be
lor li- in the first hour of our loss to
$35,372,157.20 leaving a reduction in
paint died. His temporary successor has now been
favor of the last fiscal year, of $127,834.62. The
bis character or catalogue his virtues. Alelected with great unanimity by the people, a estimates for military appropriations for lhe
though tor several months we havemissed proof of confidence on their part in his patriot- next fiscal year ending June 30,1874 are $33,llie inspiration of his presence and the ism and wisdom which it is believed will be 801.378.78.
by the results of his administration.
The annual average mean strength of the
guidance of his wise counsel, his spirit confirmed
It is particularly desirable that nothing should Army was 24,101 white, and 2,494 colored solhas never ceased to animate those ehi sen
be left undone by the government of either ReThe total deaths for the year reported
diers.
to continue his work, and the close bond
public to strengthen their relations as neighbors were 367 white. 54 colored. The distribution
of sympathy between the chief and fiis as- and friends. It is much to be
that
regretted
of the Medical and Surgical History of the War
sistants has never been broken.
many lawless acts continue to disturb tlie quiet is vet to be ordered by Congress, There exof the settlements on the border between our ists an absolute
We have bis praise to the poor whom
necessity for a Medical Corps
and that of Mexico, and that com- ot the full number established by Act of Conhe suceorded, to the lowly whom he lifted territory
of wrongs to American citizens in variplaints
gress ot July 28, 1806, there being now 59 vaup, to the slave whose back he saved from ous parls ol the country are made; the revolucancies, and the number of successful canditile lash, and to the oppressed whose
condition
in
which the neighboring dates rarely exceeds S or 10 in any one year.
tionary
has
so
been
involved
he
Republic
has
made
his
long
in
some
own.'
wrongs
RIVER ANI) HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS.
I’lie N. V. Herald in an editorial speak- degree contributed to this disturbance.
It is to he hoped that with a more settled rule
The River and Harbor improvements have
ing of Horace Greeley says :
of order through the Republic, which may lie
from day to day tor a week past the expected from the present government, the acts been carried on with energy and economy.
are only partially completed, the
news of Mr.
is made will cease. Though many
Greeley’s severe mental and of which just, complaint
to commerce many times the
The proceedings of the Commission under the results have saved
physical prostration have lefL this com- convention
The increase of commerce,
with Mexico of the fourth of July, amount expended.
with greater depth of channels, greater security
munity and the country not wholly un- 1808, on the subject of claims have
unfortunateand
the
in
for
his
saving of time, adds miland
navigation,
we
prepared
dissolution,
yet
ly been checked by an obstacle, for the removal lions to the wealth of the
country, and increases
may say ot him as the expiring chief Red of which measures have been taken by the two
The bridge
of
the
Government.
resources
Jacket said of himself, that the news ol governments, which, is is believed, will prove the
at Rock Island,
the
River,
(across
Mississippi
In- death will come upon his people “like successful. The Commissioners appointed pur- lias been completed, and the proper site has
resolution of Congress of the
suant to the
for the Bridge at Lathe sound ol the (all of a great pine in the seventh of joint
been determined
May last to inquire into depredations crosse. The able upon
and expensive report made
stillness of the woods.”
on the Texas frontier have diligently made into investigate the
the
Commission
by
appointed
lie has, in a mistaken aspiration for a vestigations in that quarter, and their report
Sutro Tunnel, has been transmitted to Conupon the subject will be communicated to you.
higher field of usefulness, and power, and Tneir
researches will necessarily be interrupted gress.
THE SIGNAL SERVICE.
dory, fallen a sacrifice to his political partly on account of the limited appropriation
ambition, lie had failed to appreciate the made by
Congress. Mexico on tile? part of that
The observations and reports of the Signal
commanding position which lie had secur- government has appointed a similar commission Office have been continued. Stations have been
It is not an- maintained at each ol the principal lake, sea'd as a leading American journalist, and to investigate these outrages.
nounced
but the press of that country port and river cities. Ten additional stations
leaving it to pursue the iynix falus of the stale thatofficially,
Hie fullest investigation is desired.and have been established in the United
and
Presidency, lie dropped lhe substance for that the co-operation ot all parties concerned is arrangements have been made for anStates,
exchange
llie shadow of great distinction.
invited to secure that end. 1 therefore recoin- of the
and
a
similar
exwith
Canada
reports
one
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change of observations contemplated with the
West India Islands.

taken for homesteads; 693,613 acres located
with college scrip; 3,554,887 acres granted to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

railroads; 465,347 acres granted to wagon roads;
714.255 acres given to States as swamp land;
ihe attention of Congress will be called dur5760 acres located by Indian scrip. The cash
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1872.
ing its present session to various enterprises receipts from all sources In the Land Office
for the more certain and cheaper transportation amounted to
the
same
$3,218,100.
During
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
of the constantly increasing surplus of the westperiod 22,016,60s acres of the public lands were
ern and southern products to the Atlantic sea*
—BY—
added to the quantity before
which,
surveyed,
board. The subject is one that will force itself
surveyed, amounts to 585,364,780 acres, leaving WILLIAM H.
SIMPSON.
the
upon
Legislative branch on the Government 1,257,633,628 acres of the public lands still unsooner or later, and I suggest, therefore that imEDITOR ANI) PROPRIETOR,
suryeyed.
mediate steps be taken to gain all available inThe reports from the subordinates of the
Subscription Tkkmm. In advance,$2.00 a year;
formation to insure equitable and just legisla- Land Office
contain interesting information in within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
tion. The route to connect the Mississippi
regard to their
districts. They uni- year, $3.00.
Advertising Ikrms.
For one square, (one
Valley with the Atlantic at Charleston S. C., formly mention respective
the fruitfulness of the soil dur- inch
of length in coiurnn,) $1.25 for three weeks,
and Savannah Ua., by water by way of tne
the
ing
past season and the increased yield of and 25 cents for each
Ohio and Tennessee rivers and canals, and the all kinds of
subsequent insertion. A tracEven in those States and tion of a square charged as a full one.
Black water navigation to the Savannah and Territories produce.
where mining is the principal busiOemulgee rivers has been surveyed, and a re- ness agricultural products have exceeded the
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
port made bv an accomplished engiueer of the local demand and liberal shipments have been desiring their advertisements
published in the
army, and the second and third new routes will made to distant points.
Journal will please so state to the Court.
be proposed tor the consideration of Congress,
THE
PATENT
OFFICE.
namely : by thp extension of the Kanawha and
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
James lliver canal to the Ohio, and by the exDuring the year ending Sept. 30th, 1872, there papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
tension of the Cheaspeake and Ohio Canal, r were issued from the Patent Office 23,626 pa- the paper has been sent as well as to which it is
am not prepared to recommend government tents, 233 extensions and 556 certificates of to go.
aid to these or other enterprises until it is clear- registry of trade marks. During the same time
ly shown that they are not only of national in- 19,587 applications for patents, including reisM. Pkttengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
terest, but that when completed they will be of sues and designs have been received and 3.100 \ and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
a value commensurate with their cost.
The fees received during the ! Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
That caveats tiled.
production increases more rapidly than the same period amounted to $67,095,486 and the | advertisements.
total expenditures to $62,355,300, making the
tfc^-S. K. Nicks, No. tt Tremont Street, Boston.
means of transportation in our country, lias
4MTGeo. P. Rowell & Co.,-10 Park Row, New
net receipts over the expenditures $4,740,096.
been demonstrated by past experiences.
will receive advertisements for this paper, at
York,
That the unprecedented growth in population Since 1863, 200.000 applications have been tiled ;
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
and products of the whole country will require and about 13,300 patents issued.
attention.
additional facilities and cheaper ones for the
Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
PENSIONS.
more bulkv articles ot commerce to reach tide
is an authorized Agent tor the .1 ournal.
The amount paid for pensions in the fiscal ;
water and a market in the near future is equally
was $30,199,340, an amount larger by $3,demonstrable. 1 would therefore suggesteither year
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
708,434 than was paid during the preceding
a committee or commission be
authorized to year. Of this amount
colored slips attached to the
paper. It is the
$2,313,409 were paid ou theform
consider this whole question anil report to Conof receipt now used. For instance, 15
under the act of Congress of February 17, 1871, only
gress at some future day for its better guidance
71. means that the subscription is paid to that
May
to survivors of the war of IS12.
The annual date. When a new
in legislation on this important subject. The
payment Is made, the date will
increase ot pensions by the legislation of Con- be
railroads of the country have been
immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
exrapidly
gress has more than kept pace with the national
in
full
is
sent
with every paper. Subscribers
receipt
tended during the last few years to meet the
losses from the rolls. The act of Con- iu arrears are requested to forward the sums due.
growing demands of produce and reflect much yearly June 18,
1872, has added an estimated
credit upon the capitalists engaged in their con- gress
amount of $750,000 per annum to the rolls,
struction. In addition to these, the project to
«*In
money, state THE POST OFFICE
without
the number of pensioners. to which sending
increasing
the paper is sent.-ft*
facilitate commerce by the building of a ship
We cannot, therefore, look for any substantial
canal around Niagara Falls on the United States
decrease in the expenditures of the l)ep*t for
sine, which has been agitated for many years,
some time to come, or so long as Congress conwill no doubt be called to
The Message.
your attention at this tinues to so change the rates of
pensions.
session.
The whole number of soldiers enlisted in the
We
to
the great future growth of the
Looking
print to-day the annual message of
war of the Rebellion
the total
country, and increasing demands of Commerce, number of claims for was 2,699,523;is
President
Grant, with the exception of
invalid
176,000,
persons
it might be well, while on this
subject, not only being but six percent of the whole number of
to have examined and
reported upon, the vari- enlisted men. The total number of claims on some unimportant portions. To tin' whole
ous practicable routes for
connecting the Mis- hand at the
document very little exception can be
of Hr- year was 91,689;
sissippi with tide water on the Atlantic, hut Un- tin* number beginning
recorded during the year was 20,- taken.
It is a calm, temperate, and genfeasibility of an almost continuous land-locked
the number of claims now on tile is 79,0X5.
navigation from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico. 574;
On the 30th of June 1872 there were on the rolls
erally acceptable exposition of our national
Such a route along our coast would be of great
the names of 954,000 invalid military pensioners I
value at all times, and of inestimable value in
atfaiis, and will be read with satisfaction
113,51s widows, orphans and dependent relacase of a foreign war.
Nature has provided tives,
making an aggregates ot 208,923 army by men of all parties. The success of
the greater part of this route, and the obstacles
pensioners.
this country in the Geneva arbitration,
to overcome are easily within the skill of the
At the same time there were on the lolls the i
Engineer. I have not alluded to this subject names of
and the treble advantage resulting to us,
1,449
widows,
1,730
Navy
petitioners,
with the view of having any further expendiorphans and dependent relatives, making the in the avoidance of threatened war, the
ture of public money ai this time than
may be whole number of Naval pensioners, 3,179.
necessary to procure and place all the necessary
There have been received since the passage of winning of an award, and the ruling out
information before Congress in an authentic
of the act to provide institutions for the surof consequential damages in future wars,
form,to enable it hereafter, if deemed practicable
vivors of the war of 1812, 36,561 applications
and worthy, to legislate on the
subject without !j prior to June 30.h, 1772. Of these there were are presented to the country briefly but
delay.
allowed during the fiscal year 20,120 claims;
NAVY DEPARTMENT.
4.845 were rejected during the year, leaving 11,- forcibly. The decision in our favor by the
580
claims pending 4ft the report. The number German Emperor, in the San Juan
I lie report of the Secretary of the
dispute,
Navy here- i
with accompanying.explains fully the condition t of pensions of all classes granted during the
last fiscal year was 33.838. During that period as auother branch of the treaty of Washof that branch of the public
its
I
wants
service,
there were, dropped front he rolls for various ington, is
and deficiencies, expellees incurred
presented as a subject of nationduring the
past year and appropriations for the same. It causes, 9,104 names, leaving a grand total of al
congratulation—as it truly is.
also gives a complete history of the service of 232,229 pensioners on the 30th of June, 1872.
It is thought that the claims for Pensions on
the Navy for the past year in addition to its regIhe country will rejoice at the assertion
ular service. It is evident that unless
I account of the War of 1812 will all he disposed
steps are of the tirst ot
It: is estimated that ot the President that front our nearness to
1873
taken to preserve our Navy that in a few
i
May,
years
the United States will be the weakest nation ; $30,480,000 will be required for the Pension Cuba we cannot be indifferent to tho disj
upon the ocean of all great powers. With an | Service during the next fiscal year.
turbances in that island, and receive it as
energetic,progressive, business people like ours,
THE CENSUS.
penetrating and forming business relations with
Ninth Census is about completed. Its evidence that the second administration of
The
every part of the known world, a
Navy strotu'
completion is a subject of congratulation, President Grant will he characterized by
enough to command the respect of our flag early
as the use to be made of the statistics
abroad is necessary for the full protection of inasmuch
contained depends very greatly on the a more decided policy in respect to our
therein
their rights. I recommend careful consideraof publication. The Secretary of
promptitude
tion by Congress of the recommendations made
neighbors the Spaniards. The charge of
the Interior recommends that a census be taken
by the Secretary of the Navy.
in
which recommendation should receive bad faith on the part of Spain in regard
1 the
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
ready attention of Congress. The interval to slavery in Cuba is more than warranted
The ordinary revenue for the Department for established between the Federal census is so
ft is hoped that the comthat the information obtained at the decimal by the tacts,
the fisetd year ending June 30,
1872, amounted long
to $21,91n,420,37, and the
periods as to the material condition, wants and bined feeling of
expenditures $39,058
insecurity to our citizens
182.31. Compared with the previous fiscal year resources of the nation, is of little practical
value after the expiration of the first half of anil commerce, and tin* violation of the
the increase of revenue was $81
,K7s,380.9-1, or that
ti.iti per cent., and the increase of
period. It would probably obviate the humanitarian
expenditures
feeling of the nation and
$2,268,088.23, or 929 per cent. Adding to the j Constitutional provision regarding the decimal
the
in
I87f>
in time lead to yet more
it
a
census
taken
should
be
dicensus
world,
may
ordinary revenues the annual appropriation of
$709,000 for free matter and the amount paid to vested of all political character and noie-ap- decided feelings and to ultimate action.
be
of Congressional Representatives
the subsidized mail steamship lines from
special pointment
appropriations, the deficiency paid out of the made up under it. Such a census, coming as it The sentiment of the country is that
general Treasury was $3,317,705.94; an excess would in the last year of the first century of Spanisli^ule in Cuba is not
only a continnational existence, would furnish a noble
of $389,707.28, over the
deficiency for the year our
ued insult to this country, but an outrage
monument of the progress of the United States
1811.
Other interesting statistical information re- during that century.
upon an islfnd that should be the garden
lating to our rapidly extending postal service is
EDUCATION.
of the world. Tt needs but the encouragefurnished in this report. The total
of
length
The rapidly increasing interest in Education
railroad mail routes on the 30th of June 1S72
is a most encouraging feature in the current ment of a few official words from Washwas 57,911 miles; 8,077 additional mites
having history of the country, and it is no doubt true
to create a Free Cuba, that shall
been put into operation during the year.
Eight that this is in a great measure due to the efforts ington
new lines of
Railway post-ofliees have been es- of the Bureau ot Education. That office is con- ultimately be a part of free America.
tablished with an aggregate length of 2,909
evidences which abundantly
The few words of the message upon the
miles. The number of letters exchanged in the tinually receiving
its efficiency, from the various institumails with foreign countries sots 24,302,500, an proves’
tions of learning and education ot all kinds necessity ot building up and maintaining
increase of 4,000,502, or 25 per rent over the
The ieport of the a
the country.
number in 1871. and the postage thereon throughout
strong and efficient navy should not fall
Commissioner contains a vast amount of educaamounts to $187,125,725.
The total weight of tional details of
interest.
great
upon
unheeding ears. The suggestion
tlie mails exchanged with European countries
The bill now pending before Congress pro- that we shall soon he
the weakest upon
exceeded 820 tons. The cost of the United
of
the
net
viding tor the appropriation
proceeds
States trans-Atlantie mail steamship service
the sea of till great powers is no more
of the sales of public lands for educational purwas $220,301.70.
The total cost of lhe United
to aid the States in the general education
than the facts warrant—when in fact our
States Ocean Steamship service, including the poses
of the rising generation, is a measure of such
amount paid to the subsidized line- of mail
great importance to our real progress and is so extensive trade, extended sea-coast and
steamers was $192,702,093.
unanimously approved by the lending friends of now
commerce call for
LINES OF TRANSPORTATION.

FRANKING PR1 VILEGE AN1) FOSi'AI

TELEGRAPH.
I have heretofore recommended the abolition
ol the franking privilege atiiisee no reason now
for changing my views on that subject,
ft not
having been favorably regarded by Congress,
however, 1 now suggest a modification of that
privilege to correct its glaring and costlv
abuses.
.,
I would recommend also the
appointment of
a committee or commission to take into
consideration the best method equitable to
private
corporations who have invested their time and
capital in the establishment of telegraph lines
ol acquiring the title to all telegraph lines in
operation, and of connecting this service with
the postal service of the nation. It is not probable that this
could receive the proper
consideration dumfg the limits of a short session
of Congress, but it may be initiated so that
turther action may be fair to tile government
and private parties concerned.

subjaof

REVIVAL OF THE OCEAN

CARRYING TRADE.
I he report of the Secretary of the
Treasury
will show an alarming falling otT in the
carrying trade for the last ten or twelve years an I
even for the past year.
I do not believe that
the public treasure can be better expended in
the interest of the whole people than in
trying
to recover this^pade.
An expenditure of $5,000,000 per annum for the next five years, if it
would restore to us our proportion of the carrying trade of the vvorld, would be profitably expended. The price of labor in Europe has so
much enchaneed within the last few years that
the cost of building ami operating ocean steamers in the United States is not so much
greater
than in Europe. [ believe the time has arrived
for Congress to take the subject into serious

consideration.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

Detailed statements of tlie disbursements
through the Department of Justice will lie
furnished by the report of the Attorney-General, and though these have been somewhat increased by the recent acts of Congress to enforce the rights of the citizens of the United
States to vote in the several States of the Union,
and to enforce the provisions of the 14th amendment of the Constitution of the United States
and amendments thereto, I cannot question the
necessity of the salutary effect of these enactments.
Reckless and lawless men, r regret to state,
have associated themselves together in some
localities to deprive other citizens of the rights
guaranteed to them by the Constitution of the
United States, and to that end have committed
deeds of blood and violence, ami the prosecution and punishment of many of theso persons
have tended greatly to the repression of such
disorders. I do not doubt that a great majority
of the people in all parts of the country favor
the full enjoyment by all classes of persons, of
those rights to which they are entitled under
the Constitution and Laws, and invoked the aid
and influence of all good citizens to prevent organizations, whose objects are by unlawful
means to interfere with those rights, and look
with confidence to the time, not far distant,
when the various advantages of good order and
peace will induce an abandonment of all combinations prohibited by the Acts referred to,
and wlieu it will be unnecessary to carry on
prosecutions or inflict punishments to protect
citizens from the lawless doings of such combinations.
Applications have been made to me to pardon
persons convicted of a violation of said acts,
upon the ground that clemency is such cases
would tend to tranquilize the public mind; and
to test the virtue of that policy 1 am disposed
so far as my sense ot justice will permit, to give
to these applications a favorable consideration.
But any action thereon is not to be construed
as indicating any change in my determination
to enforce with vigor such acts so long as the
conspiracies and combinations therein named,
disturb the peace of the country.
It is much to be regretted, and is regretted by
no one more than myself, that necessity has
ever existed to execute the enforcement act.
No one can desire more than I that the necessity of applying it may never again be demanded.
DEPARTMENT OK THE INTERIOR.

The Secretary of the Interior reports satis-

factory improvements and progress in each of
the several bureaus under the control of the
Interior Department. They are all in excellent
condition. The work which in some of them
lor some years has been in arrears lias been
brought down to a recent date and in all the
current business has been promptly dispatched.
INDIAN AFFAIRS.

The policy which was adopted at the beginning of this administration with regard to the
management of the Indians has been as successful as its most ardent friends anticipated within
It has reduced the expense of
so short a time.
their management, decreased their forages upon the white settlements, tended to give the
largest opportunity to the extension of the great
railways through the public domain and the
pushing settlements in more remote districts of
the country, and at the same time improve the
condition of the Indians. The policy will be
maintained without any change excepting such
as further experience may show to be necessary
to render it more eflicent,
PUBLIC LANDS.

During the last fiscal year there were disposposed of out of the public lands 11,864,975 acres,
a quantity greater by 1,099,270 acres than was
disposed of tlie previous year. Ol the amount
1,370,320 acres were sold for cash; 389,460 acres
located with military warrants; 4,671,332 acres

growing

education that I commend it to the favorable attention of Congress.

large

lleets and all the

THE TERRITORIES.

improvements

of modern

naval warfare.

The motto “in time of
Affairs in the Territories art; generally satisfor
war.” applies to ships
peace
prepare
am!
business
of
factory, ami the energy
capacity
Hu* pioneers who are settling the vast domain with far
force than to armies. The
greater
not yet incorporated into States, are keeping
latter can be improvised; the former arc
pace in internal improvements and civil govIn hut built
ernment with the olden communities.
slowly and laboriously, ll is certain
one of them. Utah, is the condition of affairs
unsfttis;aetory, except so far as the quiet of that unless we are wiser in this particular,
society may be disturbed by real or imaginary wo shall he caught iu the toils of national
dangers ot Indian hostilities. It has seemed to
he
the policy of the Legislature of Utah, to strife and he made to suffer.
[ evade
all responsibility to the Government of
I he 1 resilient repeats the good words
| the United States and even to bold a position in
hostility to it. L recommend a careful revision [ of a former message in regard to the ne"
of the present laws of the Territory by Concessitv for a revival of our ocean comgress, and the enactment of such a law as the
onefrproposed in Congress at its hist session lor merce, and recommends liberal e\pen
instate, or something similar to it, as will se- ditures towards its
recovery. And it is
cure peace
kand the equality of all citizens before the law and the ultimate extinguishment hoped, now that other causes are operating
ol

polygamy.

DISTRICT Ot COLUMBIA.

Horace Greeley.

of

Generalities.

they

The total invsetmenls in Maine
Savings bunts
amount to twenty-four and a half millions.

prepared the public mind lor the
which so rapidly followed them, of

news

his sudden death.

So

long the

Under the new time table of the Maine fen.
tral there will !»_- four trains a dnv between An
gusta and Boston.

aide and

popular editor, so recently the candidate
of a great
party tor the highest office in
the popular gilt, and now in his
grave—
what a commentary on the
instability of
worldly position, what a mockery of earthly ambition.
Although a prominent politician and
ambitious of public position, Mr.
Greeley
will lie far better known as the
great
journalist of his time—as the pioneer

Mrs. Snidkins says her husband is a three,
handed man—right hand. ]. lr liar, I and a little
behind hand.
Mr. George K. Wood, Clerk of the steamer
Katahdm.isseriou-i v ill at hi- home in t muleu
of rheumatic affection.
■

Messrs. Treat ,v Lung employ I2f> hands in
their cooperage establishment in Bath.
They
are extending their works.
I he Maine Central It. It. < o. is
introducing a
patent shackle, invented l»v Rockland parlies.
It will obviate
many obituaries of «or-shaeklei

among the American minds that have demonstrated the immense power of a free
and enterprising press upon the

1 he \\ hig says that
deck-load
try was shipped for Kev H ost on
hllen Perkins, which sailed from

mind.

A bouncing boy, born on the I'rii«
Railroad's western bound tram nem
town in Utah Territory. has I

public nesday.

He. combined, more perhaps than
any other man, the essentials ot popularity, in the strict sense oi the word. Born
as one ot the
people, and to no inheritance
but poverty, he took up tin- burden of a
laborious calling with
fate had not been more

ACJRICULTUKK.

report ot the Commissioner of Agriculture

a very lull and interesting account of the several divisions of that Department, horticultural,
agricultural and statistical, entomogical and chemical, and the benefits conferred by each upon the agricultural interests of the country. The whole report
is a complete history in detail of the workings of
the Department in all its branches, showing the
manner in which the farmer, merchant and miner is
informed, and the extent to which lie is aided in his
pursuits. The Commissioner makes one recommendation : that measures be taken by Congress to
protect and induce the planting of forests, and suggests that no part of the public lands should be disposed of without the condition that one-tenth of it
be reserved in timber where it exists, and where it
does not exist, inducements should be offered tor
planting it.

gives

Mre learn that the
and no
indefatigable rapt. Hugh
Boss will build
envy towards those with whom It had | *hi- winter, to beanother boat at Philadelphia
pur mi m> r»vvr iie\t >um
dealt kindly. His life has been one
long mer. [Bangor < Suninerciui.
struggle with
<>. W. Collins,
Kstp, bus purchased a tine
granite many at K .si Bin.-hill. The grauite iI liose twin jailor# of the
Muring heart,
pronounced equal to unv in New lmgluiid
Low birth and iron fortune.”
Operations will be commenced in the spring
Ami lie conquered. The favorites of
! adiug eoutraetoi
Indianapolis boasts ot
fortune have waited upon his favor, am- who
can neither read nor write, and who lues
bitious men have craved his smile as the not know one figure troui another, \»i can
accurately estimate the tin ..berot bricks ioi
promise of the realization of dazzling wall, or shingles lor a rool, ot given
<>im*n
and
wealth
dreams,
has sought in vain to sions, and the cost m construction

The Boston and
buy his inlluenee. While stilt at the head
are now negotiating
Ot the gi eat journal (hat he had created,
ears
j
equipped with
he liiighl well have been looked
W cslinghair.
•>
upon as I
Berwi
at the summit ot reasonable ambition.
It
ars run the first

l>\ 'harpers, wh«* also robbed him
his advance, pay and citizen's clothes.) on tin
that
the lad was u minor.
ground

Capt. William Kendall died on Wednesdav a*
have been, may be imagined.
Pairlield, at the advanc 'd age ol s!*. lit* i
to have been the iuveiitoi of *•; ,-ular >aW', -a
Few men have lived who were fuller of the Colt's revolvers, Kimball water
whe I. sie.-l
good ini] ulses than Horace (Ins-lev. That chime bells, and other improvement'. H wahe

*ddesj Royal Arch M i-,
m ! ie ■state.
had been a Mason in good standing a.most

the

meant

few will

right,

question.

That

CBNTKNNIAI. CELKBRATION.
In accordance with the terms of the act of Congress, approved March 3d, 1871, providing for the
one hundredth anniversary of American Independence, a commission has been organized consisting
of t wo members from each of the States and Territories. This Commission has held two sessions and
has made satisfactory progress in the organization
and the initiatory steps necesary for carrying out
the provisions ot tlie act, and for executing also
provisions of the act of June 1st, 1871, creating a
Centennial Hoard of Finance. A preliminary report ol their progress has been received from the
President of the Commission and is herewith transmitted. It will be the duty ot the Commission at your
coming session to transmit a lull report ol the progress made and to lay before you the details relating
to the exhibition of American and foreign arts, products and manufactures, which by the terms offered
is to be field under the auspices of the Government
ol the United States in the city ot Philadelphia, in
the year 187*5.
This celebration will be looked forward to by
Ameiican citizens with great interest, as marking a
century ot greater progress and presperity than is
recorded in the history ot any other nation, and
proving a further good purpose in bringing together
on our soil peoples ol all the commercial nations of
the earth, in a manner calculated to secure international good feeling,
CIVIL

SERVICE

REFORM.

An earnest desire has been felt to correct the
abuses which have grown up in the Civil service of
the country, through the defective method ot making appointments to office. Heretofore Federal offices have b« en regarded too much as the reward of
political service. Under the authority of Congress,
rules have beonjestablished to regulate the terms of
office and the mode of appointment. It cannot be
expected that any system ot rules can be entirely effective and prove a perfect remedy for the existing
evils, until they have been thoroughly tested by actual practice and amended according to the requirements of the service.
During my term of office, it shall be my best endeavor to so apply the rules as to secure the greatest
possible reform in the Civil Service of the Government; but it will require the direct action ol Congress to render the enforcement ol the system binding upon my successors, and I hope that the experience of the past year, together with appropriate legsoluislation by Congress, may reach a
tion of this question and secure to the public service for all time a practical method of obtaining
faithful and efficient officers and employes.
U. S. Grant.
(Signed,)
Executive Mansion, Dec. 2nd, 1872.

is to be abandoned, and that

merit and efficiency rather than party
service shall determine appointments.

Congress.
The Senate

met on

Monday.

The

cre-

dentials ot General Maehlin, of Kentucky,
and Mr. Morrill of Vermont were presented. A message was received from the
House announcing the adoption of a concurrent resolution iu regard to the death
ot Horace Greeley.
In the House the event of the day was
offering of a resolution by Mr. Maine,

the

he was sometimes mistaken cannot he deHis best monument will be foui 1
the memories of the poor whose distress he relieved; in the gratitude of the
oppressed whose bonds he helped to
sever, and in the thanks of the laborer
whose toil he sought to ennoble. A good

1 he >e \ eiu eas|rr!\ s|orm yesterday, ll V
great fleet ol casters into the harbor, and ii.jiii
t nion vvli.ll
light' wa'
forest ot masts, thro" wYoi n > -rail
rto pass.
\ esse is couidt t get
and so had to auchor l it
nit
i,H
|m:iii
roads and the ship eirum*
T
five hundred craft, in le hart*,*
i,.
,i
ternoon. ! Portland Pre". Satm d »\.

nied.

in

in the

that the act-

bers of the House. The resolution was
adopted, and the committee appointed,
consisting ot Poland,Banks, Beck, Niblack
and

McCrary.

Th« death ot Mr. Greeley leaves the
74 Democratic and Liberal electors without a candidate tor whom to cast their
votes, except as each one may he a law
At the date of this writing
unto himself.
decision has been reached in respect
unanimity ot action, although (lie general sentiment is in favor ot giving the
votes to Gov. Hendricks of Indiana, who
so handsomely carried his state the past
no

to

wars.

so

i-

1

has fallen, and, while partizan clamhushed, on his grave will he laid a
people’s threefold laurel tribute to the

mail
or

is

Christian,

statesman and

Local
News of the

patriot.
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The hoys had no sleighing for •'fi;mk-:.ri»m.
and but little skating.
Fox hunts have begun in Stockton, ami the
lor skins i> such that tainc «nu-> aiv si am

Since newspapers have come so much
into use as dress expanders, it is right
that the appropriate publications for ladies
ol different styles and inclinations should
he made known.
The following, tor the

rage
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kitten, that makes
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A good looking woman was out shopping
Saturday, and sat down oil the walk live tun
without getting greatly discouraged. “Alas i
all slips of hers.”

the
the

Mr. Branmtgan has the rarest dog m this r*
an imported Skye terrier. 11>
a Imiiii
„..
little brute, but smart, amt
i\,v rats v
astonishing vim.

bit-

gion,

Our friends
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Brooks

Thunkflgiviug Day.

enjoyed themselves hug
l.roek-

Ihe

which gave an entertainment for
Brooks Cornet Band, realized the
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The elegant steamer ( ami -ridge left tins .-irFriday, on her last passage for the
She ha> been chartered to run betw. en I'na

on

.••••■

donee and New ’i ork during the win
ollieers will remain m her.

an

il

■

A
milkman who went mi board >t«-urn
amlni'L'- at tic \vh:irl’ to tret In- p:\ c-i
juice, was carried oil', Icavni*; his wngiiaid
cans on the wharf.
I? i- a strangt fart the
dealers in milk alway- go hy water.
<

-•

The cool weather latelv has obliged foxes f
prospect near the the city for their Teh a.
lowance. (Mi Monday, Joseph Wil-ou-t u p
one with dogs on lew.■tt’> farm.
Afto r*-* ••
ini' a shot or two, Reynard made a bee bin- !.
the eitv. When on ( ongi-met it alb-mptto jump through tin- windows "i |>m
\|
Kurland’s house, hut ttie window i-aa- doiil.h
one

it

was

caught

1-rtwn

sashes and tin-re in l-l
alid aptmvd it.

tin- out-a

unii!

inn-

i

an

his pursurcr-

am\r

Lai Ni’iiKH.

From the yard of lieur> M
Saturday, the ship Mi-Near. «*t I
ions. Owned hy Raker Mi-Near. Rein.
and James Gammons, Jr. of Boston, W I I-

<iilvery,
It is telegraphed from Washington that
Congressman Hale, of Maine, will introduce early in the approaching session
a Dill for the establishment of life
saving
stations on the coast ot his State, those on

Cape

i.

astonishing, while tie new ship M
being towed to her wh >n, to u
a large number ••! the
n»wd knew a!>
docking ships.

publications of the season, and delights
lady readers especially. Mr. Vick’s establishment, at Rochester, is not only very
extensive, but is a marvel of ellieiencv
and elegance. The Guide, heretofore an
annual, is now published quarterly, beau
tifnlly printed and profusely illustrated.

and

IVii!

was

Near
what

watches

Jersey

pillow c no ma'ijuerade will t.iki
Kve, at II a\i.»t«l il ill, umlei uiaic.

make, afraid.

gossips,
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mnoxund.J. K.Scott, of Wi-cassett. sin iclass ship, oak frame, oak and hard pine o\
iiur, yellow pine spar- wire -tandiny rn-_ n
and was built under special inspection of l-'n n

Cod shores hav-

ing satisfactorily proved their

u-

The li.juor persecution ha- ceased iro n
havoc, and folks now throw their little ling*
over their rhumb- with no one ;<• moles!

Vick’s Floral Guide tor 1*7'!, advertised
in this paper, is one of the most beautiful

the New

the American II

New Year's
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wise women, the Oracle; tor the girl that
everybody hugs, the Free Press; for ladies
at the seaside, the Hath Times; for the

Sentinel: for

at

A sheet ami
on

Telegraph; for Domestic women, the
Home Journal; for the woman who told

lieport-her;

e

'Lih iey streets of Saturday s» nt smooth -h
horses to tin* ground, ami Uuckmuth- au.
demand to make them shorn- ! >ted.

worth American, or Maehias Union ; for a
lirst hustle, the Pioneer: fora woman with
a
growing boy, the Sunrise; lor a re licet
woman, the Mirror; for twins, the Transcript; for a woman who wants the last
word, the Echo; tor brilliant girls, the

about it, the Gardiner

will

l ovieiistv

m

wishing hair will please rein, inber il
Foote's elegant assortment will remain mu

Mrs.

Bangor Courier; tor a business woman,
the Commercial; tor a bald lady, the
\V(h)ig; for a patriotic woman, the Ells-

us

ntu

Ladies

Union Advocate; for
a newsy'woman, the Fairfield Chronicle,
or Portland Advertiser; for a
lady lawyer,
the Anson Advocate; for a tickle girl, the
Somerset Reporter; lot a rapid girl, the

tor a girl that likes hugging,
Daily Press; lor an observing woman,
Argus; for the Western Union girls,

new

union/

holiday goods.

sortment of

or

Star;

wit

largi

incresist d.

Journal; for an exemplary lady, the Standard ; for a lady matrimonally inclined, the
Waterville Male,

m;

that since the

us

Beliv-uehe prevailed extensively
ted—
For the wile of an agriculturist, the youngsters, as a cnnsecjuem•. of too
Farmer ; for a pious woman, tin* Gospel Thanksgring
Mrs. Johnson, who is now in Boston,
Banner: tor a lady accountant, the Daily

Lloyds, classing for eleven years, she will t
usefulness. | commanded hy (’apt. I. li. Scott, and j> u.-v
!
loading hav for New Orleans.

—Mr Blaine has taken .the Credit Mobilier bull by the horns, in his resolution
calling lor a committee of democrats to

Mr-. Campbell, tin lady who is piv-mitimthe subject of woman suffrage to tinthis State, will d< liver an address upon tn
subject this (Thursday ••venim/. .1 Hoi
I
investigate tin! charges. There certainly Ifall. We have before alluded to tin- hii:h
can he no claim that he is timid in this
dorsement with which Mrs. < unpin II om«
matter, and timidity is the usual accom- Maine, and hav< no doubt 1 hit
w h
1

■

Mr.
chair,
being
paniment of guilt. The investigtaion will
ing speaker appoint a committee ot dem- probably show the groundlessness of a
ocratic member sto investigate the charges
charge which tin! country should be slow
of Credit Mobilier bribery affecting mem- to believe at
any time.
Cox

H

>.

euty

decided

practice

of .J.muais

en lisle*l

What the conpowers ot endurance.
stant tension of the cares of state
might

honest woman, the Democrat: for the girl
of the period, the Independent; for a belle,

old

...

next.
day
Judge Ben. diet, ol the United Slates Distn
Court, in New York. Wednesdav. dischnrg
Georg.- Harris, of Rock laud, from the Unit..:
States naval service, into whiidi he bad te e.,

the mistake of his lile-tune that tie
sought or accepted the Presidential nomination. Kven the candidacy, coupled with
domestic affliction, was too much for his
was

chickens, the Biddy-ford Union; for

determination on the part of the President
to observe the demands of the needed
change. It will be a happy thing for the
country if experience shall prove that the

Maine Railroad < »mptu\
for and will -oon have rheu
the Miller piaf/mm and
I'n
.1:

<

The recommendation of the message
winch will draw upon itself the most

The firm words in respect to civil service reform with which the message closes,
coupled with the recent decided action in
the Philadelphia case, seem to point to a

little

•,

indulgent,

tion.

opinion.

Pacific

n

A mob in Blandville, K>..
hung :■ negro
charged with committing rape on a white girl,
and b‘lt a card on his im.-k inscribed
‘'llow
is this for high?”

opposition, is the. one to make the Ding-ley’s Lewiston Journal; tor a woman
telegraph a government affair, and an getting in years,the Progressive Age; for
appendage ot the post office. We have the woman who has got two dollars a year
j heretofore expressed dissent from this to pay for it, the Republican Journal.
plan, and see no reason to change that

The

of live poulthe schooum
Bangor Wed-

Pacific.”

ses

complaint that

no

favor, that congress may lend the
whole weight ot its inlluence in that direcour

Morton lms been re-elect.si to the U. .S. Sennte by the Legislature of Indiana.

had not

f!er husband, the
the Herald; for the
lady who sings, the Voice, tor a big bustle, the State; for an astonished woman,
the Gaze-at; for a woman who raises

in

Since the establishment of a territorial government
for the District of Columbia the improvement of
the condition of the City of Washington and its
surroundings and the increased prosperity ot the
citizens is observable to the casual visitor. The nation being a large owner ot property in the city,
should bear with the citizens of the District its
just share ol the expense of those improvements. 1
recommend, therefore, an appropriation to reimburse the citizens for the work done by them along
and in front ot public grounds during the past year, i
and liberal appropriations in order that the improvements and embellishments of the public buildings
and grounds may keep pace with the improvements
made by the territorial authorities.

Death

The rumors which had pervaded the
country of Mr. Greeley’s illness, both
mental and physical, serious as
were,

—The Daily Kennebec Journal will be
published as usual during tin! coming
session of the Legislature, at #-j tor the
session. Full reports of the debates and
proceedings will be given, and as the
session is to be one of interest, till who
desire to keep posted on legislation will
need it.

Sprague,

Owen and Nash, pub-

lishers, Augusta.
—The
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Business :it the Police Court continue* dull.

<l

ruesday Judge Johnson issued a warrant tor rot
bi-ry against a woman who left the -learner Rich
liiond at Lincoluvilh- on Monday. Ayouiignm
belonging in Bluehill, and fresh trom the .inarrie*
of Dix Island, who was journeying Iioiih h.*rd
invited the

woman

to his

Winn

room.

'a

■

»

by whiskey, -he !«lt the boat
Afterwards he missed his pocket Look,and landii,.

asleep,
at

overcome

Searsport,

came to

Belfast ind

swore out

a

w

When the oHieer returned with the woman
telegram had been rtceivtd saying that tin pock*

rant.

book had been found ill the

young

man

room

on

the boat.

t

T»i.

paid tin bills and d epaited, retlcctitie
goeth to the correction ot tin stocks.

how “the tool

has just been shown in Waltham, Mass.,
Along thk Whahves. Owing to the badness
of the weather lor the past week, business
dong
a breach of promise verdict against
Rev. Linville J. llall, lor #1,500. Annie the wharves" has been quiet, several loaded vessels
chances to go Westwaid
other lay in the stream waiting
satisfactory
fall. The sentiment of the party concen- used to comb his hair and undertake
.....Several cargoes of hay have been shipped t>
cook
in the
book, Carver’s Harbor.At Railroad wharf a cargo ot
trates upon him as the proper recipient of services not laid down
as Delilah did Sampson.
loo bbls. ot lime awaits transportation over the road
the electoral votes now, and as the most and caught him
to Skowhegan.At Simpson’s, Pitcher & Son an
of
Hon.
Charles
1’.
address
—The able
prominent candidate forthe Presidency in
loading the new ship McNeur with hay tor New
Kimball betore the National Convention Orleans.Carter & Co. are making improvements
1876.
The Pittsburfr Commercial savs: “Here is
one of the soundest temperance arguments we
of Carriage Makers has been published in their yard. Having leased a lot of land adjoining
The only temperance railever came across.
now
It is lull of curious and interesting in- and built piers and other improvements, they
road in the United States—indeed in the world
A grindstone of 3500 pounds weight
have one ot the best yards in the state, which
and
rail—is said to be the Marietta
Pittsburg
formation in regard to the origin and imenables them to set up four vessels abreast. They
road, running from Marietta to Cambridge, a and running at high speed in Collet’s file
ot wheeled vehicles. We hope have the frame ot a schooner already to go up for
provement
distance of fitty-mne miles. Every officer and
the
on
burst
Monday,
factory at Bangor,
employee of the road is a practical temperance
to find room tor it soon.
parties in this city.On Sunday the steam-tug
man, and not a single fatal accident has ever
fragments crashing through the sides of
Ralph Ross arrived from Bangor having in tow the
occurred upon it since it was tirst opened. This the
church
in
Castine
—The
Mr. Harrison was terribly
Congregational
hull ol the steamer Kmperor, which it will l*e re
building.
is suggestive as far as it goes, and it goes tiftyJ
took lire during the gale ot'Saturday, and membered was wrecked butt summer. She is moon
but will live.
the
nine miles,”

fragments,

mangled by

aged lady, while stopping at
Benjamin Mitchell’s, at Waterville on Thursday
morning, wished to take some of Johnson’s
liniment, but by mistake took some aconite cattle medicine, from the effect oi which she died
Mrs. Allen,

in two hours.

an

—The letter of our Boston correspondent is crowded out by the more important talk which Ulysses makes to the

country; also

by

an

interesting Illinois letter.

came near

being consumed.

—“Keeling

tor bottom” is the title ot a

column leader in the Biddeford Journal.
Whose?

at

Sanford’s wharf where she will remain lor tin

winter.

Small Pox.
Belfast Is favored with tw«»
of this disorder. On Wednesday of last
week, Capt. Otis Pattersou, pilot of steaiuei

eases

jgc. came on shore, sick with tho mild
tin disorder, known as varioloid. He
Ins hoii'* on Church street, able to be up
K*iit the room.
The red flag is displayed

,’uU-i

Great Gale at St. John.

«»t

;>«
«

and communication with the
hidden. except under regulation of the
•*' >i*1 ,i!ih.
A lew days alter, Mr. Chas.
M -t/elline. \\ V> had been ill, was also dis'<
i" *i.«'«
the disorder, in rather more
I Ml- than Cap!. Patters.
U < house
j• 11 mces,

n

t>*j

«th the

a

-p

c

«*x

ad

"pr-

warning

ti

contracted in Boston,
is v< r\
The
pn .dent.
t tinniagion is very

were,

case*

tie

pny-i, me.' -:.\ that no alarm
Within t w o months there had!
’w. previi’Us
m the city, which few
tie a man on hoard a vessel that dism one of the wharves, and another a
d’ d ill a secluded house jn the hack
h«- my. And yet no new cases resulted
LhcUi.
Mr people have very iittle fear of
■'1

cl.

disorder. \vith the careful
he health oHi.-ors,

■*:

C*

«

la* nt .1
-s

man-

Some two years ago,
"i lector
t tin
town of
d a eh the funds, leaving his
h< detieiem
There

Sh

i.M\

:i
:ii-

w\

..

ahout the miss
^
u~ thet.iirs have ht-en started
i h»s present location. Havon
t
*
oniectures which •onmvted
■1
o' cxistenci
m the il»*sh. we notice
>
Chronicle and Progressive
•\ploi iiur in mysteries ol the spirit
11 Bi lnnmt. Blind of the natural
v
*~
li the spiritual vision, has
c
-id o pus o| the defunct .Joseph
*een

Mi

<mn

an\n

t\

v

die

lad in his fur court, havdept inn by bis murderer. It
in tin slayer of SJiaw to thus

i:ravi

en
c:ir.

cold winters. It
hat on the strength of this revola(•'•*!
!..i * of men have turned out with
mc
and vlmvi Is, and sought as
I-"'!,;,
the grave i' over the laithful
-Mi.
••'mi*
Mah--met.
A large part of
a
•!
aldo has lH-en dug over ill the
h. but »hu> far without bringing to light
•rp‘* clothed in a fur coat.

>■

'■

t:»1 *it

11

*!.

■

lor tin*

s

1

w liii*. wo tiro

to tie

..

able to ay
Shaw has a’] 1 ii is time
liivtir. <1 place in one of the Now
i Mat*-', am! inking his comfort on the

»ii

iu'ii-.r:t\ that

-t

..

c,iilections—dead only in
Ti c pension to w hich his
ntitlo him i' regularly d rawn

•! h.>

tax

and 'in*
\

v

-•->

i-tci
'is

1

nt»>

h

a

in

,H'

arc

not

paid

to

lent on that
uit.ying the reward ot a gratolaughing over the pickaxe
remains,

'Hinp:

pr''';ll

id.
■

A- p. nsion*-

(-■
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«.m
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not

t'RFKDOM.
'•

last week

ryai>t
.all

has sine.-tlied.

k

He

in

boston

was one

of the

v men ol the place.
ing tin* 'ince last Friday night.

>1< n

and Wr.-i

n * !•:.

\Yinterport

are

ihe citizens

tactory

bound

to

.have

a

requested to
Monroc, on Thursday the
*.,
o.iher at ]0 o’clock In the forenoon,
a
ot tunning a company and making
purp.
...gen:- nt- ter huiidiug.
All arepnvited to at
Ne
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Walton’s Journal Montpelier.

Urann,

whose treatment of chronic dis-'
eases lias met with such wonderful success in
Montpelier, and such other town as he has visited in this State, left Thursday morning for
Portsmouth, N. II. During his brief stay hero
very many cases have been treated, and his
room has presented a
receptacle for crutches
and canes which have borne hither the crippled
and decrepit, that have received such aid as to
have no further use, for them.
DISASTERS TO SHIPPING.
One case in particular is so well known to the
The schooner Howard, from Hillsboro' community that it requires more than a passing
notice. Miss Cornelia Thurston, of Montpelier,
for Now York made the harbor to
escape has been a confirmed invalid for
years, and for
the storm, was driven on to the Foul
the past year and a half has been constantly on
Ground and lost live of her crew. Several the deeiine,
suffering continual pain, and bemen were lashed to the
unwell that during the six week*- prerigging, and great came
efforts were made to save them, but they vious to her deciding to visit Dr. Urann, she
had not be(jn able to be dressed or to sit up, and
were all swept away and drowned
except was comparatively helpless. On the morning
two, who were rescued by the port life ol February
!>. by great exertion she was taken
boat.
irotn her bed, dressed, and brought one and a
Ihe schooner
Addie liyerson from bait miles to the Pavillion where she was carWindsor, N. S.. for Philadelphia, also ried to the room of the Doctor, and after a successful treatment came forth without assistwent ashore, as did the schooners Enterance, and ascended and descended stairs with
prise, Pioneer, and Ellen,“but the crews the ease and agility ol her younger days 1 In
were all saved after great
fact, so immediate and complete was her cure,
suffering.
The papers of the brigantine Henry that she went to the house of a friend in the
Gilbert were picked upon the beach, hav- village, with whom she appeared at the supper
table, in the
of one present, “as wrell
ing washed ashore, and it is supposed that as the best,*’ language
and we have to add, that ever
the unfortunate vessel has gone to pieces. since that period has been constantly growing
The schooner C. H. Dyer was forced stronger.
She considers her case permanently
ashore on Taylor’s Island, but as she lies cured, and beholds in wonder her present condition as compared with past suffering. The
in a lavorable condition it is hoped the
Doctor has acquired an enviable reputation
she may escape serious damage.
h- re. and should he ever revisit Montpelier, will
The American ship Hunter, lying at the l»c warmly welcomed by a much larger circle of
wharf, parted her cables, tore away the friends than ever before. The afflicted everywhere should not
until tho\ have availed
mooring posts, and dashed bows fore- themselves of Dr.despair
1: aim’s skill.
most into the warehouse on the eastern
end of Seammell Bros.’ wharf, demolishRead the following from the Orleans Indepening the jib-boom and badly shattering the dent Standard, of July 19th:

building.

sel

The cable which held the vessnapped asunder like

the wharf was

to

packthread.

I he schooner Spring IJud, tor Calais,
went ashore at Musquash, and lost both
anchors and her rudder, hut it is believed
she can lie got off by discharging her
ca

brig Havelock

is also ashore with
loss of anchors and rudder.
;

nil. STEAMER NEW URTINSWIl K.

Irom Poston, was struck by the storm off
l’oint le l’reux, and hove to. She had an
exceedingly rough time of it. The sea
boarded her, filling the saloon, when she
kin lor this port, arriving here at I o’clock

this afternoon.
All the shipping in the harbor suffered
more or less severely, and grave fears are
entertained for the licet which left port
shortly before the gale.
IN THE CITY

great damage was done, several buildings
being blown down, among them the new
edifice nearly completed for the Young
Men's Christian Association, which crushed
three groceries in its fall.
A number of dwellings were blown
over, barns demolished, and other small
Fences
buildings completely smashed.
and signs tle.v in every direction, and

hundreds ot chimney-tops were thrown
down
So furious a gale has not been
experienced here for years.

arc

in

ci

From

Dr.

St. John, N. R., ]>ec. 1. An exceedingly violent storm of ruin and snow prevailed here on Friday night and Saturday,
doing immense damage to the shipping in
the harbor, and causing great loss of life
among the crews of the distressed and
disabled vessels.

Mr.

1

Greeley’s Property Largely Depleted.

It is staled that Horace Greeley, during
tlie late campaign, spent a great deal of
his private funds to satisfy the demands

made upon him by many unprincipled
fellows, who made him think they were
iV1'
't nii.
o’clock t ao well known young
working very hard irt his interest. To
such an extent was his exchequer thus
Via- Hoi!
and .iam* s De-silver were brought
fi
Rich. I rial Justice■, charged with steal- impinged that he is reported to have sold
some of his shares of the Tribune, and
I i*e accused plead guilty and were
end' »-i two hundred dollars lor there i- good reason for believing that
gr,
CHS',
t!
next Court, lading to comply they
upon the linal settlement of his estate
there will not he over seni ihid in personal
:ajc'!. ! mk; T!.,.:;k giving dinner at the
•- »t• at lie I la
or real estate.
The prevalent belief has
wait the next sitting ot
been that he must have accumulated, in
•! -k. Ibv It. \V. Holton addressed a
ids busy life, independent ot his properly
•: oar cit i/-us li ons the
oi.
pulpit in tile in the Tribune, at least 8100,000 or 8200,Methodist Church. In the evening a social dance
ood. hut during the past two years he lias
*
hehi in 'urti» Hall.
been careless in his attention to pecuniary
arn that Hon.
!. Cushing of YV interport,
matters in which he was personally inh :-t q the Ho.'toli < hi'- -i ll tor
volved.
The farm at (Jhappaqua is said
pi.-inincni singers ;-.:v making arrange- ; to he under considerable ot a mortgage,
to hasit moved !n-re tor a Jubilee next
uid it reports he true the melancholy
juite probable tin- Winterport Hand were
truth will be forced upon the American
-r t!..
rsing
anticipate,! Jubilee last Tuesday people that the great anti-slavery leader
dug on Ferry >tr-.« t.
has died, leaying his daughters With hut
m ss round tow
lias -utiered censiderably lor
little ot this world’s goods to protect them
u
a. eh.- past trom t« u
-I the small pox ; but as
from the coiil charity, which is the comi.-ole- t-ii'in
.n- rea-e'
ami now that we
mon lot ol all unfortunates. If such proves
|iir n-agh) •'ring •• vvus that we are free
to he the ease, and there is not much
w-Inq.e i- l.acc made up to us what w» have*
reason to doubt if, a national suhserilition

Kkmakkabi.k

« uitKS.—Dr.
Urann, whom
recolieet made so many wonwhile at Newport, last April, b
still astonishing every one hy his remarkable
ami alir.o.i instantaneous cures. Mrs. Randall
of Rollon, <
1., who has been sick tor four
years, unable o sit up or walk, was last Tuesday morn brought by hand on a bed two miles
to the steamboat, ami then to this place, arriving at night; was treated by the doctor on Friday morn; before night was walking about, the
room, yesterday left the boat for home, having
been continually gaining strength, and walked
from the Memphremagog House to the boat.
Mr. Badger, of Trow who was hopelessly sick
was treated by Dr. Urann last
April, and is now
a stout, hearty man, able to do a
gooddav's
work, having gained sixty pounds since 1 s
treatment.
Mr. Salmon Nye, of Coventry,
who wus very lame, not able to put Ins foot to
the floor and obliged to go on crutches, was
also treated in April.
He is now tough and
hearty, walks without a cane or crutches, and
labors every day.

our

iy:ul«-r>
eui-

will

derful

Read the following Certificates.
The following is from Miss Sarah Halligtm.
whose ease was well known in Massachusetts
at the time, from the publicity given it
by a long
and protracted lawsuit. Her father sued the
town of Bucklaud for damages sustained bv his
daughter from a defect in the highway and recovered tour thousand live hundred dollars
damages, which was poor recompense for the
pain and suffering she so long endured.
TO THE PUBLIC.
More than tour years ago. » fell from the
highway some live or six feet, injuring the spine
s" much that I have been
confined to tin* house
and bed most of the time since, never
being
abb
to walk but a few steps without niv
crutches since, and never without a
great deal
of suffering either at the lime or afterwards.
1
have employed eight physicians
during this
time; all of them eminent medical advisers, hut
no permanent relief was obtained from
any;
they all said it was spinal. Some said I might
get well in time, others said I never could, t
spent about fourteen hundred dollars for the

The fo!lAv,inir string certifleat
ms
to the
eurative of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from
the Patten Voice:
Reward op Merit. We are happy *o lav
before our readers tiie following cure, effected
by the use of Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afflicted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer, lie consulted the
most skillful physicians in vain, and was Anally
induced to try Miss Sawyer's salna and now
after using the fourth box. lie h entirely cured,
and enjoys perfect health.
tfr>o
What hear

Confounding

w

kept

as

hero

something

the schooner Evergreen.
Brig I sola (of Pastille), Snowman, from Wilming
ton, NC, for Boston, put into New York night of
2r«th inst, and went ashore off the point of Sandy
Hook. She was expected to be got off 27th.
I.ai n. jieiu At Kockport, Nov 28, from trie
yard
I ol Pirloton, Norwood ^ Co, the sell Joe Curleton,
of 1*><» tons. She is owned by the builders.
Assuages the pangs of a broken broa>.\
steunn-r Louisiana. Hill, from Norfolk, Nov 25
Flows the lacteal fluid—giv< nights of rest.
-‘*1
litimore, was m collision off Old Point with,
But Centaur Liniment;
st
S > Biekmore,of St George, Me,
receiving cousi h ruble durnagt ; the S S Bickmore lost
bowsprit
Ami when chilblains ding «u* hoi so am M-alib, :tnd all her
headgear.
ii
uro, of Bucksport, which has been rWhat is ii soothes, for \v hat cm v
all.
I or nig i‘ the railway dock,Cape Elizabeth, has been
But Centaur Liniment.
wl.v planked irom her keel tip to her di ck, and
I in-wlj fastened and stl engthened.
When the car rushed old Ti!d»ui * arm,
new vessel is soon to be
put on tin* stocks in
■he 'i iard ut M B Stevens, ol Cutler.
Tw:c saved Irom ampulaiion by tin- charm.
Master
o .e
i.itth j.iiinehed from iiis yard at Pembroke■,
The <Jentaur Liniment:
W< ,in sd-iv, :i
:i
beautifully-modeled schooner ol
About loo tons.
Sell Agricola, o( Ellsworth, has
And when Barn urn's lion. Lucie !Vu.
b " hauled up it .1 &S Lord’s yard, at Surre. tor
Sell Greenland, of Sedgwick
thorough
repairs.
Broke his leg in that dismal dmi,
h !S been sold to j■ irii* ill ltrooksville.
Capt Wells
He roared lor < Vutaur Liuimeid.
!:;i' left the soli Laura Watson, ot
Sedgwick, and
id ** H Sargent lakes command ol her. T
Now as the poor horse, lame and -or
Southard .Sc Son have commenced a new vessel d
t>. ; w« eo son and
tons measurement at Richmond.
With crippled knee limps to our door.
1 Ion low .v 1 oothakei, ol Richmond, have taken the
And begs for < uitaiir Liniment
contract to build ilu vessel and nave ir
ready for sea
in .day next.
Pupt John H Stilphen, of Dresden,
and <ithers, will i.ndd a sehoouer ot about 150 tons
And the docile sheen on a thousand lulls,
at Richmond tin coming winter.
DC by the million—the screw w-u iu kills,
>c!i Julia Anr., Capt.
Reed, of Bangor, which sail
(All saved by Centaur Liniment;) «*d from Bostor. for Bangor, four weeks ago has
no! been heard from, and feat s are entertained that
she has foundered,
We. hear it shouted from West to Fast,
sch Panama, Gray, Ellsworth, for Boston, while
By speaking man and neighing beast,
a! anchor off Portland
Head, Friday night, was run
into
‘Lass on the Centaur Liniment!”
by an unknown sell, and carried awnv boat,
da\ its. mainsail, &c.
>eh Santa Maria of BriMol, Me, with
This remarkable article is lor sale by all
lumber, capd/' d oil Pape Aun, .'2th, and drifted ashore at Milk
Druggists in every village, parish and hamlet, Island, where, 1: was supposed, she would break up.
Ih- crew w-*re taki n off by tin
fishing sell Geo ii
in America. We warrant it to cure.
‘2mlT
Bradley and landed at Kockport.
J. B. ROSEA CO., od Broadway, N. V.
Barque Jennie Cobb ol Rockland, had her decks
swept, of everything m iveable during a hurricane at
Aspinwall on the 18th nst.

What renders reptiles tooth an I sting of be
Harmless as the bite of fleas,
ExeeptmgC entaur Liniment:

SPECIAL NOTICES.
*
HAS CUUKD
DDKS

com

A

remembered thal tlic* Presi!•■■ii'-' laihff !i;is been lor u
lung time

Letter

from Horace
Geeeley
Old Friend.

to

an

«•

-imastei

.it

■

agent

was

Washington
some changes

sent from

tlic office

lie made
which so incensed
oh! gentleman when he got around
n 'iia
in- tut the new official over the

in

iic

ta

u

ai.gements,

id with his
at.

As an introduction to the subjoined letter it is proper to state that Mr. Greeley
was a warm personal triend of Charles
Lanuian, to whom it was addressed. Mr.

Covington. Ivy.. having
'in!”. 1 I>y President Johnson. Re-ii'i
\
ilit- postmastei
ivas
ill, and a Laminin's earlier

u

in his

v -nt

r.

The agent immedi-

cane.

the

no

resignation, which called
l’rf'ident the following let-

ter

Exki r rtvi Mansion
/
Washington 'it% Sept. 4, 1*72. \
M
Mr. Eustnn
s ad your letter inclosing voiir
.-ii*
is
il Agent in charge of the
nigtoii i•• jsI- .tii.-e with the reasons therefor.
sou to -usjieiiii action in the matter for
rein. I i'out very much that my fathei
a id ain mpt to imci'teic in your
luainigement
iic oili.a! siiall write him at once to dciiid to semi me his resignation,
1 am
a i'licit hi
will never again tie competent to
tisrire the duti* s of the office.
Very truly your friend,
f. s. Grant.
1 c- resignation will In; very wise and
■

•eh.

and would have been quite

essays us a writer were
published in the New Yorker. Although
he never participated in politics, Mr.
Greeley occasionally favored bin: with
letters of advice amt took special interest
in the success of his Dictionary of Congress.
Mr. Greeley’s last note to Mr.
Lanman is as follows:
Nkw York, .bine 17, 1S71.
Friend Lanman: Received yours of the Until
instant. I have all my life been doing wind
people railed vastly foolish, impolitic acts, and
I only said
1 did not dispute their judgment.
that what 1 did secmecl to me the right thing.
If 1 should die before election or he beaten
therein, please testify for me that I do not regret having braved public opinion when I
thought it wrong and knew it to he merciless.
Horace Greeley.
Yours,

wiLiAiituiin
Irr 1

For
l>r.

correspondent desires

A

number

DR.

URANN
of

ut

.in

has (ailed. The principal
that the President and tlic flash-

N.Y

isiis

l iic

td the kit id, and think none lias

Wallkill National Rank, of Mid-

l iei.tHt

tiavi

stolen all the capital.
Maine Central

meeting
1: -..ii■•■id.

Stockholders,

at.

in Walervillc, voted to atl-

lontraet to:
t.

no

published

ci tieen

-■

to know the

We have seen

on

a

the

lease of the Souier-

ground

inditems had not been

that

the

fulfilled by the

liter

inneral ol Horace Greeley took
n.
Wednesday, and was attended liy
sident (irant
!

f

■

I
I

Boston

ani>

Maim:

Kaii.uoai>.

the annual report of the Directors
Boston and Maine Railroad for the
ending Sept. :tu, we gather the folThe gross earning0 of the
wing items
were *'.040.142, ami the expenses
this year over those ol last is $1)2,042.
ncrease in the expenses tor the same
The net ineomo of the bltsil.-Lh:!.
nyear is *o04,l Hi.
I'his result is aeeounteil for l>y the very
1

s

advance in the priee of everything
into the proper and successful
uanageinent of a lirst-olass road, the
arge amount id’ work and heavy outlay
to: the renewals of both iron and ties, the
siibtitution to a considerable extent of steel
ron rails, and other necessary and
ir

.'

enters

■

expenditures, which
equally distributed

•

avy
i"iMi as

they should have

is

may not have
over the past

been.

i.s.»,4i>y
hiring the year there were
passengers and 520,722 tons of freight
transported. The company now own
sixty-three locomotives, the most of which
are in good order.
Of this number fifty
• •urn coal and thirteen wood.
During the
veai eigiit first-class
passenger and four
tirst-ciass freight engines have been added
to the equipment.
Two more first-class
passenger engines are contracted for, and
will be delivered before
January 1, 1873.
t

ZA

Tlio Oonli

>

1

;ui

In-

valid.
as a

nun

Nerv

SC IIK NCICS S K A \\ K i<. D p) N 1 < \
SCHLNCkS M.ANDKAKI. Pll.l
Are the

only medicin
Consumption.

the

Ladies.

Pills,

Potions

and

Pungencies.

It nitlier hit the nail on the head when a lady,
being asked what she thought was the meaning of the words,
the pestilence that walketh
in darkness,’' answered that, in her opinion, “it
was bed bugs.’"

|>7T^eri

trefc^ny

cure

Pulmonary

HAIR

DYE.

This splendd Hair Dye is file heat in the• imrlri.
The only Truer ami Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointincut, no ridiculous tints 'or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill etfects of bad dyes and washes. Produces I.mmkihatki.v a superb ih..Y<'k ok Nati'kai. I'.iiuwn, and
leaves the hair ci.man, sot r aki> iikat rn r;,,
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

Druggists.
lylUsp

CHAS.

BRLFAMT
Corrected

Flour,

Corn

Meal,

Bye Meal,
Bye,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

BATCHKLOK f’roiX. ).

PBK F

( I BBK\T,

rrapiPS()N,s

f'Ht.

Hi\h sts.,

Belfast.

j

JUST RECEIVED
A

IjAKOK STOCK

FALL AND

OF

Fruit, Nuts,
Figs, Raisins,
&c., &CG.
sell, at Wholesale anil Retail.
VERY LOW FOR CASH

F\ A.

<•

WINTER

St., Belfast.

Main

THE

■

FLORENCE & HOWE

From Vr.

SEWING

For sale on small monthly
cash installments. Agent
for the celebrated Willismm rOMIJKP
-Wton
S FA
^
ISLAND
■
m
MACLllNK COTTON and tlit1 Inion MACHINK
SILK. The best, Cotton and Silk tor Sewing Machines. All kinds ot Sewing Machine attachments
and findings for all kinds of Sewing Machines and
the bust quality of Sewing Machine OIL kept ,• >n
stantly on hand.

of lice.'

1

Cr.W. Burkett & Co
Tin? liosl

Maim*.

All

Weekly for the Journal,

<»0to 00 Chicken per lb., 30 to 17
2.00 tod.Oo Duck per lb.,
Is to 20
Marrowfat Peas, 90 to l.oo < ie< se per lb.,
15 to oo
45 to no Hay per ton,
Oats,
tflJto 15
75to
00 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.45 to0.00
Dried Apples,
s to in Washed Wool,
50 to 00
50 to
3S to oo
Cooking, do,
75jjUnwashed
25 to 28 Pulled
50 to 00
Butter,
18 to 2o' Hides,
8 1-2 to 0o
Cheese,
32 to 00, Calf bkins,
17 t.o oo
Eggs,
! Bard,
12 to 14' Sheep Skins,
75 to 1.50
8 to
111, Wood, hard, $0.00 to 7.oO
Beef,
Baldwin,Ap’ls, 75 to l.oo. Wood, soft, $.40oto0.oo
7 to
5 to oo
Veal,
Dry Pollock,
7 to
8
Dry Cod,
$s to oo

jstraw,

9

AI L AND

■'

as

Monday, Doc. 2, IS72.
BUTTEll—Wo quote tine fall butter at iUn.'Me per
lb; tine summer butter 24.r'tfc; medium d<. is;i20c;
common
12al5c; choice Western 2Ka3oc; Inkers’
‘Julie per lb.
<11IEESK—We quote tine factory at Halac;
medium 13al3 l-2c; choice dairy 14a 14 l-2c; common

do at 8a 10c per lb.
EGGS—We quote Eastern at 35c per doz; 25a28c
tor limed egg*; Western at 32a34c per doz.
BEANS—We quote choice hand-picked pea beans
at $3 75,-choice hand-picked mediums $3: common do at $2 2oa2 »K); yellow eyes $3 25 per bush.
POTATOES—Jackson Whites and Early Rose at
00a95« per bush.
POULTRY—We quote prime Turkeys at 15c; interior lots sell at 10a 13c per lb; do chickens loose;
common lots ol
poultry at I2al4c per lb,
APPLES—The market remains steady, with sales
at $2 25a2 75 per bbl tor N E Baldwins and $3a3 50
lor York state.
HAY—We quote choice Hay at $27a2S per ton;
common Hay at $20a24,
Straw $30a32 per ton.

MARRIED.
In inis city, Dec. 1st, by Rev. W. i.. Brown, .Mr.
Albert I.. Barnes of Boston, Mass., ami Miss Clara
R, Shephard of Belfast.
In this city, Nov, S 1 li by Rev, W. I.. Brown, Mr.
Janies S. Dyer of Searsport, and Miss Orianna staples ot Beltast.
In Winthrop, N'ov. artli, Mr. Samuel F. Nichols
of Boston, and Mrs. Alice r. Staples ol Winthrop.
In Northport, Nov. tin, bv Witt. A.
I'endleton,
Esq, Mr. Frederick A. Smith and Miss Annie F.
Elwell both of Northport.
In Monroe, Not. MMh, bv D. S. Flanders, Esq.,
Mr. John C. Hamilton of Bangor, ami Miss Philena
G, Smith of Monroe.
Ln North Haven, Nov. 22, by Kleazer Crabtree,
Esq., Mr. Frank Dickson ol Portland, and Miss
Flmilv J. Whaling ol North Haven.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 95th, Mr. William S. Mutch
and Miss Florence P, Munson.
ln Gouldshoro, Nov. 22d. Mr. Calvin V. Tracy and
Miss Sarah W. Tracy, both of Gouldsboro
lu Sullivan, Nov, '-"M, Mr. Sabin <). Hardison and
Miss Emma S. Hinckley, both ol Franklin,
lu Brooklin, Nov. lf.th, Mr. Charles M. Hale and
Arwilda J. Eaton, both •,! Brooklin.
In Franklin, Nov, attth, Mr. Charles Graves and
Miss Melvina Havey, both ol Franklin
lu Surry, Nov. tilth, Mr. Stephen D. Conary of
Surry, and Miss Elzada F. Emerton ol itluehill.
Nov. 19th, Capt. John Torrey and Sirs. Lucy I..
Voting, both of So. Surry.
lu Camden, Nov. ZStlt, Mr. Frank E, Russell ol
Boston, and Miss Marv E. Gould of Camden.
Ill Bangor, Nov. 28, Mr. Frank P. Wood and Miss
Pltebe Anna, daughter of Charles Peters, Esq.
Irt Waldoboro, Nov. HI, by Isaac Reed, Esq,. Mr,
Gilbert Small and Miss Clara E. Ludwig, both ol

Vinalhaveu.

Steuben, Dec
Henry S. Good ot
man of Mill bridge.
In

2, by J. c. Gooogins, Esq., Mr.
Steuben, and Mrs. Helen Chip-

KitM
May 15 1H7~.

'VS

<e

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Same, and Aye
must be paid for.)
In this city, Oct. .29th, Mrs. Dorothy Shaw, aged
86 yrs. 9 mouths and 17 days.
In Searsmont, Dec. 1st, Mrs. Sally Hill, relict of
the late John Morrow, aged 90 years an 1 2 months.
Mrs. Morrow was born in Candia, Rockingham (’o.,
N. H., Oct. 2d, 1782, came to this State in 1801, was
married iu 1873, and has lived in Searsmont till her
death. TN. H. papers please copy.j
In East Corinth, Nov. 28th, at the residence ot
Capt. Parker, Thomas B. Rice formerly ol Boston,
Mass., aged 44 years.
In Thomaston, Nov. 21st, Mr. L, C. Burkett, aged
(

49 years and 7 months.
In Rockland, Nov. 22d, Mr. Hosea Coombs, aged
01 years, Nov. 20th, Mr. Timothy Harrington.aged
65 years.
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('KAMI*TON KKO’S. LAI NDKA ><»A !*.
I*.,
in
market tor washing purposes.
IWCKKK’S LKiHTN I N<
SO A1'.
!*.« st in ti.e
world lor scouring and polishing til natal-,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as In magic.
Kl h'HKN MI N KKA I. SOA I*.
Superior lor cleaning Knives and ForkWORKMAN’S H’AVOKIIi;. The l.est Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, luiont-.-rs,
Itoot ami Shoe
It removes
Makers, Iminters nd 1’iiuhi
all impurities and renders the skin clean, suit,
and smooth,
\ sure cure and pre\enti\e tor
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail :«i

No. HO

■
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SiFLUNDIll .SrtADKS,

Ill'll Kit

<■.

TO TI7F AFFT.If'TFD.
If your Druggist is out ,-f the s
ve, and te vl
k 11 supplie l, soli l e\ .-lit V-the cents as d:
below, and re i\ a »,o\ i.\
mail

Cashmeres,

Thibets, Cretonnes,
Grace do Venice,
Bombazines, Tiumse,
AND

V. A

in

Empress Cloths,
Arlington Poplins,

IMMEDIATELY!

SEE

m

lieliasl.

.■

Main- & Iiu;u Sts.,

iu.i.i ast.
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Somper Id.

R U S II

For 1878.
1 he «
pays f.i^
Hu* cos

is

pub^ujT‘JUA uti.ki.y
which is

2f» cents
tin*
not hall
Those w!To afmrwanls send inouev to tin*
amount
One Dollar -Wmoiv for Seeds may also
order'I w nty-live CenU worth extra- the price paid
tor the (iuido.
The Jan
beautiful, gi/ing plans for
making Knp i.
Designs lor Ihmm; Ta um.
lH*:t.’oi:ATi«BJM, winnow Gakukss, &c., and containing a mass hi information invaluable to the
lover of
Hundred and Fifty pages, on
tine tinted
Five Hundred Engravings
and a superb < ’oLonrn I’i.atk and Cm:osio('ovKi:.
The First Edition ot I’wu Hi ndukk Thousand
ju»t printed in English and German, and rmdv to
send out.
Iw?-”
JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. V.
ii.
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GROVtR.
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WM. B. SWAN & CO,
II::vi

just rcci'lvrd

FLAKNELS Turk
l!

\\p|l known fart that :ho>o ^no.ls havo
i m priru> lor tin* last month.
•tin! from our KliKslf >■ I ITI.Y
wo arc onablod to
i! our

a

i-

j.i ii;.«

:i

Island Salt
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!• "t -.lit ill</ lit f .iiid .,rk W ':irli til'
at tin1 lowi st in.ii k« jiriiv
'.‘l.lau.l.

■
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NEW FALL & WINTER

GRAND OPENING
Sheriff's Sale.
"VITALDO S.V—Taken on execution in favor of
.John GreWey and agaiost Weston W. Dow,
t V
anil to in- sold at
]V^Iie salt* on tin fJOtli day of Dec.
1^7^, at thestoreoTlA.lt. Loi.gfilllow in Palermo,
at l*» o’clock in tie fifcenoon, al/tlie right, title and

f^na

WOOLEN

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

l^kmi
jFurnfc|non
MowelffH^J

Produce Wanted!
I will pay the hight ft, market price lor all kinds of
FA KM PKODUCK. Potatoes, Pressed liny, Applet,
Beans, &o., &c., delivered at Lank’s Wharf, In
this city.
K, A. CaLDKRWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. ls7:i.—tfltt

MILLINERY!

R

HOSE !

25 Cents Per Pair.

FALL & WINTER

alenno^tnd

NfRTON.

'Al jI. F< )R CM

Only

in

tin farm or lot ol
oyto
l/unded and described
as lollows, to wit
Uouin9kvi)a the West t»y the
Town Road; on the South
of A. *. Dow; on
the Last hy lam. of S. it D.
the North hy
land of li. Le nan, Jacob
A. S. Dow,
containing about thir'.y acjps mor«* or less, subject,
to a mortgage thereon aril the widow's dower of
Alexander Dow, deceased#
SAMUEL
Deputy Sheriff.
T
November 1J, 1572.

OTK K

*

Ol

Calt Pot- a

Splendid Two

P> U TTO N

Goods!

Dry

Only

Bankrupt.
Distkp t oi Maim:, ss:
At Bangor, the 15th
The undersigned
day of November, A. I). 1S7~.
lien by gives notice of bis appointment as Assignee,
"I Frederick 11. Hunt of
Unity, in tin- County of
Waldo, and Slate of Maine, within said District,
who has 1;; ni adjudged a Bankrupt, upon pel iliun of
his creditors, i>v the District Court of said District,

tiled 5th June 187*d.
H. L. MITCHELL,

.’Uvlil

Assignee, Bangor, Me.

A

LARGEST STOCK IN TILECm
AND THE

K ID!

75 Cunts Per Pair.

now

Mipiny
\arn

PRICES!

ANI)

oi

I

'oiisiantly

on

N

hand at. I.OW I’lllrKs.

Miss A. F. SOUTHWORTH

We

otter

how

,i

full

assortment

of*

selected bv
ourselves and 1mnight tor eah, nnee
the
seasonal)!*'

new

goods,

WATERPROOFS
Hi«V

»iie

«il <>m nice Waterproofs and
<1 T FKI! F OF rilAROF.

ii

i\.

GREAT DECLINE!
an*
ers

1

are now

at

thing

prices
ever

in store to cash customthat are far below any-

know.! for

111:111 v

DRESS MAKING
KK'HAliDS.
I'■••Hast, Nov. 25, 18724vv2l*

Bleached Cottons!
N<»vv i- tile time to buy those :;ood>
as there has been a
great decline
on them in the Western
Market*.

CLARKE’S

Machine Thread!
6 Cents Per

Spool,

ami Ml:

Inily

o.

1

,\I Min Si

r.

>»

•!

Wharf and Storehouse to Let,
'I
son’s

Xtrnsivr whs? ! in thi- city know n
SjmpWharf, with warehouse.-*,\c then on.
h>
il !iu* head admil
I irpr-t d
-liij.- <>l
I lie huil.liiu'- are suitable lor
storing hav, -ad, no*
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind oj product

]m

3m21 i 8

O 01VTIVT O N

|

>

*

■

* NTS!

WM. FRANKLIN SEAVEY,

ATTORNEY AT LAW
iaa«l

RINES’

BLOCK,

nor

of Patents.

17 Main St..

Bangor,

Mo

MILLINERY
MRS. E.

R. JOHNSON w ill return ne\:
with the winter styles winch sin will P
to show her customers.
Felt Mat-in Dial
Hlack, Hron/.e and other desirable li .d.
VelvetRibbons, Feathers and Fancy Wines, i. ts and .let

week

pleased

FANCY COOLS.
Handkerchiefs, C-.1 ir- I i.
and Neck-Handkerchiefs doves, iwo r.utPu hi.-.
Kid M it lens, &cM \c.
LRKSs MAKINli. Miss .lack-on lias
v, p ,|
winter stock ol Dress and Cloak Irimniin.
h
as Huttons,
Fringes, liimp ,’•fti cl- \c
p.
attention jtiven in Lri
ami Cloak Mai nm
I,
Latest Sty le-.
s,

Spool Thread
r$ Cents Per

Spool.

NOVEL T X

•

Mir

Ji if’1 'all an«l see our s|o«k ami wo will use
l**‘v| otlorls to s;i\(> your money on vour

12 E I. 1' 4 N T

Belfast, Nov. 1x72.

merchandise. Il i« on. ,.t the t>« >t husM1,
-it.
the city,
t he Portland steamers make dulls land
iu^-i at this wharf.
Also, a lot ol land In-tween said wh ist .ml (‘inter
\ < o’s shipyard. smtable lor a
yard tor building \.
He!-, lor which it has heen ustii.
1 iie ah i\ e premises w ill he h t, • il lo
lo^i her m
separately, on a lon/r lease, p. part i. .h-siriuc them
Apply t w. II. >i M |*si \
Heltast. Sept. lit, Id j. tf11

Hands,

O-O-A.-L-!
-O t'

;i i.
....

wiNTian

BUY YOUB,

"W. H. Slwan cfc Co.

Call, One

...

\

—

kinds of

Ladies MERINO 111 HR EL HOSE
for i 2 cents.
ALL WOOL 1‘LAll) DRESS
GOODS for 42 and .70 cents per
yard. Never So Low Be to re.
1’lease remember to look at outgoods and compare the ({utility and
price with any you may find in this
or
any other city, if you would eon
suit your own interest.

In all its departments, ns heretofore
under the superintendence of MICS.

a

,•.

B. F. WELLS,

IK’KII \.M*S |.«-i

10 cents.
Would respectfully announce to tlicii
friends and patrons that they have,
just received a choice selection of
TNT Eli MILLINERY, which they;
will he pleased to exhibit at their
■rooms over It.II. Forbes’Shoe Store.

FEATHERS AND FLOWERS.

wat»

Hank of England, Grand Duchess
and Raven, brands of ALI’AGAS,
Mull AlliS andlllULLlANTlNES,
for 2b, !50, :5b, 42, bO, l>2, 7b, SO. 0.,
ami $1.00, the best goods imported.
All wool LONG S1I \WLS, best
quality and full size, for onlv $.bl)0.
ENGLISH I’ll I NTS -li inches
wide for 14 cents.
All linen, large size TOWELS for

in. A. L. RICHARDS

!

Ann v«ryt!miir n. .v tli.it |...‘rtaint .;. u ,i .•
Ai-u
.Millim-n.
i.•
|* *♦ t.
i.]
I.UMIAX \Vi>U>N IJ.I.;i.,Hortin«!it
*
1..
>,
VAS, WOKkl.M.
MlHo
! til.' trimming dipart m. ii;.
tin S: m- a.u,J M-.rk
liitviii^
Mill,.,
Mi.-ai A U ! -, I -!. i'
i,ni inui t i.
•
I n
MilHu«'l V lit- .ii
a!! it lij':. lK't|.
ii ■.

.just ivooi\o»l.

FEATHERS

goods.

WINTER

Llt.'-L My!.

HATS, RIBBONS.

Vom-

LOWEST

nl. tin

Please (live Me

<

In the District Court of the United
/
States for the District d Maine, S lu Bankruptcy.
In the matter of Fkhi;krihk II. ID nt,

1‘l.lUiT

—

t

*

hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast,
that I will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from t unlit 5 1*. M., for the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIKL L. PITCH EH, Coli.!<;< tok.
—tf lit
Belfast, Sept,

-Now «.|
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I
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I )IKD

Wool

(.ii()|>s

■*

54 Main

Furniture Store

riioinpifs

interest said defer dan
land situated in I

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET

of DUKSS
tjT'lfH't, I'olisisl iti*r I

ir-sorlnnnit

1

>

1

MOltlSON’S Hardware Stor<\
■

■

as

COAT, VKST A VI) I’A NT MAKKKS
HERSEY & WOODWAUD,

Sleds for Girls!

/

.,

a r

CUSTOM

AT

<

.1

yy

I1PIKK4I1I nUtIMM HN
Belfast, Doc. 4, 1 '.Si.--tf-JL*
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CAULK &

KLJZAJIFi 11 COOJfJSS. brun.;'

Brunswick' April i, A :
Miss Sawvki;
1 ... \.
•...
v
j,,-r
iny. and was very glad y ou
|. d t,. r,
t,ik'- y -ur >..l\e. I think l e.m do w. ii u ni,
,,
it will
•pi'te .in accommodation
mv hush ..
0
nntft. jv* 'von-j n i thou t <■
il,’ h:
everythin:; S.' and has m -vt e.t •! ,.;ivt|i;;i4_r
'I. It Salve
healed II
v
IIand u, |
1 it to be w7
■e< ommrh'i it t„ <>..
\Y
|jliv,.
live or si\ years, and have n- ;
|.
r. •;
and can truly <,■// >1.
,/N
f,,.(
1 use it for
.-ali ha.
and e :i,
|
Mr. (’ooinhs has
1
thirty yt-ar and "<nr.
h III not toil II I •; )<int-lly u •.nil- >',//•.
ii 1,,
o
healed, and lake- ut the it ihiUilnal ion w. 1.
tlesli and swel'! 1 i»r and i
for him aii that n.
I ''an
1111:111 11 d 1! f.-r
,! in .n\ thii
c
A'1that you iiave 11..t. u 1 1 1,-. it f, .r\ tin' c
I
consider It invaluable
afamih
It
put
tins testimony :»>ir• 11,«•, .o.d it
ik:i
;i: ■, M
vice to v »U. V >!! If. w, leolll.
■'t oil
N
KUXAULl11 (.'OoM.il'-.

GOODS!

MACHINES!

No. 28 Church Street,
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Not among the least of-the invaluable
prop u
of MlsS SAWV nil's S.VI.Vl al'e its
in ia ’• tl•
n the hair.
Rubbed on the
elv..
dill’ rent parts, it promotes iln- er’ovtli f tlw I,
prevents It turning gr iv, ami on b 1.1 spot, u j.,
dmvs a new growth ■! ! air
v.
e!\ -|,< i.
w ithout t .is invaluable article
an iich-p>
Cosmetic for the i. 1 -t. It eradicates
It ad
di-ease from the land, ;uid Mutch.- ml |
It
u the face.
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soothing an
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I Confectionery,

done at rdiort notice.
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B101.kast, Wednesday, Dec,4, 1S72,
8
$9 00 to lit dlound Hog,
7 to
so to
00 Clear S’t Pork, $1* to 20
1.10 to 1.10 Mutton per lb.,
ii to
8
90tol.oo Lamb per ib.,
11 to 12
80 to 00 Turkey per lb.,
17 to 20
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Merited Distinction.
The well known
Groton Junction, on the great thoroughfare of
the Northern Lines to Boston, has ceased to he.
With a large and increasing population, proud
as well as prosperous, its
citizens, in mass
meeting assembled, have voted to change the
n une of their town to “Ayer”—after one of
the best known men in America, Dr. J. C.
dyer, of Lowell—and the Legislature of Massachusetts has enacted that decision into law.
We commend their choice, for not only is the
name short and distinctive, but Dr. Ayer’s medicines
have made it gratefully known to the
Read the following Wonderful Cures in
ends of the earth. Probably no living man has
curried relict to such countless multitudes of
Maine.
the sick as he, and this high honor, from his
This will certify that I was troubled with neighbors, tells the estimation in which he is
Sciatic Rheumatism and suffered great pain,was held by those who know him. [Bristol Times.
unable to sleep without taking morphine, could
A Glorious Record.
Twelve years ago a
1 was carried to Dr. Urann’s office, lew modest lines in a New York journal invited
not walk.
at the DeWitt House, and alter one treatment
attention
to
a
new
public
Vegetable Restorative,
was tree from pain, and have been able to work
and solicited a trial of its merits as a remedy
A
ever since.
W. Bailey.
lor indigestion, biliousness, fever and
ague, deAuburn, May 7, 1KG0.
bility, nervous disorders, rheumatism, and all
complaints requiring invigorating ami regulatLewiston, May 7, ISGP.
In this quiet, unpretentious
ing treatment.
This will certify that I had lost the use of my way. Plantation Bitters was introduced to the
lower limbs and was unable to walk or even to world.
U was a success from the
beginning.
stand, had several physicians who pronounced All that was claimed for it as a tonic, a correcmy ease incurable. Hearing ot Dr. Urunn’s tive ami antidote to malarious fever, was found
wonderful cures I went for him, in less than a t'* be strictly true. Within five years the annuweek was able to walk the streets and can
al sales of this article amounted to over One
now walk two miles daily.
Million of Bottle-. A few years more and the
Jamea V. Bradbury.
demand had swelled to Five Millions. The
annual consumption ol the hitters has now
To the Maciiias
reached the almost incredible aggregate of Six
As Dr. Urann
oyjoston*i\ about visiting your Million <d bottles, and for every bottle sold a
place, and a stranger iiwlyhese parts, I know copy ot the Illustrated Medical Annual, pubvery well, like most physicians traveling, he ! lished by the proprietors, at a cost of
$150,000,
will be looked upon withk8i\spicioiL particularly
is given away.
as his cures look miraculVhifc
I read his certifiHere is a good, business-like epitaph: “Here
cates myself with some
distrust, but as I could
get help in norther wm. Vs 1 had tried every lies Jane Smith, wife of Thomas Smith, marble
means in nuf
I^MbI ved to try him. I cutler. This monument was erected by her
had been obliged lb wkllcum crutches lor one husband as a trbute to her memory and a speclor
nine
vear, and
*ion\sVas not able to put imen of his work. Monuments ol the same
mv toot to tilie floor.
Mj^spine and arm were style, $250.
also so lama as nearly to disable me. 1 could
Kidnkv Complaints. In (leases of the kidnot dress or nndh^Munyself, cr get off the bed
neys the Vegetinc gives immediate relief. It
case last Friday
without helpAjle
has never (ailed to eme when it is taken regumorning, and in less tluu^Wi hour alter 1 was larly, and directions followed. In many cases
able to walk home, a distance of nearly half a it may take several hollies, especially cases of
mile, up hill, without crutches, and have been longstanding. 11 acts
directly upon the secregaining ever since. I write this lor publication, tions, clensing and strengthening, removing all
hoping that others who are suffering may, by obstructions and impurities. A great many
knowing of my case, improve the opportunity *‘an testify to cases of long standing having
offered them !>v this visit »>t Dr. Urann to been perfectly cured by the Vegetine, even afJ. K. Gordan,
ter trying many of the known remedies which
Maciiias.
are said to be
formerly Deputy Sheriff.
expressly for this disease.
Said Kale to her husband,
John, what rock
Read What the Press Say of Him Unso- does true love split
upon?” Quoth Johu, and
to
ear
from
The rock of yonder
grinned
ear,
licited.
cradle dear!”
From the Newport Express.
Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castobia.
Dr. Urann. We desire to call the attention
of all invalids to the advertisement of Dr.Urann, A substitute for Castor OH. It assimilates the
from which it will be seen he is soon to visit food, cures Wind Colic, and causes natural
It does not contain morphine, is pleasNewport again. In justice to the <locter( and for sleep.
ant to take, never gripes and never fails. The
the beuetit ot the suffering, unsolicited, we canbest physic known.—2ml"
not refrain from alluding to several remarkable
Loss of Appetite, Heartburn, Palpitation
cures he has effected in this place.
Mrs. E. I?. I
Shaw, for ten months confined to her room, un- of the Heart, Dizziness, Sleeplessness, Constiable to bear her weight upon her feet. Mrs. pation, Wind, Mental and Physical Debility,
Leonard Field for several months an invalid,
and Melancholy, are eauseil by a disarrangeand Miss Maria Daggett, for four years unable ment of the digestive organs. To thoroughly
to walk, have, under his treatment, been remaster these symptoms, White’s Specialty
stored to health, can be seen walking out every for Dyspepsia is the only prompt, efficient,
day, and are able to perform light work. It is and safe remedy. H. G. White, proprietor,
no humbug, and we refer to the parties thus
107 Washington Street, Boston. Price $1 per
3mlH
restored to corroborate our statements.
bottle.

RHPFf.iCAN,—Gents:—

BATCHELORS

a

Croat bargains in human liairali imported.
Old switches dyed and made over. Combings
straigteued and made up. Also dress cutting
taught. Room No. 20, American House, BelJast.

will

it

j. c.

salve combi nine;

a

<
the man\ p.ir
h is b
bos, won.ids and bruises to wl.i«*h
Is nnw easily appiied than 111ri•.y otln r 1m
never producing a bad elfect, but always
ii
pain, however
It is prepared by Mi8$ Sawyer, who ha-* used
in
own extensive treatment
f tl..*
nearly twenty years, with great sueTlie principal disens. s for which this salve i- v
ommended are. Chilhldns. Bio imutism, /*
Si.ro/ulu, Old Hr,, s', S tit Hit ft nt. S/rniiK. Bt,
/'• re
,n
Sort s, d'< Ion s, I'impit
h't t/-,/<• !■:.
B niter's It-It. Jn-at/iA’//.
Boil
Corns. Bites of Insert a, 'Can *•>■*, Toot ft-1 t,
1
•■■•■he. Sufr Xippl*s. Baltin, s. >>■■<,;
Itl-fl, <rald Ur id, T- tthin-j. Cl- J I ll-tut
Ct- up, (i
S-'u/dx, Cuts, Bruts,
///-,
S o< s on Children
It never fails to cure Rheumatism if propel.,
applied. Rub it on well w ith the hand thiee tmiIn several cases it has cure 1 pal ied lim!
a lay.
For PC- v it has been discovered to he a sup i,m.
edy. Persons that have been ulllicted f.,r y
have he -n relieved b> a few applications. For }
sipeias it works wonders, allaying tin inti inm.
For Chapped
*„•
ate. quieting the patient.
produces a cure immediately. Let those with N
Jilt, u>n obtain this Salve, and apply it ft ••!■. ml
w ill lind it invaluable.
It is g. .d in
Srr-and Tumors.
Cmctrs have been cut
The best Salve ever invented f
<„ ,t?t,
with it
Iirrt\‘ an.i Sot
Xippha. N*.wa\ incline
tuire to aildrd relief.
Sore or lb.-.-/. /
Uu',
on the lids gently,one
< ’m\
or two
<my
ness by putting in tin* ears on a piece
t nc.t
I' -r /-'roots this j superior to anything hie
For /’imp!, s’ this acts like a charm. F*r /
and S- it fils, apply the Salve u:
r..
and ;t _'e.
immediate relief
For (fid Sor,s, apply
a
a

at

s

-iikluurne Falls, Mass., July 23, ls72.
have been troubled with rheumatism from

child, last February was vaccinated; while
lliai was at work, the rheumatism took hold,
and in I wo months had lost tin- use of my hand
and arm.
Saw I)r. llrann in April the lirst
lime, and now. duly, my hand and arm is quite
as su-ong as the other; have been
greatly relieve,! also from dyspepsia and weak stomach.
Mrs. P. It. Gifford.

h

t

Sometimes medicines th.it will stop a « o;»1» will
often occasion the death ol the patient. It lucks up
the liver, stops the circulation ot the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in tact,'dogging the action .it
the very organs that caused the couidi.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes ot
two-thirds ot the cases uj •unsumpi ion.
Many are
now complaining with dulJ pain in the tddc’, the
bowels sometimes eustivr and noim-iimrs too loo-e,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder blade, h elm
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsv ;
the food that is taken lbs heavily on tin stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching "f wind.
These symptoms usually originate Irom a disordered
condition of the stomach or
torpid liver. IVrsons
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these canes be suddenly stoppeo, the
lungs, liver and stomach clog, and rem 'in torpid and
inactive, and bef'on the patu ut. i- awuia ot ins -itu
atiou, the lungs aie a mass ol sores, and ulcerat'd,
and death is the inevitable result.
Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup i- an expectorant \\ .Li* h
does not contain nv »pium, nor an yt hing ealculat«Vi
t.o check a cough suddenly.
Neheuck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the loud, mixes
with the gastricjuice ot tile M oniacli, iig. -t- » rsil>,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy oil illation ot tile blood.
YVhen the how els are" costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is ot a bilion- habit,
Scheuck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by 1 >i
II.
SCHKNCK &. SUN, Northea-t corner of Sixt.fi and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sab- t»v
<iKO. C. GOODWIN & <•<>.,
|| ,,mver street',
.*> College
Boston, and .lullN K. HLNRY
place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally,
lydsp

Shelburne Falls, JiiIy 23. 1872.
I*it. F. W. IJrann—III-Alt Sir:—Las! l>Vhniary I took a severe cold, hud a sever,- paiu in
my lungs and side, and raised a great deal of
I had been subject to a rough for 23
matter.
years, hut (his one seemed so much more severe
Hint ] railed in a physician, lie derided my
disease was consumption, and that I never
could be strong again.
In May I was so much
worse that ! coughed for three or four hours
without cessation, with great expectoration. I
then as a last, resort decided to see Dr. I'rann.
I saw him lirst May 10th.
He told me I had
l iver Complaint; that my lungs were not disused, and that the eouglt was caused by a diseased stomach. Aftoi the lirst treatment, by
varefullv following his directions I noticed very
perceptibly the cough disappear day In day.
iinti! in a few weeks it was scarcely discernible.
It is now nearly three months since I first saw7
Dr. 1 rami. I call now walk a number of miles
without fatigue and do my own housework
with ease. 1 hope you will publish this, hoping
that some one suffering from a similar disease
may learn when, they can obtain the same
relief.
Yours truly,
Mrs. C. Sutherland.

I
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BestStock

Shoe

Manhood,
supplying
MEANS OF SELF-CURE.
Written bvone whoeured himsell, :itt«• undergoing
considerable quackery, ami sent tree on receiving a
postpaid directed envelope.
Address, NATHANIEL MAVFA 1 It, Brooklyn,
N. V.—(iuiTJsp

have

FURNITURE!

Boots"

Debility,
THE

SALVE.

r-.

Stamping for Braiding and Embroidery

ous

SAWYER'S

you
nERE
healing prop, rties, with
A
liati'l for

i<*rit.

The best ol everything usually furnished in Ins
line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ol FKUIT may always
be fouud on hand.
Belfast, Sept. 3 1872.—tf'J

BARGAINS

warning and lor the benelit of

and others who -uiTVr irom
PUBLISHED
young
Loss at
etc,,

ar

Short Notice!

GOOD

SCHKNCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP.

Bouton,

as

votes cast for O’Connor at the

d

b; ’-elential election.

E.VE/yVn

t»Tvp

DKAFNKSS

AT A UK 11.
st >nr
!>• tor t>:» cents,) by mail.
iHf.L
Grant! St., New York.

Cifro^U

Private Suppers

JL

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED.

To

WONDERFUL CURES.

Who has made so many wonderful cares in
Boston, New York, Hartford, Springfield, and
•u- /. s.
several years ago.
I more recently In New Hampshire and Vermont,
is
now tt the American House,Belfast,to remain
!
a few weeks.
Every invalid should see him.
due di' twnings for (lie season have
’onsultation free. His Magnetic Vitalize!” and
Last Thursday, George Palmer,
Pills $1.50 per package. Terms of treatment,
gm,
accord mu to the means of the patient and nature
Ripley, skate ! through the ice and did of the disease. 20,000 patients, with every kind
of complaint flesh is heir to. have been treated
not get out alive.
by him within the last ten years with wonderful
A Passenger" torgot to give his name success. His treatment is peculiar to himself,
he vitalizes the deceased organs, equalizing the
An editor
mg wi h Ins comnninication.
circulation of the vital forces by means of
.11i• 1 have a bust time who should pubMagnetism and Electricity, thereby producing
a healthy action and bringing Strength
and
'll
atements made in that way.
Vigor to the deceased parts.
tons,

3^

flkflk |
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OPENING

OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!

>s

oil

will lie raised for their benefit.

SHIP NI'AVS.

■'

Causes the cripple to walk, the lame to leap.
Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,—
Only. <Jentaur Liniment.

MISS

M. E. DODGE informs hi* old friends and
customers that he has leased and fitted up the estab
lishmeiit next door below T. \V. Pitcher’s store
where he will be "lad to see them.

schooner Rienzi, ( apt Parker, ol Tliomaston
Portland, with lime for Bo>ton, collided with an
English brig, which was uninjured, but the Rienzi
w is hurt
considerably, bur it was impossible to tell,
how much yesterday.’
As the vessels came togetlik
er, one o! tin flukes of the brig’s bow anchor struct;
(.'upturn Parker in the chest. Several ribs wert.
bmken. and it was feared by Dr. Green that th
pieces had been driven into the lungs.
New York, Nov 22.
Schooner Pearl ol St George, Me, came in collision
with an unknown vessel oil* City Island in the Sound,
this morning during a thick snow storm. The Pearl
w
loaded with granite, and sunk almost immediately, currying uown Hesekiah and James W. Wall,
seamen, of Tenant's Harbor, Me. The remainder ot
the crew were picked up hall an hour afterwards bv-

That knocks Rheumatism out of gear.
Bids gout good-by without a tear.
Why! Centaur Liniment;

GRAND

RESTAURANT

The

r

What is it cures our main pains.
And limbers up severest drains.
But Centaur Liniment ?—

.•

\\ tiit»
Hinp«-J.i iul < dements have
‘.using has potatoes, Sec.

befriending bead,

man,

DODG-E’S

from W» >t to Last,

But Centaur Liniment

VV1NTKRPORT.

nunksgiMiig da)

we now

I n Buksport, Nov. 10th, Mr. Thomas Hart, aged
06 years.
In S. \V. Harbor, Tremont, Nov. 17th, Mr. Joseph Moore, aged 70 years.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 17th, Miss Martha Brimmer,
aged .'ft years.
In Unity, Nov. 11,Mr. Jephthah Murch,oulv son
ot Richard 1\ March.
In Lineolnville, Nov. 1:5th, Mrs. Martha A., wife
ot Uapt. Natiiauiol Sylvester, and youugest daughter of K, Morse, Esq., aged 45 years 5 months and lili

«sj

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.
K. K. JOHNSON & CO,, just opened u tin•
assortment ol Worsteds and Worsted 1 Vi!t»*rn-,
Slippers, (>11»*111;»~ and Toilet Cu>hions, Bracket and
Towel Backs, Inlaid's Knit Shills, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubia*, Ki^iolelts
an«l Nose, Children's Levins, Sacks ami Widinc
Hoods, (.cut h im n’s Scarls, Java, I’anaina, WaHhand Tinsel Canvass, I'lain and Tin-i I IVrh.rut* d
I'aper, Berjfrnann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds .,,
t wii, lour and eight told, Shet land Worsteds,t 'rocln t,
Knitting and Worsted Niedles.and Caper I'attern
Particular attention given in '•hiding ot Worsted

HAYFORD BLOCK,

BFLFAST.
it

T
The
I

Parting.

tilaments of topaz light,
round each hoary tree—for day
ii passing oYr the wooded
height
In
wide, dusky halls of night.
Ji ! dropped her mantle on the way.
I
jiie tarm life’s notes had died—
i'lieir eeho«>- ling’ring faintly still—
hi -• from the orchard’s
woody side
J In-re forest
houghs spread far and wide,
< ami the U>rn
ery of whip-poor-will.
i..,

<

mg
<

^

'deathly

the locusts poured
heir fragrance on the heavy air.
‘**r n*- like the tlaming sword
Ik Id by tie* angel of the Lord
hi V len o'er the guilty pair,
sweet,

i

fhe
nnet’s lurid form we saw
Amid the trembling, pallid stars—
I lia? w ild transgressor *>f all law
Th ; iills the timid soul with awe,
Foreshadowing pestilence and wars.
••

Low's type, the rose, beside us swung
In odorous beauty, richly grand.
W ’iilt* silvery locust-blossoms
hung
A
\e, and ’twas from them you wrung
\ -pray and dropped it in mv hand!
<

No word of parting did

we

speak—

uoiigh knowing well we'd meet no more.
kis*. lay warm on lip or cheek—
in.*
ifl. s:ul look we dared to seek.
And then our feverish dream was o’er!
I
No

Holding the fragrant, pearl white spray
I hat breathed of love
beyond the tomb.
! watched \our form recede for
aye,
And **MW the star that blessed my wav

>ink into fate’s relentless gloom.

\nd ye! rejoiced, amid my pain.
To think my king was worth his crown!
l o know that sin might seek to gain
1!" "Old, but that her gills were vain,
>inee proudly he would east them down.
olmdmir willi tlio sophist's eanh
Mi- soul, as weaklings seek lo do;

N"t

l’oi- wroui; i> wrong,

though

men

may rant

To prove it rigid and seek to plant
\ ile weeds where erst swed blossoms
gj*e\v.
< »n
arih our paths no more will moot:
'A e weave our tasks on Time's great loom,
V ud guard the hope so 1>iiirhtly sweel,
Thai when our work shall he romplete
< >ur love dare
rise heyofid the tomh.
Somewhere.
await Ilu* treasures nv have strewn.
Wlihli i. 1!.•
iiiii- and feet have rudolv shattered :
\ i*• I tender■<M love '.hall father as its own
I'll.- pe iris Inis scattered.
•'oiiK-wln ie, the tears of hroken-hearted trust,
* >■
ritieo and self-sill.mission,
pati- "t
a 1 hum the rainbow
promise of a just
And lull fruition.
when
the narrow stepping-stones
t read—
The st.a p and terrible aseent of duty—
<liall hatiLv to \ .-l\et terraces o’erspread
Willi emerald beauty.
''•nut

tin- doubtless seed that

we

we

have

sown

‘dial! well dispno. a eohl, uneertain rootage,
An-I vindii-aie the hope we now disown
l»v fairest

fruitage.

here, our luinian etforl of to-dav,
I'he faltering "iicom.* of a pure intention..
It* i»it> "hail h«»*d as brafe a^av
\ml trm a^eensjon.

s'»ui«-\\

ersal soul! 'Idle tin it e range
»i earth and t ine
may dwarf our high endeavor.
Vet life is vietorv through the envolving change

<

u 11 i \

•

«

M

thy

f

never.

La

Senorita.

I'll.- lilb of the border changes ill men
■uni women into people of its own kind,
and make- them anew for its purposes;
ill e\e -pt the Senorita.
The pretty, oval
tare, the bright black eyes, the careless
laugh and the tongue especially trained by
t nee and habit to the
glib utterance of a
torrent o|
oily sentences, are here unehaugcd in the lapse of t wo centuries. To

the Spani-h

there is no frontier,
leeause she is ignorant of any other country. The frontier is an American institution. and she and her male companion
aek the instinct of immigration.
What
:-> n- is new, to them is old
beyond memHere has ever been tho church, the
ory
padre, the guitar, tin* fandango, the
woman

gossiping neighbor, the cigarette, and
these arc all there is of lile.
Yet the
Senorita D not an uneducated women.
Tradition is her teacher. Tile world wonders that tin Spanish mind cannot change
it home, hut it lias not changed even
In-re No people, not even the Jews, show
more perfectly the effects of concentrated
nationality. Yet this woman has a weakness for the Yankee which is the banc and
torture ot her husband's and her lover’s
life. She smiles upon him in health and
eonilort.- him in misfortune.
She will
lollow him wherever he may wander
throughout their rugged country.
through till she will

cling

Hut

to her church,

and her race, and finally return to her native village, by no means
forsaken by her family, with tho same
loving smile lor the coming man.
The Senorita’s very vices arc not hers
in any extraordinary sense, but are in accordance with the Latin idea of virtue.
What shocks the Anglo-Saxon, what renters i*er an outcast utterly abandoned and
forsaken, is to this woman the coolest mather

language

do. Now the Spaniard sits silent and
broods upon the wrongs he has suffered
during the whole of his aimless life, and
meditates revenge. Drunkenness developes his national instinct ot stealth. It,
under the intluence of aguadieutc he can
accomplish an adroit stab in the back, or
a shot from behind a
wayside rock, he
will have accomplished the brightest ot
his drunken dreams.
in tnese tilings tue woman is his
opposite. She it is who furnishes the element
ot cheerfulness in a land where, but for
the sunshine, nature herself would wear a
perpetual frown. She is lithe, graceful,
cheerful and kind-hearted. She delights
in bright colors and gaudy scarfs, and
knows full well the charm there is in the
contrast between teeth that are white and
eyes that are very black. With her, smiles
and words are inseparably connected, and
she makes no blunders in the distribution
of either. Every question is politely answered, every salutation is gracefully returned. The water from the spring and
the seat by the door are given, with the
same courtliness to all who ask, and, with
an utter contradiction of all the rules of
sensibility, her brown cheeks tinge with a
blush which would become the modesty
of a country bride. America is the only
land which possesses that life which produces a class unique in the history of
character. All the women ot the border
partake largely of their surroundings,
and are ignorant, awkward and discourteous in direct proportion to their isolation,
—all except the Senorita. hacking totally
all the sterling qualities of her whitehaired and blue-eyed sister, she lacks also
her awkwardness. It is in the race. The
sturdy conquerors ot the wilderness came
not from the south. They have need only
of

Mexican

there is a curious suggestion
of something oriental.
There is a sinuous grace ot movement, a
with surroundings, a
lazy
perfect confidence in the apparent philosophy of life, and an unwavering tai'h in
the perfection and completeness ot her religious belie). Her domestic surround-

ings are such as she would have them,
and she knows of no better. There is no
more complete domestic system than hers,
and she is thoroughly proficient in all the
arts ot home lile.
In her house there are
no chairs, no closets, no
stoves, no tin
utensils and no soap. Her feat- of cookingaiv performed in porousearthen basins,
and the frijoles steam and bubble in a
corner ot the narrow hearth for two days,
“she makes bread, white and beautiful,
without yeast or the bicarbonate nuisance.
Ilor mattress

is nl
wool, her rug a sheepskin. her bed often a liank of earth against
a wall, and she ignorant of the use of that
a

ot course.

Agouti Wantoil for ('obliin'i

CHILD’S COMMENTATOR
ON

I^JIOME

THE
FOR TH
CfRCEE.
l,20o pages, -J50
TJEbest enterprise of
tlie year tor
will have it.
circulars address
Nothing like it uow
U. S. Goodspeed & UtL®B*ark Row, New York.

B1RL£

KW^vings.
agenverygfianii!y
pf^BEie^rFoi

JUBILEES 1873.

1823.

OF THE

Equal to

XTED)
{qCLEBRATED

Finest in the Market.

the

After

DRY GOODS!

0. P. REAM.
fruit

UAKER

bitteM

The best Chromo ol

ever

published.

Size 22x27.

Boston & Lowell.

-igm

—i

ROYAL DESSERT!
Retail Price, $12.

Mrs.

Jas,

Gould

JIAtiXETK

A All

CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN!
at 103 Centre

Easy!

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.
TO WHOLESALE DEALERS.

Size 15x24.

Price,

Retail

$9.

St., BANGOR.

Wo have escaped the Fire, and have

complete

a

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

assortment of

Size 15x24.

Price, $9.

Retail

& DOMESTIC

iOKI H.V

Heart Rum, Liver Complaint,and
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.

LuNMitiMl*. Low Spirits ami sinking Sensation

cured at

once.

Eruption*!. Pimples, Blotches,and all impurities of the blood, bursting through the skm or
cured readily by following the directions
on the bottle.

otherwise,

l'he Rest Religious and Secular Family Newspaper,
a Year with theJUBILKIC YKAR BOOK.
E. MORKE 4%

■A7 Park Row
KEND

FOR

A

(JRIGGS.

Alter

Size 15x24.

CD.,

Retail Price, S9.

New York.

NAMPLE

COPY.

cured.

One bottle will convince the

Men to Obtain Sobsouib
kks and make collections. Ad*
dress BOSTON CULTIVATOR, Boston, Mass.

Morning

the

on

VI.

Clyde,

11V SAMI. ARTIST.

Size 15x24.

HORSE-POWERS,

Retail

Price, $9.

ily relieved.

Threshingfi Sawing

Manufactured and Sold

riostroycri

so

many

JITE.IJIERN «.> run ItOI Tl:

TT*V<*

FOUR TRIPS

WEEK.

PER

CAMBRIDGE K ATAHD IN

ltli«‘iiiiia«iYin. Swelled Joints and all Scrofula
or greatly relieved l*v tins in-

by

A. H. OKAY &

SOYS,

Middletown, Vermont.
Parties 1 hat wish to purchase will do well to send
for circulars and descriptive list which will he forward- d, upon application, tree.

IVA*TEII.-Wo guarantee employment lor all, either sex, at $«* a day, or
or
more
a year.
New works by Mrs. H. B.
$2,000
Stowe and others.
Superb premiums given away.
Money made rapidly and easily at work tor us.
Write and see. Particulars tree. VVoktiiinoton,
Ill’sriN it t, Hartford, Ct.

That

wo

Alter B. CHAMPNKV.

juf interest

ACH3WT#

to

A

scriber
MOIIEl'N

In all kinds ol'

Chromo, is given to every subfor

ASTHMA!
.Li

< ill

in

urnuniui

Ilf

GOODS!

Autumn

Opening1
AT

now

opening

:i

choice Stock of Goods

for KAI.,1, TRADK.

KIJLL LINK OK

A

DUESS GOODS!
Slack Silks, Lyon’s Poplins of allColors,
Ottomans, Gretons, Colored Alpacca,
lilaek Alpacca and Krilliantines
ol the best make. Tycoon
Heps, Plaid and Stripe
DHKSS GOODS.

Stripe, Plaidcd
Long and Square Woolen, and Misses

India, Cashmere, Kancy

SHAWLS.

115

REPELLANTS
at

LOW

RATES.
A

FULL LINE OK

BLEACHED & BROWN CQTTOti
Ticks, Crashes, Bleached and Brown
Table Linen, TurkeKed
Damask,
Foreign and Domestic Quills
of all grades, &<•„ &o.

VETS, RIBBONS and FLOWRES, which our milliner is

pleased

to show to

all.

CALL & EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

269

Mrs. HUSSEY has

charge

ot this

depart-

ment, and has a full line of fall styles
which she is happy to show her
tf 15
customers.

WANTED-DOIESTIC YARN AND HOSE.
H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

^JAUflOlV.

WUEIiEAS, My minor son, Lucius Clark, a boy
fifteen years of age—of medium size, hazel eyes,
auburn hair, with a scar over the left eye—has left
my house without cause. This is to notify all persons not to trust, hire or harbor said minor.
DUDLEY P. CLARK.
Unify, Nov.iid, 1872.—3w21

Dp. H. S. FLINT &

St

ky

CO., Proprietors,
Providence, fi.

UipSold at wholesale and retail by S. A. IIOWFS
CO., lieltast. dm-tb

AY ER’S

ai.i.

Pectoral!

Cherry

4 liro.it
au«l
lliM!;iN«‘s of tl»«*
Liin^N, mu ll an lou-li*., Colila,
IVlM>»|iiiiX ( oiixli. Itron<-liiti%. tmlima autl

For

<oiiiiiiii|>tioii

ABOVK.

few compositions,
which li:i\ e won the conli*
•..donee o! mankind ami be•M'ome
household
words
one hut
jOUUong not onlymust
have
nations,
virtues,
raordinary

DEPOT

m ■<

PROBATE
To the H

onorafij1

US AN .). UK
'S, Guardian of Kdson P.
and Wilbur
Is, minor heirs ot f hristopher Reynolds
j-nhain. in said County,
res
uts that said minors
peat
deceased,
are seized okpnain real estoftijdtuate in said Burn-

S'*

ham and
as the “meado^lotthat it would
hi tor til'll merest id said
th
same
should be sold and the proceeds put out on iinenM
lor the benelit of said minors.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your Junior to
grant her a license to sell ami convey said real estate ot said minors, (including the reversion of the
widow’s dower thereon.) at public or private sale.
SUSAN d. KKYNOLUS.

kuj^wh

minoHs^that

a

ml

I’pon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all person." interested by
causing a copy ol said petition, with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate < Mice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of Dec. next, at ten o’clock in the lorenoon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be granted,
^
Judge.
AMfl'HL'^I.OrCH.
A true copy. Attest:
WT
tiO
P. Kir.i.i), Register.

Judge oT

l*robato lor the

“WIDE AWAKE"

Ouardilyf of

County

Tit,

ivsn^jiu-Hy
ampP^ftsessed
KilwcVbeing

Jelfast,

At a Court of Probat
lor the County of V
of November, A. 1>4

within and
second Tuesday

petition, Ordered, That the
Upon the foregi
to all persons interested by
petitioner give not
causing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at itellast, that
they may appear at a Probate Com 1, to In- held at
the Probate Oflice in Itellast afore-nid, on the second
Tuesday of Dec. next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
and shew cause, if any they li^EVc, why the same
siiould not be granted.
AS A «PH URId>W, Judge.
^
A true copy, Attestli. P^Fiki.d, Register.

-X—jAt
Probate
te Court^haid at itellast, within and for
Court^^ffl
Wo.
the County
the second Tuesday of
y ol \ Via Mo.
a

on

November.

AJJrlfe.

FJjfrCHl'dtLia
.lficIIFRenamed

Fxecutor in a certain
S.
y# instrument purporting to be the last will ami
testament of Jeremiahiir.mu late of Stockton, in
said County ol Waldo,deceased, having presented
said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Fletcher, give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Bellas .that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on tin* second Tuesday
ol December next, at ten of tin* clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THUKi.OU<ill, Judge.
jo
A true copy. Attest—15. P. Ft
Register.

^

LV1N THOMAS, named Executor in a certain
instrument purporting to be the last will and
testament of ltuth W. Thomas, late of Winlerport,
in said County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented
said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Alvin give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they tuny appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with ill
and lor said County, on the second i’msday ot
December next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA I'll URBOUGH Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Kikl.ii, Register.

FAST ASLEEP."

PUTNAM & Iv EZI A M.
ot James White, late of

BURLEY,
J Obligees
Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a

rYSANDKR

petition

that the Administrator on said deceased’s
estate may be authorized to convey to them certain
real estate situate in Linucus and I.udiow, County
of Aroostook, agreeably to the contract of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Petitioners giye notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
>e
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Prolate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
December next, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioners should not be granted.
ASA Til UR LOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Kiki.d, Register.
At a Court of I’robate bold at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
ol November, A. I). 15*72.

H. CROSS, Administrator o( the estate
ot John Cross, late oi Liucolnville, in said County
ol Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst account of Administration

on

said estate lor allow-

ance.

Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of December, next,at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA Til UR LOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Fiki.d, Register,
hereby gives public notice to :ill
rpHE subscriberthat
he lias been duly appointed
JL concerned,

and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of Abigail Clark, late of Frankfort,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; tie therefore requests all
persons wtioare indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
JOHN T. KOWK.
to him.

viglP^mever

CalD,

toftese

PREPAUEI) It Y

ml

IYER

4% CO.. Eanell.

'■;•«*.,

Practical anil Analytical Chemist,
sold by Druggists all round tin? world.

LIBRARY
$500,000 IN

BANTtO

A FULL DRAWING IN SIGHT.
$100,000

ONLY

FOR

*

$10

the ocontl Grand (lift Concert, authorized
by special act of the Legislatun in aid of the
1'ublic Library of Kentucky, unavoidably postponed
from September JS to December 7, and which positively and unequivocally occurs in Louisville, Ky.,
Saturday, December 7, 1 S7*2, without, further delay
on any account, whatever, the following Cash (lifts
are lor distribution by lot among the ticket holders

\T

c
c
L
C
C
C
C
(

i i i't
(Jilt
(iift
(Jilt
(Jilt
(Jilt
Gilt
(Jilt
(iift
(Jilt
Gilt

I ( ’ash Gilt*
20,000 15 Gash Gilts
1*0
Gash (Gits
15.000
10.000 -’I Cash Gifts
9.000 ~5 Cash Gilts
K,0(K> •55 Cash Gilt.*.
7.000 45 Cash (iilts
0.000 50 Cash Gilts
5.000 00 Cash (iilts
1.000 loo Cash Gilts
•i,UOO ill* Cash Gifts

$25,0001

f

(

C;
Cum

■

sou
700
(iuO
500
400
300
x’oo

100

ji

TOTAL, 1,000 GIFTS, ALL CASH.

....

PRICE OF

TICKETS.

Whole tickets, $1<>; halves, $5; quarters $2.50; 11
whole tickets tor $100; -JS lor $225; 5(5 lor $500; 11.5
lor $1,000; 255 lor $2,500; 575 for $5,000, No discount on less than $100 worth ot tickets at a time.
I he drawing will positively and unequivocally
take place December 7.
Agents are peremptorily
required to close sales and make returns November
ill order to give ample time for the tinul arrangements. Orders for tickets or applications tor
circulars should be addressed to
Gov. Tilths. K. Hit AM LFTTE,
Agent Public Library ol Kentucky,
2mt leow
Louisville, Ivy.

No. 76State St.,

or

Designs,

opposite Kilby St.,

Boston

-o-

extensive

upwards oi

ol

thirPatents in the
Britain, France, and

practice
AFTKRan
ty years, continues to
United States; also in Great

secure

foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications,
Assignments, and all papers for Patents, executed
reasonable terms, with despatch.
Researches
made to determine the validity and utility of Patents
of inventions, ami legal and other advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies of the
claims of any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments record* d in Washington,
No Agency in the United Slates possesses superior
facility for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability of inventions.
A II necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are

No.

testimonials.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as oneoi the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse.
CHARLES MASON, Commissioner of Patents.”
“I have nb hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure from them an early
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part, leads me to recommend
all Inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
Boston, Jan. 1,1872.—ly2(J

(Opposite Revere TTouse.')
Medical Knowledge lor Everybody.
Two Million
Copies Sold.

A ISooK f»»r Every H;iii.
nil’, PCILNVK OK LIKE, OK SELF-PRKSERVATIOX.
A Medical Treatise on the ( ause and Cure* of Exhausted
VITALITY, Si’EUM.YTi UtKHOEA, Sl.MlN.YL Wi ASSESS, I.MIMTKN- Y, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MaN.NEKVOUS AND PHYSICAL
Debility*, i!ypochondria, and nil other diseases arising
trom the Errors of Youth, or the Indiscretions or Excesses of mature years
This is indeed a hook for every
man.
lDOth edition, much enlarged, illustrated; bound in
beautiful French clotli. Price only $l.MU.
A ISook for Every Homan,
Entitled ST.Xi Al- PHYSIOLOGY *>F WOMAN, AND
IlKi: DISEASES; ;•. W, m\n treat: or Physiologically
and Pathologically, in health and disease, from Infancy
to Old Age, wi'h elegant Illustrative Engravings.
350
pages, bound in heautii'nl French cloth. Price $2.00,
A llool* for Everybody.
The Institute has just published a new book, treating
exclusiv.lv of N Kit VO PS ANI) MENTAL DISEASES.
150 pp. cloth. Price $1.00, or all three bunks sent <>n
reccij t of $3, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordim.'-v works on Physiology ever published. There is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Either
Sex, can either require or wish to know, but what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusion
even can be found in any other works in our language.
All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience
is such as probably never before fell to the lot ofany man,
are given in full, especially those relating to Spermatorrhea, Impotence, Sterility or Barrenness. No person
The press
should be without these valuable books.
throughout the country, the clergy, and tie* medical faculty
generally highly extol these extraordinary and useful works.
The most fastidious may read them.
'! /• Either book scut by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
N. 15. The author of the above-named medical works is
the Chief Pousulting Physician of the PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITUTE, in high standing in the Medical Faculty of
tins country, who has successfully treated thousands f the
human family atllicted with the maladies treat' d upon in
these books, and gives bis whole attention to his patients
and to those who may call un>»u him for advice. The grand
secret of his success is his vast knowledge of the causes of
these ailments and his speedily removing them from the
constitution.
Dr. AY. II. PARKER, Member of the Royal
Ucg- f
Surgeons, London, late Medical Inspect' General, l'. S. A.,
f
M
-inb<*r<
ticAmerican
Medical
Honorary
Faculty, and
Assistant Physu ian of tie* Institute, may also be consulted
on all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all
correspondence should be addressed, **r to the PEABODY’
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfineh S'., Boston, Mass.
INVIOLABLE secrecy and CERTAIN RELIEF.

GEORGES

_

REMOVAL !

Ijl'J

SMALL,

M.

D.,Physician

Belfast, Me., Residence

gress Sis.

Office

corner

Caldwell's
Street. (Formerly in Mitchell's
attendance given to night calls.
over

and Surgeon,
Miller and Con-

Bookstore, Main
Block.) Prompt
3wl*tf4

IK
r

ai.t. KKKItlNl,.

<

until

INN MW

m.,

LIN I

BAKTGrOH
TURKU TRIPS PER WEEK

I'll K

I'A VHU1 I K

I I.

\

J| i.i;

CITY OF RICHMOND1
< iipl. (
It I Idtl
Will 1« :iv. Railroad \\ hai l, 1 *.>rtImi•-. »v n Mm.il
W«mIii. hi1mv and Friil:t\ iviti-;.'in
i,
mencing .Mindav, -‘.M inst.,) i.. Bniiyor, imu i:i
Rock land, (’aTinirii. 1. ■; adn\ l! r, J’.i 1 la -1 Si
Sandy I**.ini, Ruck-por,, \\ i .i,i|,<.rt an.! il m.| d
Returning w ill leave Bangor even Mm.dav \\
in .•'day and Kridav morning at
..'clock, t,.m !■
.t tin above noon d lamliii;arrivin' :n 1 •.
it
o’clock. P. M. h’or inn In r |ian i. iilai n..|
ot ICo<** & Mu rdi v:i nt, I('ominercia! Sir*
< YUl S S n Uhl YAM, (ini.
Agent.
('Y lit s r \ I ri ;KS< »N Agent f»»r B. lla-*
Portland. April IT, l.s?v.

ar-p!
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Nickel

Plating

«'0*T»
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Til | 1

JE~* I ;i t i u ji,
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A!i articles to win, !i N k- I Ha- nj
in tin?
I'MTKII Nil U! I. C.IMI-AW III N I W
tt^'.Mrinutaitiir- r- m re-tin • d t..
selves ot tin- faeilitii w-- oiler.

:

:(.•

plated

ivr.

HOTF I,
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Tlaoiiauwtoii.

W INTER

ARRANGK M EW
i
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i i..j

•*

AND A I' III; NOVKMlUiK 1 : t h
ITains v ill leave Bella*! lor Ih.rtlui
an-.l all plaia
int< rmediaU on this load it > A. v
Mixi •! I rain at :: l*. M..eoni.ectintf a! Burnham u
Mixed Train tor Wat-r\iih mdl'a -,-np r Inn
Bangor a mi all Station la-1.
Trains will 1.. dm- in It. dast from I’...-ton, I’,
land, and all Stations intermedia!' it ; :• r
Mixed 1 rain from P.iirnliaiii connecting with r
from Bangor at 11
V. M
I lie New lain' bclwi- n Danville and (’unit t;
" ill
open gi\ ing pa "setiger for lortiai .i
either vva\ without eh
opportunity to
m- .d
Nov.
1871.
.1. M
j.t M, mi, i.
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theU'he

Bank.

Savings

Special

Penny Earned."

Saved is a

Notice!

Maine

on

dv

RENEWER.
Every year increases the popularity of this valuable lliiir Preparation ; which is due to merit alum-.
We can assure our old patrons that it is kept fully
reliable
up to its high standard; and it is the only
and perfected preparation for restoring Guay «»i:
Faiikd 1!aik to its youthtul color, making it sott,
lustrous and silken. The scalp, by its use, becomes
white and clean. It removes all eruptions and dandruff, and, by its tonic properties, prevents the hair
from falling out, as it stimulates and 11011 rishes t luhair glands, lty its use, the hair grows thicker and
stronger. 1 n baldness, it restores t lie capillary glands
to their normal vigor, and will create a in w growth,
except in extreme old age. 11 is the most economical H air L)KKSSIN<i ever used, as it requires fewer
splendid, glossy
applications, and gives the hair aStale
Assayer ot
appearance. A. A. Hayes, M. lb,
Massachusetts, says, “The constituent s an pure, and
and I con
excellent
for
selected
<|ualify;
carefully
it. the

aider

ItKST

I’ltKrA

ration

(iOOD 1 1 -■» S I OKY IIOUSK
Union St. 'Terms easy,
\VM. II. KOI 1 UK It Hellast.

Sold by all Druggists <0 healer* in Mrdlcine*
One

Call and. See
good an assort ment of \VO( I.KN^t iOODS of all
grades, usually found in a
ft*

Also Trimmings to correspond, w.'iicli arc being
manulacturcd to order by lirst -class wouiviucti at alow j trices as the times will a third.
CUIllNH attended to in ill its braurues b, myself. 1 have also a line assort incut *»i

FURNISHING GOODS
ol all kinds. PA PKR ('.o 1.1,AIIS, lu cents a box,
box. tor
or
cents, in all si/.es and all the other
better grades of Collars.
tHl
II. I.. LOKl>.

American

Hollar.

Renewer hi many cases requires too long
time, and too much care, to restore gray or laded
Whiskers, we have prepared this dye, in one preparation; which will quickly and effectually accomapplied, and produces
plish this result. It is easily
Sold
a color which will neither rub nor wash oil*.
by all Druggists. Price Kitty Cents.
our

WAI.DO SS.—To the Sherilfs of
Counties or either ot their Deputies,

our

WALDO, SS.—Sui*. Jun. Court,
(
Oct. Term, 1872. \
Stewart.

And now it
to the Court, that Rozilla
Stewart the Libel lee has not had notice of the penot this libel.it is Ordered, that Notice then of
be given to the said libellee, by causing an attested
of said writ and libel undo! tills order thereon,
copy
three weeks successively in the
to be
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast
in the County ot Waldo, the last publication to
be not less than fourteen days before the next term
ot this Court to bo holden at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of
January, 1873, that she may then and there appear
and answer to said suit, it she shall see cause.
Attest—W. (i. FRYE Clkkk.
A true copy of writ and order of Court thereon.
Attest—W. Ci, FRYE, Clkkk.
21

dency

published

May

and until turtln

no,

r

noti

REFRIGERATOR CARS
For the

tran-port iti >n»)t Meat between Bon|,.\
v
F VI. IN. I..N
;: |
im,«
Ba\«.oi;, Snow hi
t,
points, will he run is loli.ovs, v .•
tor
I
Boston. via
vv is ton. at
t
a
M
Bangor
Leave Skowhegan tor lioston.vii A tig u-ta, at
A. M. Leave Farmington tor Fos^on.v it Bru u>w

at

t.,

>

1

A, M
every Monday
in Boston at
.»
..

tfiven

to

collect

in;*.
Iy33

v uiunni
id: u

Keturning. I. e e Boston tor the |
mentioned aho-.e, ,1 l.oo I’. M.
These Kelritfer.itor Car-ar
title I n, in
n
class manner, and vviKhelullv ippnviat. d
shippers utter triaI. 1 It 1 I 11 Id M
M. U N 1 Del.’I Supd
.end Freight Atf !
A. II KlfsKl
Augusta, May t, i>~d.
■

Special
■

TSTotcee.
ini^lil I«y ti.inPtnl

Of

«»

1 ntl4*

%

Liiii* Mli*ti iiifri.

Ai! persons shipping Freight hy this I u> :u.
*
«JU« at*-I to hav* St* mi* r
dupli*
name of Consignee in lull on the margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes. iJanels
Bags, are requested to erase all old marks. Ai
Boxes, Barrels or Bags that hav. mor* than
mark thereon, will not he reeeiv. *1 or shi] j.» .1.
All Freight must be prop*'rl\ marked only to
Consignee.
Positively no freight ne*i\.d mi i.
conformable t*» rules as abov*-.
U’l I 1 S, Agent.
h'KO.
Bellast, J an. 1ft, 187k*.
tvs

s
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A

M

DYE HOUSE!
tli^inilu,

EMILE
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impiuii) iiijifk,
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M., th<

A

morning.
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Aw unit'd First I’miiiiim

1.11 a ic,
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arriving
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Counsellor at. Law !

:tl

VI

.tin

Haim1 State Fair. 1V7 it

BARRIER, Proprietor.

This well known establishment. w i"i it s uln,
,1
facilities, is conduct**! by
lir-I IU N
D \ I', K.
Dying mill i> 11 iiu h »iu i:
tn iil In
JSAT1SKAC I h >.N.
give PMIKId
I •••'lies’ Dresses, Sanjiies, \ .1 v« t
K.iI*D< i.
I>ye«t, rieansi il nnil Pressed with*>11f i-i11 i■..
taking otl trimmings,
Pace Curtains Clean*. .1
lorn- e.jual to new.
Carpets Cleansed and <
<

All

Bcstored.

1

P

H

K

II

H

W

If

T

nri<:i> on clkaxsk/h

TWINE'S & NETTING,

J

Kozilla

Machias.

to

collectedVjoim^ly paid.

respective

On and after

is; *.—n;*s

.1 une

94T Special attention
monies

"IlfK command you to attach the goods
or estate ot Ro/.illa Stewart. to the
i,
ff
'-' value ot one dollar; and summon the said
defendant (if she may be tound within your precinct. *
to appear before our Justices ot our Supreme* .1 it
dicial Court, next to be holdcn at ltelfasf, within
and for the County ot Waldo, on the :td liu sduv <»1
October next, then and there in our said Court, to
answer unto John Stewart ot Montville, in a plea ot
divorce in which the said John Stewart represents
that he was lawfully married to said Ho/ilia Stt wart
at Troy, in Waldo County, on the l.ith day of April,
A. D., 1804;that your libellant since their intermarriage has always behaved himself as a faithful and
kind husband towards said Kozilla Stewart, but
that the said Ho/,ilia regardless ot her marriage
covenant, was married to one Joseph Clark of
Manchester, N. H., some years ago,and lias him
and now is living with said (’lark as his wile;
wherefore he prays that he may be divorced tri in
the bonds of matrimony between him and his said
JOHN STB WART.
wife.
And have you there this writ with your doings
therein.
Witness, Jonathan (J. Dlukkkson, Ksquire,
at Belfast, the first day ot October in the year ot our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy two.
W. (i. FRYE Clerk.

vs.

Notice.

wishing their vessels classed in American Lloyd’s Register and supplements will please
apply to him for inspection of their vessels.
HARTSHORN & KINO.
By Order
Per H
il a ititi.M A n Surveyor (D neral lor Maine.

-,

Stewart, Libellant

Rockland

from

MAHII1JA. !¥. M.

STATE OP MAINE.

It A I UOAD.

i••■ar

nanufiirtureil l»v K. ■*. Il il.l., A C O.,
leow38

Lloyd’s

Capt. i;. II. 1IAKKIMAN of Belfast,
being apjioint* -d surveyor for the Americ.>n
Lloyd's Register, for the district

C -J

/A yN

Ah

to

lor its intended

purposes.”

Central

.,

A

appearing

As mystore is now undergoing repairs, I have removed my business across the street to the Express
rooms, where I shall be happy to wait upon my Custf 15
C. IlKRVEY.
tomers, as usual.

I MI; w I

mediate

IIA III

John

REMOVAL!

LMKll

Bulfineh St., Boston.

4

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

on

here savedinventors.

•

landing*.

a

Fur Inventiuas, Trade Marks,

F, TK11

"

HALL’S

FOR THE WHISKERS.

OF PATENTS

SOLICITOR

Arranqement--Commenc
inq Friday, October llth.

The F ivoriti- Stcarm

TOSH'S made on or before tho 1st of any
be placed upon interest eviry
month, (except May ami November' and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Room,
lrom y to 1. A. M., and
tot 1*. M Saturdays Irom
Uto V> A.M.
JOHN H.QU1MHY, l reas. ASA KAUNCK, Treat
Belfast, July Id. lt>70.

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE!

EDDY,

Fall and Winter

DK month, will

Price

H.

ML DESERT & MACHIAS.

For further particular- impure ot IT.- \
di\ ant, 17'.)«’oinim reial
l‘\ UPS S I' l K1 * I \ AN I lien. Agent.
Portland, Oct. 7,1s; j.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS

R.

E 11ST E

kT>

-.

$500,000

1

«

Inrtlur
.*•« >
i; .ilmail \\
Portland, » ver> FKIOA'i K' l-.N I N< i. omn,.
Friday. the 11th inst., at m o'clock. or on :n*ri\:tl
Fxprc** Train trom Ih-ston, lor Korkland, ( t-i
l*..
lsl.-, Sedgwick, s. \\ llarhoi M-. In
M illhridga .lonospoi t and .Maehiasport.
Tmlveturning will h aw Muchinspori \.
o\ look
touch.in_■ ai t fie il...
morning, ;l
mm

“A Penny

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each

Tin* money to pay all those gilts is now upon
deposit, and set apart for that purpose, in the Farmers’ and Grovers’ Hank, as will be seen by the following cert ilicate of the cashier
Pakmkks’ ani* Duovkks’ Hank,
Lol:IS VIL1.K, Ky„ Sept. 20, 1»72
This is to certify that there is now on deposit in
this bank over halt a million dollars to the credit ot
the Gilt Concert lund, $500,000 of which is held by
this bank as Treasurer of the Public Library ot Kentucky, to pay oil'all gifts to be awarded at the drawIt. S. VF.ACH, Cashier.
ing.

lire in

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

$ti,000 each
l.ooo each
000

<*KO. U. || Kl.I.ft

Belfast, May 17,

Will lea\

Belfast

ON K (IRANI) (I I FT, CASH..$100,000
ONE ORANI) GIFT..
50,000
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

freight nm-i b«* accoiujumi.-il h\ hill- ot ladlin'
m duplicate.
All (night hill- im'i-1 h. paid 01;
delivery of goods.

L E W ISTON

This old well known and iavorlte li<> n.i
has been leased by tin* undersigned, and been renovated, remodeled and furnished, is now opened 1 *r
permanent and transient b larders. It will he amply
supplied with all that is necessary tor the comtort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected wita the Hotel ar<
>iaiti|ile
itooiu*. situated in I'nion (’.lock, chamber- over
A. M. Cook’s store, commodious and central, for
the accommodation of Co.mmkiutai. Aoknts.
l ilt* umlersigne l’s old aC'ju lintance.- and friends at
the Lvmie House, where he has officiated as Clerk
since its opening, will please take notice of his New
Habitation. He will be happy to meet them.
4t.*rCoaches to take passengers to and from the
cars.
A good I,ivery Stable connected with the
House.
WM. K. HICK FORD.
tf.»7
Thomaston, Nov. 1,1871.

PAY ALL GIFTS.

3 65.

All

voni.isiiF.n uy tiik

VI .tin

GIFT CONCERT,

Lowell,.

Nervous Diseases.

lyr:nv:w

THE KENTUCKY

Boston,.$2.50.

“

Manhood, Womanhood, &

Ht.lanl,’?:!

other
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1S?2.

so*

ol marvGPouRrcimhw^’hich have won lor it a
confidence in it?F
equalled by any
other medicine. It«rall mikes the most effectual
cures of Coughs,
Consumption, that can be
made by
Imfeed the ( ukukv Pin
TOKAI, has
bed
dangerous diseases
of their terri^^Ko a
ami given a feel*
ing of immunity lrom*tln ir fatal effects, which is
well founded, if the remedy be taken in season.
Every family should have it in their closet tor the
ready and prompt relief of its members. Sickness,
suffering, and even life is saved by this timely protection. The prudent should not neglect it, amt the
wise will not.
Keep it hy you for the protection it
affords in sudden attacks,and hy its tlnieiy use.
■Dr. J. C.

#*•••

DAMSON,
Mar.y A, Abbott,
minor heir of Suniuer Abbott,4ute ol Knox,
•
in ."aid County, deceased,
represents
ttint said minor is seized
of certain
real estate situate in said
an undivided
fourth part <-t the Homestead of said deceased; that
an advantageous offer of three hundred dollars has
been made by one Reuben Abbott, of said Knox,
for said minor’s interest, which offer it is for the
interest of all concerned Immediately to accept; the
proceeds thereof to be put out on interest lor the
benefit of said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
said real estate
grant him a license to sell and
of said minor, (including the reJffsion of the widow’s dower thereon
^flpott for said sum,
J. 1>. LAM SON.

ever

gre$E?*xtent,

I'OIt CHKOnON

secontTOBiesduy

one

series

niedica^^Hr

FRAMES!

‘

n*>

cured so widen reputation
or maintained it so long
as A ykk's (’llki:rt
1*kctukai.. It has been known
to the public about forty
years, by a long continued

Send for Wholesale Price List of

■

At a Court of Probate hold at Belfast, \wBbin
lor tin* County of Waldo, on the
of November, A. D. Is7:i.

To tlu* Honorable
of Waldo:

ABwhy

and Views,
&c., &c.

pt Probate for the County

of Waldo,

I lie

il'erhaps

Stereoscopes

NOTICES.

I.

Fare to

< >N

ON

The
tind in th«* (.Quaker Hitters just the
article they stand in need ot in their d« dining years.
It quickens the hlood and cheers the mind, ami
paves the passage down the plane inclined.

Chromos,
Frames,
Albums,

1, 5 & 7 WINTER ST.

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

*11 I ni|Mirif !«■•» of the Hlood ami diseases
in ident to the same always cured by tin- (Quaker
Hitlers, it taken according to the directions.

Boston.

WHOLESALE

street,

„„

BlitKeuIr Female Derangements, (almost
arinbl) caused by a violation of t he organic law.-*,)
prevalent to the American holies, yield readilv to
tt ^invaluable medicine -the Quaker Hitters.

f

ISRAEL

DRESS & CLOAK MAKING

Murillo.

Horn

Washington St.,

M I L LINE R Y I tiersons
Have a choice selection of Fall and
Winter BONNETS, HATS, VEL-

trade,

I’UBl.l.SliKKS OF TI1K

At a Probate, Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of November, A. 1>. lfC’i.

Ol’ :ill qualities, will be sold

-Murillo,

Dodcy, ("oilier k lVrkins,

,)'^said

H. H. JOHNSON & CO

liberal discount to the
1 I KK IJKAI.KKS.

St., cr“K."') Idbl,

til

Retail Price ot'each, $1.50.
A
I'K

convey

Are

Madonna Madrid—Murillo,
Immaculate Conception
Madonna and Child

!

DRYS^ODDS
f\
Watson A; (V

Needles,

UPHAM’S

j‘

jjKf

l*M,

io hi.

at Law!

ii

S ! Sold
liy all Dni^isls and UmIits in llodifino,

Capt. \V. Li. Uoix.

JOHNSON,

si

Holy Pamily—Kaphael,
Mater Doloroso—(iuido,

Machine

Sewing

aM*D

H

Ol the lollnwint; subjects, lrom <fflM>:imtings. ami
K _»l AL roTHK I'lNKSl \\\>KK IN iTt
A KK K 1.
Beatrice (onci—Cuido,

J

OlWashington
mr^fil ,

mounted, $1.50.

each

Size of each,

to

liOOh

LAIIVM

Price,

SIX

D E A I* E R S

DARLING.”

First-Class

1 -i I I

x

The above ai e some ol ('hampney’s best ski tches,
ami art1 brilliant in coloring ami true to Nature.
Kxecuteii in the best manner.

Retail

(

“OUR

Sizes 1

On the Saco River, N. It.
Lake Chocorra ami Mountain.White Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River.

think this announcement may lie

E.

Attorney

■Milieu It It
t It iu*;. Pain in the l.ungs,Side
(.’host almost invariably cured by taking a lew
be tb s of the (>uaker Hitte rs.

American Landscapes!

WHOLESALE HOUSES

onvulsions, and 11 ysteric

much relieved.

or

Capt. J, L\ Johnson,

Will leave Belfast for Boston
every Monday, W'eil
nesday, l liur^day and ijaturda at '•» o’clock 1*. M
KKTirnNiNci— Will leave Boston evm Monda
I uesduy, Hiursday and
Friday, at a l\ 3i,

I INT
G.

a.

FOUR

ol the

1’.

Neuralgia, &o., speed-

Alllietions removed
valuable medicine,

lloiMhiiiw. (’atarrh.
I'lie tfirihk* lire has

Swl7*

I l MOTH V II ANSON.
O. address p, Thorndike.

most

W orm* expelled from the system without the
least difficulty. Patients stiHemig lroin this prevalent disease will seen market! change lor tin* better
in their condition after taking one bottle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than is generally sup
posed in the young, and they will lm.I the Quaker
Bitters a sure remedy.

cured

Machines

of ill health the sub-

skeptical.

!¥«>!'von* IliftU iiitie*.

U/ANTFn
Yw /All 1 L^L/b

account

scriber now offers his farm for sale,
situated in Thorndike, containing one hundred and
fifty acres of good land under a good state of cultivation. .Said farm has a good orchard, raised two hundred and fifty bushels of grafted fruit the
present
season, plenty ot wood and water.
The buildings
are vi-ry good and convenient.
Said farm will be
^old very low if applied for soon. Also for
sale, one
voke oxen, girth »'■ feet lo inches, two good cows
and two yearling heifers.

l4i«lii«*v. Bladder and Urinary Derangements in-

LITTLE RIVER,STOWE,VT.

Certain'

Farm for Sale.

Extracts ot Roots and Herbs which almost invaricure the following complaints
Oil

NEW YORK OBSERVER
KIDNEY

Safe!

ably

Loss ol

Potatoes,

Mystery Explained.

the:

variably

Apples, Onions, Beans,

Scientific

CHEOMOS

BOSTON.

1!Y SASIK ARTIST

BARTLETT & CO.,

A

INDEPENDENT LINE.

Alter IS. CilAMPNEY.

rocking-chair.

Monthly.

SANFORD’S

itcto ^btartiscmtnls.

When i whether a Single Subscriber for Three Dollars, or in
she smiles ami says “sientise, Senor.”
a Club ot Six for Fourteen Dollars.
Address
I., A. COOKY,
she means that you should do that which
X. F. cor. Sixth and Chestnut Sts. Philadelphia,
an Anglo-Saxon never accomplished with
j see Advertisement in Cady’s Book Air other Clubs.
any satisfaction to himself, namely, sit or
lie upon a mat.
Iler ideas in the matter
of dress are peculiar.
So that her head,
W. H.
and the greater part of her lace he concealed, it matters little for bust, arms and
17 Commercial St„ Boston.
ankles. In two hundred years she has not
RECEIVERS OF
forgotten the use of the scarf. It is her
lionnet and
indispensable adornment.
hat are not m her vocabulary, ot stays
she is utterly ignorant, and a high-heeled
&c.
shoe she never saw; and yet this creature
SEND FOB PRICE CURREN T.
is a civilized woman. She atfcets ribbons,
and in the matter of colors is the original
Dolly Varden. She has a care tor her
com; lexion, and in the earlier hours of
the morning may sometimes he caught
jwith her face hideously encrusted with
white clay. The dance is her passion, For all
machines, sent by mail, post-paid, carefully
and her ear is ever alert to the thin strains packed, lor no cents per dozen. Needles warof the guitar. The festive hall is splendid ranted, and exchanged if not satisfactory. Address NATIONAL NEEDLE CO., ot Tremont St.,
with strips ot red calico, and brilliant with Boston. Mass.
tallow ilips. The equipages which stop
the way are not especially magnificent, beAsthma
ing only a stupid assemblage of donkeys.
A’
Three of the belles ot the ball can find
lieves the most vio^dont
dent paroxysms
live minutes, ami effects a
paroxysms in fiv«
places upon the back of a single one, and
IJP1IAM, 2f» South
she is indeed aristocratic who has an ani- speedy cure. Address S.Pa.C. Sold
Eighth St., Philadelphia,
by all druggists.
mal to herself and some one to lead him
in state through the rambling street.
The Senorita lacks none of t lie. essentials of common decer.cv, in the conduct
of her domestic affairs.
Her hearth is
\\
mil'll, .li|i||i>s 1*
neat, her cookery savory, and her gar
£. CLA»I(£, M. IK, Alt. Vernon, Ohio.
meats as white as snow.
She is a careful
housewife, as her husband is a careful
4
CQO F‘‘r dnv ! Agents wanted! All
farmer, and her sole extravagance, is in (fC
4)0 lU 4)ZU classe.- of working people, of
the way ot personal adornment.
To look either sex, young or old, make more money at work
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
pretty is as much the constant endeavor of at
anything else. Particulars free. Address (J.
this isolated woman, as it is that of the STINSON
& CO., Portland, Maine.
ot
the
or
the
wall-tlower
frequenter
opera,
at a state reception. She is an arrant and
incurable coquette, and often combines
with all her feminine tiickcry a beauty
which by no means snlVers when compared with that of those accustomed h more
aristocratic masculine worship. [Kansas

babyish luxury,

CHURCHILL, WATSON & CO

44*Kx;iminc3 from a distance by a lock ol hair.
FEE—ONE DULLAK EACH.
tf.*i

woman

With a character which
The research of the signal office lias
1 ho queen of the denii-nionde would dejust been rewarded with a beautiful and
clare was none ot tiers, the Spanish wohighly important meteorological d ism very,
man is chaste in dress, language and dei In the coast of
England, from time importment, beyond her education and her memorial, the phenomenon of the great
surroundings. These little offenses, which November atmospheric wave has been
-'ein
scarcely to interfere with connubial the speculation of scientists and seamen;
felicity or motherly duties, she groups un- but Sir John Ilerschel and others have
der the general name of love,
ller faith- supposed it was peculiar and confined to
fulness is to In- faithful to but one at once,
England and Western Europe, which it.
but that one is seldom her husband. Him reached from the South Atlantic, and over
-In- has. ot eourse, and him she keeps. which it rolls in
long continued undulaHer (siureli holds that marriage in a sacra- tions from October until
January, constiment and not a contract.
Divorces and tuting an important, element in the phepermanent separations are almost un- nomenal character of European winters.
known. The elderly Spanish woman, her On the lt!Lh of November a similar atvouthlul -ms forgot ten or classed among mospheric wave began to break over the
the incidents consequent to beauty, gener- shores of
Oregon and British Columbia.
ally has about her a brood of children, Bv the evening of the loth, it had spread
and is as matronly and faithful in their
iver nearly all the Pacific States and the
are as was her lamented
grandmother be- Territories of Utah and Nevada, and at
fore her.
Surli a condition of society as midnight, was passing through the
passes
hi-, it is hard to describe with any hope of the Rocky mountains.
On Thursday,
of being believed.
There is no apparent the 14th, it descended upon Colorado,
debauchery, no proclamation of brazen Nebraska, Kansas, and Indian Territory,
vice in word or manner, no lack of deli- tin
Friday morning, it extended in apeae\ or courtesy, no routine of domestic
parently unbroken magnitude and maglile. and yet chastity, as a virtue, even as nificence from
Oregon and Washington
a name, inearly unknown.
Territory eastward throughout the great
In contradistinction, though not in dedepression of the Rocky mountain backnial of all lhis. a large part of the Senor- bone in Idaho and Montana, and stretched
ita’s life is taken up in the exeicise ot the thence to the lower Missouri and lower
forms ot religion.
Her village is indeed Mississippi valley, and over the western
a
poor one, if it has not a church more or shores of the Mexican gulf. This disless ancient in the midst of the plaza. covery will enable
meteorologists to anThere, at all times of Ihe day, she and ticipate by many days the approach of
her devotional companions kneel a-row, winter as it advances from the Pacific
and patter their prayers in a language coast eastward in the great current of
they never hope to understand, and with westerly winds. It serves to clear up the
:i
glibness (it tongue and vacancy or lace, old mystery ol American winter storms,
which reminds one of children learning a showing that they
originate in the. Rocky
spelling task. She may nod and smile at mountains, against whose cold and loftiest
an acquaintance who brings with him a
summits in Nevada, Utah, Colorado and
reminiscence oflaSt night’s fandango; she Southern Wyoming the vapor-laden air
will undoubtedly see and hear all that of this wave is soon condensed in the over
passes within the wide range of a wo- whelming snows of the forty -first parallel.
man’s curiosity, buL for her soul’s sake she As this vast atrial wave
crossing from
pauses no instant in her monotonous de- over the warm Pacific is probably, like
votion. She is constant at her confessional, the English wave, numbered in successive
where it may reasonably be doubted undulations for two or three months, it
whether amours are considered sins, else may assist in explaining the comparativeshe would spend her life in penance.
ly high temperature and light precipitaThis startling combination of religious tion in winter along Puget’s Sound and
devotion and social crime, necessarily oc- eastward.
cupies a large place in the recollections of
Too Bad.
this unique female, remembered too, by
From the Danlmry Newi.
comparison with those with whom she has
little m common. But in a country where
A ratlior contemptible trick was played
character and life take strange phases in on one of our
young clerks Sunday night,
all respects, the most unaccustomed con- tie
bought a cut-glass bottle of cologne,
tradictions in manners and morals soon with a
glass stopper and pink ribbon, to
cease to attract particularattention. These
present to a young lady ho is keeping comot
come
far
short
of
the
sum
being
things
pany with, but on reaching the house he
There is ielt a little embarrassed
all the oddities of the Senorita.
tor fear there
no woman within the bounds ot
probably
were members of the
family
present, and
who
civilization
may be called a fair repre- so he left the beautiful gift on the
stoop
of
her
race
sentative
; in other words, wild and passed in.
The movement was peris as bad as the males of her own kind. ceived
a
brother
of
the
by graceless
young
'I lie Mexican farmer is a plodding, darklady, who appropriated the cologne to his
laeed, surly and silent creature, wanting own use, and relilled the bottle with hartsalike in ambiUpn and force, loving sun- horn from the
family jar, and then hung
shine, idlunessnuid cigarettes with the on- round to observe the'result. In a little
his
nature
He
knows.
dances
devotion
ly
while the young man slipped out on the
the. blithe measures of the fandango with
stoop, and securing the splendid gift,
al'aee that indicates, if anything, only the
back again into the parlor, where,
slipped
of
a
He
is
solemn performance
duty.
with a few appropriate words, lie pressed
in
even
the
midst
of
the
vivacious it
lazy
upon the blushing girl. Like a good
conversation of his race, (festiculating, and faithful
daughter that she was, she
shrugging, frowning and stamping, there at once hurried into the presence of her
is still a perceptible indolence in the panto- mother, and the old
lady was charmed.
mime. The smooth syllables ol his motherThey didn’t put up scent stuff like that
contrived
for
were
ease
rather
tongue
when she was a girl; it was kept in a china
than force. Sober he is stupid, drunk he
and it was held together by samThere is an immense tea-cup,
is simply surly.
But she
ples of all the family’s hair.
The was
deal of character in intoxication.
She
very much pleased with it.
is
and
and
screams
dances,
Indian
posses- drew out the
stopper, laid the beautiful
the
for
infliction
of
outa
mania
sed with
petals of her nostrils over the aperture,
rages upon defenseless creatures. The and fetched a pull at the contents that fairIrishman longs for a new experience ot ly made them bubble. Then she laid the
that delicious sensation consequent upon bottle down, and
picked upa brass-mountthe breaking of a head. The German ed lire shovel instead, and said she as
ter

conscious of what had happened, was in
front of the mirror adjusting his neck-tie
and smiling at himself.
And hero she
found hint, and said to him : “Oh, you
are laughing at the trick of an old woman,
are you, you wall-eyed
leper?” And then
she basted hint one on the ear. And he
being by nature more eloquent with his
legs than his tongue, hastened front there,
howling like mad, and accompanied to
the gate by that brass-mounted shovel.
He says he would give everything on
earth if he could shake oil’ the impression
that a mistake had been made.

strength.

In the

contentment

'111«• w 1 h• r«*

.m-win-rt

laughs mostly, and the Yankee does any- soon as she could say anything: “Where
thing which enters his erratic head to is that slinking brat?" And he all un-
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